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Stockholms Stadshus AB
– a part of the city –

Stockholms Stadshus AB’s Annual Report presents the Group’s work
in 2017 to realise the vision of A Stockholm for everyone. Employees
working for a socially, environmentally, financially and democratically
sustainable city provide the basis for giving more people the opportunity to grow and develop and for us to be able to take the step
into a more equal future.

S

is owned by
the City of Stockholm and serves as a
unifying function for the majority of
the City’s limited liability companies.
Since 1991, Stockholms Stadshus AB
has been the Parent Company in the
corporate group that consists of 16 active subsidiaries. In addition, there are two associated companies. More than half of the limited liability companies also have their own subsidiaries. You can read
more about the organisation on pages 40–45.
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TOCKHOLMS STADSHUS AB

COMPANIES IN THE GROUP Stockholms Stadshus AB
work in areas that are of benefit to the municipality.
From housing, school buildings, nursing homes and
arenas to water supply, waste management, port facilities, fibre networks, district heating and parking
operations. The City’s companies also provide services and expertise in housing allocation, tourist information, trade fairs, business development, culture
and insurance.

New mural in the
centre of Skärholmen

p.
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The Stockholm’s Future
Wastewater Treatment
project is being constructed in Henriksdal

The companies conduct operations throughout the City of Stockholm.
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Workshops and
discussions on the
development of Fagersjö

THE GROUP IS DIVIDED INTO THREE SEGMENTS: properties,
infrastructure and other companies. Together with
the City’s committees, the companies provide service
for the benefit of everyone in the City of Stockholm.
You can read more about each company’s operations
on pages 46–57.

PAGES 6–7 contain a timeline showing major events
and decisions in the corporate group during 2017.

highest decision-making
body is the City Council, which comprises 101 representatives elected by the people of Stockholm in the
local elections. It is the City Council that decides on
overall objectives, guidelines and assignments for the
companies and committees in the Municipal Group.
You can read more about corporate governance on
pages 40–45. On pages 94–95 there is a presentation
of the Board of the Parent Company – the Group
Board of Directors.

THE CITY OF STOCKHOLM’S

shows the work done during the
year by the companies of the Stockholms Stadshus
AB Group to achieve the City’s targets of:
1. A Stockholm that stands united.
For more information, see pages 8–15.
2. Eco-smart Stockholm.
For more information, see pages 16–23.
3. Financially sustainable Stockholm.
For more information, see pages 24–31.
4. Democratically sustainable Stockholm.
For more information, see pages 32–39.
The Administration Report and notes provide a detailed picture of the Group’s results on pages 58–93.

THE ANNUAL REPORT
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A few words from the Chairman and management

Full speed ahead for a
growing city

5

When we have clear visions and goals, the energy in the
companies can be released and achieve the best result.
During the year, the Group has prioritised investments to proactively meet the
needs of a rapidly growing city and to contribute to the vision of A Stockholm
for everyone. The pace of housing construction has increased, with a focus on
building more rental apartments, and the city is achieving its goals in terms of
the number of construction starts. At the end of the year, the ribbon was cut
for the first Stockholmshusen houses. This is a concept for the future that will
lead to lower production costs and more reasonable rents through larger volumes.
key investments in areas such as infrastructure, pre-schools and
schools, food waste collection and fibre networks. The Land and Environment Court has
approved the Stockholm’s Future Wastewater Treatment project, which means a green light
for the Group’s current largest investment that will serve a growing Stockholm into the
future. The companies are helping to achieve the targets in the city’s environmental programme and to make Stockholm free from fossil fuels.

THE GROUP HAS CARRIED OUT

Many people want to live in Stockholm. By 2040, the city is
expected to have 1.3 million inhabitants. Sustainable housing
must be built, accessibility improved and service developed to
satisfy a growing population with new needs and expectations.

KARIN WANNGÅRD Chairman of

Stockholms Stadshus AB and
Mayor of the City of Stockholm

IT IS VITAL FOR THE CITY’S DEVELOPMENT THAT THE COMPANIES handle

financial, environmental and
social issues in a responsible manner. During the year, the larger companies in the Group
have drawn up sustainability reports which describe their work in areas such as the environment, social conditions, personnel, respect for human rights and anti-corruption. The city’s
companies are often front-runners in their respective sectors in terms of initiatives within
these areas. Performing the public service mission in a professional manner leads to longterm sustainable solutions.

The companies are equipping for the future
The companies’ involvement in the city’s work to build a Stockholm that stands united was
intensified during the year. Most of the companies contribute through the new production,
improvement or development of housing, schools, elderly housing and infrastructure, which
in turn contributes to new operations and jobs in different parts of the city. The companies
have also taken on long-term unemployed, interns, summer workers and trainees and
offered supervision and introduction through various labour market initiatives.
for Stockholm residents in all parts of the
city. This work is characterised by perseverance and a long-term approach, exemplified in,
for example, the leading role played by the municipal housing companies in various local
property-owner associations. Joint undertakings and initiatives lead to better and safer
residential areas, which benefit both those who live there and the property owners – as well
as Stockholm as a whole.

THE COMPANIES HELP TO MAKE EVERYDAY LIFE SAFE

INGELA LINDH MD of Stockholms

Stadshus AB and CEO of the City
of Stockholm

IN ORDER TO BE SUCCESSFUL AND FOR THE COMPANIES TO ACHIEVE THEIR GOALS, there must be a structured leadership that inspires confidence and that also creates the conditions for good staff
commitment. When we have clear visions and goals, the energy in the companies can be released and achieve the best result for Stockholmers. Much of what the companies deliver and
of what is reported in the Corporate Group’s Annual Report is the result of precisely this.

Karin Wanngård
Chairman of the Board

Ingela Lindh
Managing Director

Jonas Schneider
Deputy Managing Director

JONAS SCHNEIDER Deputy MD

of Stockholms Stadshus AB
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Stockholm is the new
centre for the next
generation’s sustainable
data centres

In January, over 9,000 Chinese people
travelled to Stockholm. This represents
an 82% increase in the number of
overnight stays by Chinese guests compared with the same period last year.
This is the result of a new direct route
to Hong Kong and the fact that Visit
Stockholm has spent a long time working to position Stockholm in China. Visit
Stockholm is working with Swedavia
to establish more international direct
routes and this has had results. Since
2013, 15 new direct routes to Arlanda
have been added.

The Antikmässan
antiques fair was one
of those to make a
“pop-up” appearance at
Centralen to help draw
attention to Stockholmsmässan’s 75th anniversary during the year.

Svenska Bostäder
– Best in Sweden

Svenska Bostäder was
named best landlord in
Sweden for the first time,
among housing companies with more than 9,000
apartments. The company
remains in first place in
Stockholm, which means
that it is achieving the
target of having the happiest customers in Greater
Stockholm.

Stockholm Exergi
– Historic climate
decision

Stockholm Exergi took a
historic orientation decision to phase out the last
of the coal at Värtaverket
by 2022. This will probably be the biggest single
measure in Stockholm’s
climate transition.

S:t Erik Markutveckling
– Transfer within urban
development

In connection with the
upcoming urban development of Slakthusområdet,
S:t Erik Markutveckling
transferred 11 buildings to
the Development Committee. According to the current
plans, these buildings can
provide space for around
2,000 new apartments, a
school, a park and a new
Metro entrance.

Stockholms Hamnar
– Major interest in new
dock
One year to the day after
construction began on
Stockholm Norvik Hamn,
the gates were opened
to the public. There was
a great deal of interest,
with over 1,000 visitors
attending.

Stockholm Vatten och
Avfall – New water treatment plant

Bornsjöverket, the first new
water treatment plant since
1933, was opened in September. Bornsjöverket is a unique
environmental investment,
which will both remove the
phosphorus from the water
in Stockholm’s reservoir
and contribute to the city’s
drinking water supply.

Stockholmshem – Grow
Smarter in Valla Torg

Stockholmshem’s first tenants
moved back into their newly
refurbished apartments at Valla
Torg. New technology and smart
solutions for energy, infrastructure and transport have been
used throughout the work carried
out in conjunction with the EU’s
GrowSmarter project. It will be
easier to live climate-smart here!

Stockholm Vatten och
Avfall – Unique biocoal
facility

SISAB

On 29 March, the biocoal
facility was inaugurated at the
recycling centre in Högdalen.
There has been a great deal of
interest in the project, both in
Sweden and abroad. Over the
weekend that followed, the
general public were invited
to an open day, where they
could leave their garden
waste and take some biocoal
home with them.

MAY

Stadsteatern
– Parkteatern
celebrates 75 years

On 11 June 1942, a large and
curious audience gathered
in the small Junotäppan
park area in Gamla Stan and
the idea for Parkteatern was
born! The 75th anniversary
was celebrated with an
evening full of retrospectives and contemporary
reflections with the Cullberg
Ballet, the Royal Swedish
Opera, Manne the Clown and
many more.

Stockholms Hamnar
– Re-opening of
Kapellskärs hamn

Stockholm Parkering
– Nine new park-and-ride facilities with 644 parking spaces

Stockholm Parkering looked at the
parking facilities at sports venues and
determined that eight of them are
relatively empty during the day. In
order to increase the level of use, the
parking spaces have been converted
to park-and-ride facilities during the
daytime. The car park at the Swedish
Museum of Natural History is also now
a park-and-ride facility.

Bostadsförmedlingen –
Queue fee reduced

On 16 June, Kapellskärs
hamn reopened after a
three-year renovation and
expansion project. The public
were invited to the inauguration and were able to take a
walk on the new 245-metre
long pier.

From 1 May 2017, it will cost
SEK 200 per year to be in the
housing queue. This means
the fee is reduced by SEK 10.

Of all the schools
certified by the Sweden Green Building
Council, Lugnets skola
in Hammarby Sjöstad
has stood out as the
school with the lowest
energy consumption. The school was
awarded the highest
certification of Gold
earlier in the year and
proves it is possible
to build smart and sustainable educational
environments.

Stockholmshem – Construction
begins on energy plus house

Construction began on Stockholmshem’s first energy plus house, with
43 apartments, in Stockholm Royal
Seaport in May. The building will
be Stockholm’s first multi-family
dwelling that generates more energy
than it uses. A cutting-edge project
that combines technologies such
as solar cells, its own wind power
station, borehole heat exchanger and
wastewater recovery.

DECEMBER

SISAB broke the ground
and began production of
Bobergsskolan, which will
be part of Stockholm Royal
Seaport. A brand-new
school is being developed
here and is expected to be
ready for 900 school students in autumn 2019.

OCTOBER

R

SEPTEMBE

During the summer, several
waste collection staff at one of
Stockholm Vatten och Avfall’s
contractors went on a wildcat
strike, which caused delays
to the collection of waste in
several areas of the city. Stockholm Vatten och Avfall worked
hard to resolve the problem
through extra collections,
working in two shifts and providing additional containers.

In the summer, over 400
young people were given
the opportunity to work in
the company’s operations performing general
maintenance tasks and
administrative work.
The aim is to offer young
people a first contact with
the labour market and to
provide them with experience and contacts.

SISAB – Another school

NOVEMBER

ST
Stockholm Vatten och
Avfall – Waste collection
strike

Summer jobs at the
companies

I
R
P
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Svenska Bostäder
– Upper-secondary
school turned into student accommodation

Svenska Bostäder’s
conversion of S:t Görans
gymnasium into 246 new,
centrally located student
apartments opened and the
first students move in. There
will also be a pre-school,
pupil accommodation,
garage and Stockholm
hostel with around
20 rooms here.

Stockholmsmässan
– Pop-up fair
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Stockholm Data Parks is a
collaboration between the
City of Stockholm, Stockholm
Exergi, Ellevio, Stokab and
Stockholm Business Region,
and the concept was officially
launched on 24 January. The
idea is to attract large-scale
data centre investments and
make Stockholm the future
centre of the sustainable data
centre industry, with the waste
heat from the facilities being
recovered in the city’s district
heating network.

Stockholm Business Region
– More visitors from China

MARCH

FEBRUARY

JANUARY

timeline

Micasa Fastigheter
– Sheltered housing became
senior citizen apartments

In autumn 2017, all current sheltered housing are converted to
senior residences with an activity
centre. Micasa Fastigheter’s operations with Micasa hosts cease and
responsibility for the activity centre is taken over by the city district
councils. The idea is that there will
be social activities, coffee and the
opportunity to eat together, both
for residents and for other elderly
people in the neighbourhood.

Familjebostäder
– Groundbreaking
ceremony for police
station in Rinkeby
Familjebostäder’s
property Kvarnberget 9
at Rinkebyplan will be
converted into a police
station and is expected
to be completed in
autumn 2019.

Stockholmshusen
is underway!

December saw the groundbreaking ceremony for the Stockholmshusen investment, where the
housing companies are working
together with the Development
and City Planning Committees
to build cost-effective rental
properties at a rapid rate. The first
project to begin construction was
Familjebostäder’s Säterhöjden in
Rågsved, with 70 rental properties.

Bostadsförmedlingen
– Homes submitted
for allocation
At the end of December
2017, Bostadsförmedlingen had received 12,438
homes. This is more than
ever before.

Subtarget 1
A Stockholm that stands united

The City of Stockholm’s Corporate Group works to achieve the vision
of a city that stands united, that gives children, adults and the elderly
opportunities to develop and shape their lives. All parts of the city shall
be vibrant and secure, Stockholmers shall have access to cultural facilities, and housing with reasonable rents must be built and managed.
Houses have been allocated by Bostadsförmedlingen since the
company was founded in 1947. In the beginning, there were five
employees and an annual budget of SEK 100,000.

9

Familjebostäder
is building
63 student
apartments in
Älvsjöstaden.
Old industrial
land is being
converted
from a disused,
closed-off area
into a district containing 1,600 homes.

A Stockholm that stands united
The urban development places great demands on the City,
including ensuring sustainable construction and infrastructure and at the same time creating a unified City
where everyone is given equal opportunities.
How will we be
living in 20 years’ time?

Police to increase security in Rinkeby
A new police station is to be built in Familjebostäder’s properties along Rinkeby allé and
is expected to be ready in autumn 2019.

Unusual planting creates well-being
and security

PHOTO STOCKHOLM VATTEN OCH AVFALL

Following a discussion with the residents in Hässelby,
Stockholmshem created a new area at the entrance to
Hässelby Torg with an “outdoor apartment” consisting
of flowers in unusual containers and lighting that
creates well-being and security in the area.

12,438

at the end of december 2017,
bostadsförmedlingen had
received 12,438 homes. this
is more than ever before.

stockholms stadshus ab Annual Report 2017

What do Stockholmers think about their future
homes? Bostadsförmedlingen’s customer panel,
which is made up of around 5,000 people in the
housing queue, has been looking 20 years into the
future. The results showed that many of those asked
can imagine living in new, more flexible ways.

sisiab’s overall
objective for 2017 was
to deliver 5,000 new
places for school
students on top of
the existing 125,000.
Students (approximately) will
have a place at the new school
which Stockholm City Council
has commissioned SISAB to
build in Midsommarkransen’s
former fire station.
The school has a budget of SEK
419 million and is expected to
be ready by 2021.

Kungsholmens
gymnasium given
artificial grass
There has been a major shortage
of inner-city football pitches
and the city wants to make even
greater use of school yards. SISAB
is therefore constructing two new
seven-pitch facilities with artificial
grass in Kungsholmen
and in Vasa-stan. The
investment is estimated to cost around
SEK 9.8 million.

Winner of Project of the Year at Enprocentsgalan

30 %
30% say they can
imagine living with a
flexible design that has
movable walls.

50 %
Half of the customer
panel also say they are
open to living on water or
in a skyscraper.

Stockholms Hamnar
and the new Värta
terminal with its
four different artistic creations was
the proud winner of
Project of the Year
at Enprocentsgalan.

Annual Report 2017 stockholms stadshus ab
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Subtarget 1
A Stockholm that stands united

Subtarget 1
A Stockholm that stands united
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A united
city
PHOTO GUSTAV KAISER

The construction and planning of several homes and schools
continued during the year. The city’s companies work to create
secure and vibrant city districts and local development
programmes are drawn up for prioritised areas of the city.
In Rågsved, Familjebostäder has worked with safety and well-being tours and
cultural and youth festivals in order to contribute to a good living environment.

which is one of Familjebostäder’s prioritised areas, the company has worked with safety and
well-being tours and cultural and youth festivals in order
to contribute to a good and secure living environment.
Stockholmshem, which also has a large portfolio in
Rågsved, works closely with the property owners’
association Rågfast and has held safety and activity days.

IN RÅGSVED,

A

LL CHILDREN shall have equal opportunities regardless of background.
Schools and pre-schools are prioritised and work has continued to
improve the playground environments for children at pre-schools and
schools. SISAB plays a leading role in the planning
and expansion of schools and pre-schools. Around
5,066 (5,485) additional places for students were created
during the year, which was in line with the target.

completed during the year were Farsta grundskola, with places for around 1,470 students,
Lindeskolan in Enskede Gård and Långbrodalsskolan in Älvsjö, each with 600 places. SISAB continued
to upgrade and develop school yards during the year.

THE MAJOR PROJECTS

The housing companies participate and cooperate in property owners’ associations in several
areas, such as Rågsved, Järva and Skärholmen.
stockholms stadshus ab Annual Report 2017

Two new pre-schools in line with the Pre-school of the
Future concept were completed in Kista and in Tensta.
The goal is to create premises that are fit for purpose
and make effective use of space and that contribute to
a good work environment for children and staff.

Vibrant and secure city districts
The city, together with its companies, shall work to
take measures and ensure that all Stockholmers feel
safe in their city districts and in their residential environment. The city must also be characterised by
vibrant city districts and this is an area where the
availability of premises is an important factor. Providing premises and attracting businesses create jobs
and contribute to creating a vibrant area. The housing companies continue their safety work through
well-maintained properties and outdoor environments,
systematic fire protection work, the removal of graffiti,
improvement of perimeter protection, accessibility and
presence and visibility in their areas.

c ontribute to a vibrant local community. Another collaborative project in Rinkeby between Familjebostäder,
Folkets Hus and Parker, KTH, the Swedish Union of
Tenants and Folkets Hus in Rinkeby is Demokratilabb
2.0. This aims to create new meeting forums, work with
power structures and reduce segregation.
Stockholmshem has focused on increasing security and creating
an attractive area through safety groups, safety patrols, networks with the National Council for Crime Prevention (BRÅ),
urban gardens and a close
cooperation with the property
owners’ association Skafast.

IN SKÄRHOLMEN AND SÄTRA,

the work to establish secure and vibrant city
districts continued in Husby
centre, based on gender-equal
feminist urban planning. This
involves creating a public
space where everyone feels
safe and its planning is based
more on female perspectives.
The centre is being redeveloped around three squares
with a clear focus on services, shopping, food and culture. In Rinkeby, it was decided that Familjebostäder,
together with the Police Authority, will convert the
property at Kvarnberget 9. As well as greater safety and
improved security in the area, the police station is contributing several hundred new jobs. The redevelopment
began in the autumn and is expected to be completed
by the end of 2019. Folkets Hus was also acquired
by Familjebostäder with the aim of developing it into
a natural meeting place for Rinkeby residents and

IN JÄRVA,

As well as greater safety and
improved security in the area,
a new police station in Rinkeby
is contributing several
hundred new jobs

FOKUS SKÄRHOLMEN aims to develop the area with 4,000
homes with a focus on social sustainability. As well as
building new homes, priority is given to measures that
create security, which have been requested by local residents. Svenska Bostäder, together with private building
companies, has been given the role of anchor developer
in the project. As part of SISAB’s operations in Skärholmen, preliminary studies have been carried out in conjunction with the Education Committee for a school in
the vicinity of Vårbergs IP and one in Mälaräng.

4,000
FOKUS SKÄRHOLMEN AIMS TO
DEVELOP THE
AREA WITH 4,000
HOMES WITH A
FOCUS ON SOCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY.

Annual Report 2017 stockholms stadshus ab
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Subtarget 1
A Stockholm that stands united

PHOTO SVENSKA BOSTÄDER

IN FARSTA-FAGERSJÖ, Familjebostäder together with the
city’s committees and Fagersjö residents will produce
a local plan for the development of new housing and
services in the area.

TOGETHER, THE
COMPANIES FREED
UP 280 HOMES
FOR THE HOUSING
MARKET DURING
THE YEAR, WHICH
WERE BEING ILLEGALLY SUBLET.

THE HOUSING COMPANIES have been working together for
a few years to strengthen measures to minimise unfair
rental conditions, with the aim of contributing to a secure and fair housing market. Together, the companies
freed up 280 homes for the housing market during the
year by investigating and evicting illegal sub-tenants.
The Group’s other companies have also prioritised security work during the year. Micasa Fastigheter
is working on security in and around its properties.
Stockholm Parkering has, among other things, installed
mobile coverage and surveillance cameras in several
garages. Stockholm Globe Arena Fastigheter is implementing safety and security measures in and around
the arena squares. Examples include physical obstacles
positioned to prevent vehicular traffic on the squares,
where there are many people during events.

Local development programmes
In accordance with the city’s Guidelines for local development efforts, the relevant companies of the Group
must assist with local development work and implement the local development programmes. The aim of
the programmes is to realise and put into specific terms
the vision of A Stockholm for everyone, through investments in every city district based on the needs of the
local residents. They also aim to rally forces and guide
resources to where they are most needed in the city.
The following city districts have been prioritised: Farsta, Enskede-Årsta-Vantör, Hässelby-Vällingby, Rinkeby-Kista, Skarpnäck, Skärholmen and Spånga-Tensta.

stockholms stadshus ab Annual Report 2017

With SNABBA HUS, Svenska Bostäder has shown that it is
possible to build high-quality housing at reasonable rents under
building permits that have a time limit.

Bostadsförmedlingen received a record-high number of apartments submitted for allocation from both the public sector and
private landlords during the year.

The housing companies are involved in many of the
prioritised development programmes. Examples include
Skärholmen and Rågsved, where the companies are
working closely with the police and the Social Services
Committee on security in the form of perimeter protection and patrols of the properties. In Skarpnäck, work
continues on Skarpnäckslyftet, with Stockholmshem,
the city district committee and the police working
together with residents, parents and local stakeholders
to increase security.
SISAB, Micasa Fastigheter and Kulturhuset Stadsteatern are involved, together with the district committees, in the local development programmes that have
been launched.

construction, compared with just over 1,100 in 2016.
Delays in planning work, procedural delays in handling
by the authorities and appeals are causing delays to several projects. Economic trends on the property market
are also leading to a shortage of labour.

A city with a high level of housing
construction where everyone can live
The housing companies are tasked with doubling
their housing construction and building good, climate-smart housing at a reasonable cost. The companies must work to keep production costs down in
new production and also plan and build in a space-efficient manner, taking into account different types of
family structures and housing conditions. The housing
companies are also tasked to ensure that there is more
rental apartments that is affordable for young people,
students and other groups in a weak position on the
housing market. The city’s long-term objective is that
140,000 new homes will be built in Stockholm between
2010 and 2030. From 2010 up to 2017, so far over
45,500 homes have been begun by both the private
and the municipal sector. During the year, the housing
companies contributed around 1,770 homes entering

THE NUMBER OF APARTMENTS COMPLETED continued to rise
compared with previous years. During 2017, around
1,270 apartments became ready for occupancy; approximately 500 of these were student apartments.
Major projects completed during the year include Vallgossen S:t Görans gymnasium with 246 apartments,
Syllen in Årsta with 172 apartments, Björnlandet with
158 apartments and Hornslandet in Stockholm Royal
Seaport with 132 apartments.

received a record-high number
of apartments submitted for allocation from the public sector and private landlords during the year. Over
12,400 (11,800) apartments were submitted, with the
city’s companies accounting for 46 (45) per cent. These
are primarily succession apartments, i.e. not new production, which increased as several larger redevelopment projects were completed during the year, by both
private and municipal property owners.

PHOTO JEPPE WIKSTRÖM

280

PHOTO PETER HOELSTAD

PHOTO SVENSKA BOSTÄDER

The housing
companies
are tasked
with doubling
their housing
construction and
building good,
climate-smart
housing at a reasonable cost.

BOSTADSFÖRMEDLINGEN

Stockholmshusen (Stockholm Houses)
Since 2015, the housing companies have conducted
the Stockholmshusen project. By working together and
submitting large orders, the prices can be pressured to
enable good, space-saving and energy-efficient buildings at reasonable costs. Intensive work is underway
and several projects are in the start-up phase. During
the year, construction began on the first project, Säterhöjden in Rågsved, with a total of 70 apartments.

By working together and submitting large
orders, the prices can be pressured for
Stockholmshusen to enable good,
space-saving and energy-efficient
buildings at reasonable costs.
During 2018, Ledinge in Tensta with 172 apartments
and Karneolen in Solberga with 80 apartments will be
commenced. The goal is to have begun construction of
around 3,500–5,000 apartments in Stockholmshusen
by 2020. One challenge in this project is the issue of
land, which it is vital is obtained for projects in sufficient volume and with adequate profitability.

Annual Report 2017 stockholms stadshus ab
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Subtarget 1
A Stockholm that stands united

Subtarget 1
A Stockholm that stands united
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THE HOUSING
COMPANIES
COMPLETED
490 STUDENT
ACCOMMODATIONS
DURING THE YEAR.

PHOTO MARKUS GÅRDER

490

PHOTO SVENSKA BOSTÄDER

IAMGE SVENSKA BOSTÄDER

unaccompanied refugee minors and families with uncertain
housing remains a priority issue. Together, Micasa Fastigheter and the housing companies have contributed
over 675 homes to SHIS Bostäder and the Social Services Committee, which have been allocated to recently
arrived immigrants. Micasa Fastigheter has arranged
housing for around 1,000 (800) recently arrived immigrants in total, with the majority in Skärholmen,
Södermalm and Bromma. Stockholmshem has begun
100 temporary module housing units in Örby and six
building permits have been applied for, which is equivalent to over 400 temporary housing units.

HOUSING FOR RECENTLY ARRIVED IMMIGRANTS,

One of the 246 student apartments in the former S:t
Görans gymnasium in Kungsholmen, Vallgossen which
was completed in 2017.

Demand for housing for the elderly is increasing, which requires
long-term planning and collaboration between all parts of the city.

Vision illustration of the student apartment area
campus Albano, where over 700 apartments were begun
during 2017.

Kretsteatern, which made its debut at the beginning of the
year, has held 70 performances in most districts of the city.

YOUNG PEOPLE AND STUDENTS are another prioritised group.
Svenska Bostäder has a collaboration with jagvillhabostad.nu to create inexpensive and attractive homes for
young people. In 2017, work continued on two planned
Snabba Hus projects in Norra Ängby and Råcksta. The
projects are expected to begin in spring 2018, with a total
of around 380 apartments. During the year, the housing
companies together completed 490 student accommodations, which is in line with the annual target and is higher
than in 2016, when around 200 were completed. One of
the larger completed projects is Vallgossen in Kungsholmen, where around 240 apartments became ready for
occupancy during the summer and autumn. Another major student housing project is campus Albano, where over
700 apartments were begun during the year. Bostadsförmedlingen continues to work with campaigns and information for students to encourage this target group to
join the housing queue. The number of student and youth
apartments allocated was 3,540 (3,500) at year-end.

is tasked, together with the Social
Services Committee and SHIS Bostäder, with producing
a model for a coordinated contact channel for trial and
training apartments. During the year, over 420 (465)
trial and training apartments were allocated, including
Bostad först apartments. This is not quite as many as
the preceding year, which is partly due to lower demand
from the city districts.

BOSTADSFÖRMEDLINGEN

Proximity to culture and personal
creativity
Kulturhuset Stadsteatern contributes to a vibrant city
through its operations in both the city and its suburbs and through its touring operations. Parkteatern,
which takes place during the summer at several locations in both the city centre and the suburbs, has held
almost 200 events. Kretsteatern, which made its debut
at the beginning of the year, has held 70 performances in most districts of the city. Local stages are visited
through cooperation with Stockholm’s various city districts. Kulturhuset Stadsteatern, together with Kulturskolan, has also begun student concerts in connection
with Kretsteatern’s events.

Secure old age
Demand for housing for the elderly is increasing,
which requires long-term planning and collaboration
between all parts of the city. The perspective of the
elderly must be included in urban planning and new
construction. During the year, Micasa Fastigheter has
begun planning for the expansion of nursing and care
homes based on the city’s Elderly Housing Plan. According to the plan, there is a need for 22 nursing and
care homes by 2040, of which five must be completed
by 2024. In Rinkeby, the local plan is out for consultation, while a new local plan is being produced for the
other accommodation in Bagarmossen.
to create more housing
with a focus on security and accessibility for the elderly,
Micasa Fastigheter examines all of its new nursing and
care home projects to see if these can be supplemented with accessible rental properties for the elderly. The
company also produced a separate plan during the year
for the expansion of senior residences, where the company has received an initial land allocation for senior
residences at the property Ånn 7 in Årsta. During the
year, the form of accommodation known as sheltered
housing was changed and in order to improve clarity,
the form of accommodation not linked to social assistance was brought under the term senior residences.
BASED ON THE COMPANY’S MISSION,

Demand for housing for the elderly
is increasing, which requires longterm planning and collaboration
between all parts of the city.
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NURSING AND
CARE HOMES
ARE NEEDED BY
2040. FIVE OF
THESE MUST BE
COMPLETED
BY MICASA
FASTIGHETER
BY 2024.
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Subtarget 2
Eco-smart Stockholm

The City of Stockholm’s Corporate Group takes responsibility for and works to
reduce climate-impacting emissions. The goal of making Stockholm fossil-fuelfree is to be achieved by 2040 and this is a central part of the City’s long-term
vision. This work includes life cycle analyses for the environmental impact of
buildings in new production, continued energy efficiency improvements and
the transition to renewable energy.

Nine new park-and-ride facilities
Following an inventory of the City of Stockholm’s parking facilities
at sports venues and the extent to which they are used, Stockholm
Parkering was able to determine that eight of them are relatively
empty during the day. In order to make more efficient use of these,
they are being converted for use as park-and-ride facilities during
the day. In addition to these eight park-and-ride facilities, the
Swedish Museum of Natural History car park is also being converted
to a park-and-ride facility.

Eco-smart Stockholm
1,200

food waste collected by stockholm vatten
och avfall is turned into biogas and bio
fertiliser. biogas is used as fuel for waste
collection vehicles, buses and cars. the food
waste of 1,200 Stockholmers is enough to run
a waste collection vehicle for a whole year.

One of the world’s most
sustainable cities

300

PHOTO ISTOCK

Stockholm Vatten och Avfall has a globally
unique partnership that converts fir
trees and other garden waste into
climate-smart biocoal and district
heating. The biocoal is used as a soil
stockholmers
throw away 300
improvement and makes Stocktonnes of
holm’s greenery grow.
christmas trees
The production of biocoal also
every year.
generates a gas that provides heat
for the district heating network. It
doesn’t stop there though – biocoal reduces
the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
as it locks carbon into the earth for thousands of years.
An ecocycle that helps the city of Stockholm to be one of
the world’s most sustainable cities.
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Värta terminal receives
gold environmental
certification

The Värta terminal is the first local building to be
awarded gold certification by the Sweden Green
Building Council in the Stockholm Royal Seaport environmental profile area.

In April 2017, Stockholmshem
closed down its last oil-fired
boiler. This is the result of longterm, systematic work to reduce
dependency on fossil fuels.

700

both biocoal and renewable energy are obtained
from garden waste. biocoal from stockholm
vatten och avfall’s plant in högdalen offsets
the carbon dioxide emissions of 700 cars per year.

Bicycle pools in residential areas
Stockholmshem wants to make it easy for those living in
the company’s properties to live eco-smart. Therefore the
possibility of operating cargo bike and electric bicycle pools
in the company’s residential areas is beeing investigated.

Stockholm Exergi
phasing out coal
by 2022

The aim was to phase out coal by 2030 at the
latest, but through increased heat recovery,
customer collaboration through open district
heating, cooperation developed in the region,
new heat generation, the connection of the
in 2017, svenska bostäder was able to
large district heating networks and other
provide an additional 3,600 tenants
measures, Stockholm Exergi is aiming to
with the opportunity to sort their
phase out coal at Värtaverket as early as 2022.
food waste in västerort, söderort
and the city centre.

2040
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Stockholm water
Collaboration on a water
centre

Stockholm must have sustainable land
and water use. Stockholm Vatten och
Avfall, together with the Environment
and Health Committee, is therefore
supporting KTH’s construction of a
new water centre for innovation and
research. The aim is to bring together
knowledge, experience, ideas and
needs and to create a broader arena
for collaboration on the water issues.

The wastewater from vessels
is not emptied straight into
the sea

The port of Stockholm is one of few
in the world that is able to collect
wastewater from vessels. There are
facilities for collecting wastewater at
all quays in Stockholm.

8 out of 10

cruise ships leave wastewater at the
port of Stockholm. This service, like
depositing waste, is included in the
port fees. Those who sort their waste
receive a discount on the port fees.

since the 1980s, scheduled ferry
services in stockholm’s ports
have been able to deposit their
wastewater. today, 98% of
their passengers’ wastewater
is deposited.

the goal of making stockholm
fossil-fuel-free is to be achieved by 2040
and this is a central part of the city’s
long-term vision.
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Subtarget 2
Eco-smart Stockholm

Eco-smart
Stockholm is growing
New and innovative collaboration is taking place within the Corporate
Group to achieve a fossil-fuel-free Stockholm by 2040. The companies
are continuing to invest in infrastructure and technology to make it
easier for local residents to live climate-smart.

POWER AND ENERGY
POWER IS THE
AMOUNT OF ELECTRICITY USED AT
A GIVEN TIME. IF
SEVERAL MACHINES
ARE USED AT THE
SAME TIME, THE
POWER USAGE AT
THIS TIME IS HIGH.
ONE OF THE CITY
OF STOCKHOLM’S
OBJECTIVES IS TO
REDUCE ENERGY
CONSUMPTION. AT
THE SAME TIME,
THERE ARE AMBITIONS TO PRIORITISE THE EVENING
OUT OF ENERGY
CONSUMPTION OVER
TIME IN ORDER TO
AVOID LARGE POWER
PEAKS AND TO EVEN
OUT THE LOAD ON
THE ELECTRICITY
NETWORK.

T

to create
energy production that is based solely on
renewable and recovered fuels in Stockholm. In a Board decision of February
2017, owners Stockholms Stadshus AB
and Fortum Power and Heat AB commissioned Stockholm Exergi to develop the district heating system so as to phase out coal by 2022. Closing
the coal-fired heating plant in Värtaverket is a key
part of the work to achieve the city’s target of being
fossil fuel-free by 2040.
HERE IS LONG-TERM WORK UNDERWAY

THE HOUSING COMPANIES AND STOCKHOLM EXERGI have established several collaborative initiatives to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions and enable the coal-fired
heating plant in Hjorthagen to be closed down. Familjebostäder and Stockholmshem have introduced power control in a number of buildings, which makes it
easier to manage the heating systems in the buildings
more efficiently. In order to evaluate the project, the
companies are monitoring changes in the demand for
energy, power usage and costs for the particular buildings. The results will then be simulated for the entire
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district heating network and the effect on carbon dioxide emissions assessed. Svenska Bostäder has installed
its first so-called Geo-FTX facility, which combines
a borehole heat exchanger with existing ventilation
equipment. The facility will lead to reduced energy
demand, but above all reduced demand for power on
cold winter days.
in energy efficiencies and renewable energy production reduce both emissions and the city’s
long-term costs. The housing companies are reducing
their energy consumption per square metre of housing
area/premises area but have had difficulty achieving
the target for the total amount of energy purchased in
the year. The companies are nevertheless working to
achieve the ambitious targets in the long term. Overall,
the Group is achieving its target for purchased energy
of 1,561 GWh (1,541 GWh).
INVESTMENTS

SVENSKA BOSTÄDER trained

50 staff during the year on
energy, environment and the indoor environment in
order to increase awareness among its tenants and ultimately reduce energy consumption.

IN APRIL 2017, Stockholmshem closed down its last oilfired boiler. This is the result of long-term, systematic
work to reduce dependency on fossil fuels. In 2010, the
company used 1,500 m³ of oil for heating. As of April
2017, its consumption is zero.
ALL NEW CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

to obtain more energy from the solar cell installations. Batteries for the storage of solar cell energy will
be installed in the Rösträknaren project in Årsta with
occupancy in 2019. Stockholms Hamnar has completed a solar cell installation in Frihamnen and is also
continuing to expand a system for optimising energy
in its properties.

THE GROUP AS A WHOLE had difficulty fulfilling the solar
energy production target for the year of 2,344 MWh,
achieving only 1,993 MWh. This is because of ongoing conversions, delayed construction projects and the
destruction of one facility in a fire. Familjebostäder is
planning to test battery storage during 2018 in order

THE CITY’S ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMME 2016–2019 contains targets to reduce energy consumption in absolute
terms for its own operations by at least 10% during
the period. As the City of Stockholm is in an expansive phase with high levels of inward migration and
housing construction and a large increase in municipal
service, this target is a challenge. Many initiatives have
already been implemented to achieve energy efficiencies
in large parts of the Group’s property portfolio, which
now means that it is difficult to achieve further large
energy efficiencies without incurring high costs. The
high rate of new production also means an increase in
energy consumption in absolute terms.

in the Group are designed and constructed in accordance with at least the
Sweden Green Building Council’s Silver standard. In early 2017, SISAB had its first verification at Lugnets skola
in Hammarby Sjöstad, which was awarded Gold certification. In November, it was established that Lugnets skola is the Green Building-certified school with the lowest
specific energy consumption in Sweden, at 46 kWh/m2.

Stockholms
Hamnar brought
a brand-new solar
cell installation in
Frihamnen into
operation during
the summer.
SPECIFIC ENERGY USE
IS DEFINED AS THE
BUILDING’S ENERGY
USE DIVIDED BY
ATEMP EXPRESSED
IN KWH/M2 PER
YEAR. DOMESTIC
ENERGY IS NOT
INCLUDED. NOR IS
BUSINESS ENERGY
THAT IS USED OVER
AND ABOVE
THE BUILDING’S
OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
FOR HEATING,
HOT WATER AND
VENTILATION.
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Subtarget 2
Eco-smart Stockholm

BILD STOCKHOLMS HEM

Stockholm Parkering completed
10 new bicycle parking facilities during the year, bringing the total to 32.

Stockholm will become a leading
cycling city with more cycle paths
and also better conditions for
pedestrians.
IN ORDER TO PROMOTE and facilitate the work to engage
residents in city gardens and biodiversity, the housing
companies have worked on several city garden projects
in places such as Rinkeby, Hässelby and Bagarmossen.

During the year, Stockholmshem began construction of Stockholm’s
first multi-family dwelling that generates more energy than it uses.

Environmentally friendly transports

999

DURING THE YEAR,
STOCKHOLM PARKERING INSTALLED
190 NEW CHARGING
STATIONS FOR
ELECTRIC VEHICLES. THIS MEANS
THE COMPANY
NOW HAS A TOTAL
OF 999 CHARGING
STATIONS.

Car traffic needs to decrease in order to achieve the
national climate targets for road traffic by 2030.
Stockholmshem, together with the EU’s GrowSmarter
project, has signed an agreement with a provider of
electric carpool services for
tenants in Valla Torg, Årsta.
The housing companies have
also decided to procure a joint
carpool supplier that will offer
its services to tenants in new
construction projects. The companies are also investigating
the possibility of bicycle pool
services for tenants. Operations
at Stockholms Hamnar are
switching to new fuel for trucks, which will reduce fossil fuel emissions. Relative fuel consumption (litres/
TEU) in the company’s container operations has
halved since 2005.

strategy. By providing and constructing an infrastructure for charging electric vehicles, Stockholm Parkering is creating the conditions for more people to buy
electric vehicles. During the year, the company installed
190 new charging stations for electric vehicles. This
means the company has a total of
999 charging stations. Stockholm
Parkering also completed 10 new
bicycle parking facilities during
the year, bringing the total to 32.

GrowSmarter is an EU project
which the City of Stockholm is
leading and participating in
with 12 smart solutions in Årsta
and Slakthusområdet – for a Sustainable land and
water use
sustainably growing city.

with more
cycle paths and also better conditions for pedestrians.
Passability will increase through the city’s parking

STOCKHOLM WILL BECOME A LEADING CYCLING CITY
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Stockholm Vatten och Avfall is involved in the City of Stockholm’s action plan for good
water status. The company plays an active role in producing a programme of measures for Stockholm’s bodies of water, which will lead to improved water status.
The companies are working to develop and utilise
ecosystem services in connection with properties and to
handle surface water in accordance with Stockholm’s
surface water strategy.

STOCKHOLM VATTEN OCH AVFALL is implementing the project Stockholm’s Future Wastewater Treatment (SFA).
A revised implementation decision was approved by
the City Council in spring 2017. The revised decision
increases the scope of the project, including increased
capacity for the treatment of wastewater. The budget
for the project is increased from the previous SEK 6
billion to SEK 9.2 billion. This project involves the redevelopment of the Henriksdal wastewater treatment
plant with increased capacity and new water treatment
technology. The Bromma wastewater treatment plant
will be closed down and the wastewater that currently
goes to Bromma will be guided to the Henriksdal plant
instead. The new Henriksdal wastewater treatment
plant is planned to be operational from May 2024. The
Bromma plant can then be demolished.

Resource-efficient ecocycles
Waste must be managed in a resource-efficient way.
Recycling opportunities must be improved. The companies are working on systems for food waste collection and waste sorting in their own operations, new
production and the existing portfolio.
STOCKHOLM VATTEN OCH AVFALL has produced a new waste
plan 2017–2020 for the city’s waste management
work. The waste plan covers all of the city’s waste
management and contains targets and measures for
both Stockholm Vatten och Avfall and other operations
within the city. The food waste collected is turned into
biogas and bio fertiliser.
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Subtarget 2
Eco-smart Stockholm

Subtarget 2
Eco-smart Stockholm
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Several of the city garden projects are taking
place in the Group’s residential areas, including in
Rinkeby, Hässelby and Bagarmossen.

SISAB is involved in several pilot projects and studies
together with the Chemicals Centre, such as on the
various environmental and health aspects of fall-protection rubber and artificial grass. Samples were also
taken during the year from PVC flooring, dust, etc.
Once analyses have been carried out, SISAB will draw
up an action plan to enable an even better environment
to be provided.

Healthy indoor environment
The city’s work to reduce health-related risk factors
and improve the indoor environment of Stockholmers continues. This applies in particular to noise in
residences and on public premises, poor air quality,
odours, the prevention of damage from damp and high
radon levels. SISAB is placing special focus on measures for creating a good acoustic environment in preschools and schools.

Stockholm Vatten och Avfall is implementing the project Stockholm’s Future Wastewater
Treatment. This project involves the redevelopment of the Henriksdal wastewater treatment
plant with increased capacity and new water treatment technology.

The residents of Stockholm shall to the
greatest possible extent be protected from
harmful substances, with a particular
focus on protecting children.

volume of food waste for biological treatment increased by only 10%. This deviation is partly the result
of time lag – it takes longer than anticipated from contact with the customer to collection actually beginning
– and partly of the industrial dispute in the summer
and teething problems with the beginning of a new
contract in the autumn.

by the city’s chemicals action plan 2014–2019, with
the vision of a Non-toxic Stockholm 2030. Measures
include removing and avoiding hazardous substances
in chemical products, goods and construction materials used by the city and ensuring in procurements that
other parties are working in the same direction.
is working to prevent the
release of toxins into the drainage system from industry. This work includes information and monitoring
together with the Environment and Health Committee.
STOCKHOLM VATTEN OCH AVFALL

IN SUMMER 2017, there

25

THE NUMBER OF
HOUSEHOLDS
SIGNED UP FOR
STOCKHOLM VATTEN OCH AVFALL’S
FOOD WASTE
MANAGEMENT
INCREASED BY
25% IN 2017.

was a wildcat strike at one of
Stockholm Vatten och Avfall’s collection contractors.
There were significant disruptions to waste management during autumn and winter. Stockholm Vatten och
Avfall worked hard to resolve the problem through extra collections, working in two shifts and providing additional containers. Introducing a new contractor took
time for several different reasons, including difficulty
finding and entering the waste rooms.

new contracts for collection were implemented, which mean that the contractors now have complete responsibility for collection within their allotted
area. The aims of this procurement were to achieve the
high environmental targets, provide better service and
create a better work environment for the contractors.
IN AUTUMN 2017,

THE NUMBER OF COLLECTION POINTS WITH FOOD WASTE COLLEC-

increased during the year by 13% and the number
of households signed up rose by 25%, although the
TION
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THE LONG-TERM GOAL for the collection of food waste was
revised ahead of the budget for 2018 to 60% by 2020,
down from 70% by 2020. It will still be a major challenge
to reach 60% by then from the current level of 22%.

in relation to the handling
of Stockholm’s wastewater. In addition to an increasing
population and climate changes, there are more stringent requirements from EU directives. In order to handle these, the company is investing in initiatives such as
the SFA project (read more about this project under the
heading Sustainable land and water use) and is drawing up a new Water and sewerage plan.

THERE ARE MAJOR CHALLENGES
STOCKHOLM VATTEN OCH AVFALL will

be investing heavily
in communication, incentives and solutions for food
waste collection. Another important investment in
terms of achieving the collection of food waste is the
new sorting plant in Högdalen, which, according to the
revised implementation decision, will be fully operational by 2022.

Stockholm’s environment is
toxin free
The residents of Stockholm shall to the greatest possible
extent be protected from harmful substances, with a
particular focus on protecting children. This is governed

that substances
which are hazardous to health and the environment
must not be contained in the procurement of goods
and services. All construction materials in projects
must be approved in accordance with the Building
Material Assessment. The companies perform regular
checks to ensure that this is the case.
IT IS A REQUIREMENT FOR ALL COMPANIES

THE HOUSING COMPANIES are working on damp protection, good ventilation and improved indoor climate
in new construction and redevelopment projects. The
work to have buildings environmentally certified is
helping to develop working methods for the thermal
climate, in other words the perception of the indoor
climate.

The environmental programme
in brief

The programme addresses the challenges
currently faced if Stockholm’s living environment, both indoor and outdoor, is to be
sustainable. It focuses on the challenges
within the City of Stockholm’s area of
responsibility, but also includes targets that
require the involvement of parties outside the
city’s mandate. The environmental programme applies from 2016 to the end of 2019
and is built around six general environmental
targets for Stockholm.
1. SUSTAINABLE ENERGY USE
2. ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY TRANSPORTS
3. SUSTAINABLE LAND AND WATER USE
4. RESOURCE-EFFICIENT ECOCYCLES
5. TOXIN-FREE ENVIRONMENT
6. HEALTHY INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

No.

1

LUGNETS SKOLA
IN HAMMARBY
SJÖSTAD IS THE
FIRST EDUCATIONAL BUILDING
IN SWEDEN TO BE
AWARDED THE
GREEN BUILDING
COUNCIL’S HIGHEST
CERTIFICATION
– GOLD.
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Subtarget 3
Financially sustainable Stockholm

Through long-term sustainable finances, the City of Stockholm’s Corporate
Group is creating the conditions for achieving the city’s targets. Stockholm
will be a centre for new ideas with a climate of innovation that helps both
companies and people to flourish. Business diversity and lifelong learning
help to achieve a financially sustainable Stockholm, with the aim of providing
opportunities for more people to work with secure employment. 			

Record year for
cruising

25

Smart city

There is increasing interest in holidaying on
a cruise ship. The cruising season set a new
record during the year with a total of 600,000
passengers in Stockholms Hamnar. This is an
increase of 22% compared with last year.
During the course of a year, passengers in Stockholm spend

During the spring, the Traffic Committee is
installing seven strategic measuring points in
Stockholm to measure the flow of pedestrian
and bicycle traffic. The measurement system
is fully automated and the results will provide a
powerful tool for urban planning. The project is
part of Stokab’s Smart city concept.

Financially sustainable Stockholm
60
300
IN TOTAL, AROUND

PHOTO STOCKHOLMS HAMNAR

Stokab’s fibre provides
opportunities for 5G network testing

INVESTMENT PROJECTS WITH A
TOTAL INVESTMENT VALUE OF
OVER SEK

The research the company is carrying out in Kista, with
driverless buses for example, is possible thanks to the fibre
infrastructure with which Stokab equipped the testbed
and which is a prerequisite for 5G networks.

MILLION HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED
IN THE GROUP DURING 2017. THE
MAJORITY OF THESE PROJECTS
RELATE TO NEW PRODUCTION BY
THE HOUSING COMPANIES.

SISAB has reduced the costs
of vandalism by over SEK

100
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with two months
left of the year,
the number of
guest nights was
upat 12 million
– half a million,
or 4%, more than
at the same time
the previous year.

million
SISAB has continued to reduce the costs of vandalism, such as graffiti,
broken glass and fires. The costs of fires have fallen by 95.6% compared
with 2006. For ten years, SISAB has been working to prevent damage
through close cooperation with customers and partners. This work
has paid off!

Continued
strong
economy in
Stockholm
Stockholm’s economy remains
strong and most indicators are
pointing in the right direction,
according to Stockholm Business
Region’s economic report.
The report is published four
times a year and highlights
the following areas:
• economic growth
• industry
• labour market
• population
• housing
• commercial overnight stays

The city is
growing by
approx. 40
people per day
During the period from Q4 2016
to Q3 2017, the number of residents in the county increased
by 38,800, of which 14,500 were
in the city, which corresponds
to increases of 1.7% and 1.6%
respectively.
This means that more than
40 people every day chose to
come and live somewhere in
the municipality of Stockholm
during this period.

IN 2017, THE COMPANIES’ INVESTMENTS
AMOUNTED TO SEK 10.9 BILLION, WHICH IS
AN INCREASE FROM THE PRECEDING YEAR OF

million
stockholm business region
develops and markets stockholm
as a business and visitor destination. five new international
long-distance airline routes
from arlanda were launched in
2017, making things easier for
companies and visitors.

The Group’s high level of investment is a clear
sign of the high ambitions with regard to investments in new production and infrastructure in
order to keep pace with the growth of the city.
Annual Report 2017 stockholms stadshus ab
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Subtarget 3
Financially sustainable Stockholm

Subtarget 3
Financially sustainable Stockholm

Long-term sustainable
finances
The Corporate Group’s finances must be stable and sustainable in the long term. Good finances are a prerequisite for
the welfare and continued development of the city.
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Earnings per company
Profit/loss after financial items (SEK million)

2017

Parent Company
stockholms stadshus ab

Customers
(Net sales)

305

Subsidiaries

SEK +15,135 million

ab svenska bostäder (g)
ab familjebostäder (g)
ab stockholmshem (g)
bostadsförmedlingen i stockholm ab

Tax
SEK -418
million

217
335
370
6

skolfastigheter i stockholm ab (sisab)
Financiers
Interest gain/loss
from financial
items
SEK -572 million

Profit/loss
Stockholms
Stadshus AB

Suppliers
(goods and services)
SEK -7,512 million

SEK +1,913
million

Personnel
(salaries, etc.)
Other financial items
(depreciation,etc.)

SEK -2,113 million

SEK -2,608 million

38

micasa fastigheter i stockholm ab
s:t erik markutveckling ab (g)
stockholm globe arena fastigheter ab (g)

145
49
-98

stockholm vatten och avfall ab (g)

498

stockholms hamn ab (g)
ab stokab (g)
stockholms stads parkerings ab
stockholms stadsteater ab
stockholm business region ab (g)
s:t erik försäkrings ab

112
234
144
-352
-4
44

s:t erik livförsäkring ab

74

other companies
Group adjustments, net

-268

Associated companies
mässfastigheter i stockholm ab

0

stockholm exergi ab

485

Total profit, Group

2,331

of which capital gains/losses, net

407

Note: Subsidiaries marked (G) have sub-groups.

2,331

CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AFTER NET
FINANCIAL ITEMS AMOUNTED TO
SEK 2,331 MILLION.

Profit/loss 2017
Consolidated profit after net financial items
amounted to SEK 2,331 million. Profit and
loss also includes the share of profit from the
associated companies Mässfastigheter i Stockholm AB and Stockholm Exergi AB. Profit and
loss includes net capital gains of SEK 407 million, which is primarily the result of the sale by
Stockholm Vatten och Avfall AB of its former
head office.
is a consequence
of the Group’s continued strong financial
development, with most companies reporting profits. Revenues are increasing at several

THE POSITIVE RESULT FOR 2017
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companies, including as a result of the strong
economy, increased rental income and also as
a result of increases in the water and sewage
tariff, for example. The results are also benefiting from low interest rates, despite the relatively high investment level of the companies.
The housing companies report slightly better results compared with the preceding year.
Svenska Bostäder has for the past few years
had the task of carrying out special efforts
in Järva, which means that the profit level is
somewhat lower than for the other housing
companies. The company’s costs for these efforts were lower in 2017, which has also led
to an improvement in the company’s profits.

reported a profit of SEK 145 million
compared with SEK 116 million in the preceding year.
This improvement is the result of, among other things,
higher rental income and lower costs for repairs and
maintenance.
MICASA FASTIGHETER

profit after net financial items amounted to SEK
38 million, which is SEK 23 million more than the previous year. This improved profit is mainly the result of higher rental income following the completion of investments.

SISAB’S

STOCKHOLM GLOBE ARENA FASTIGHETER returned a loss after
net financial items of SEK -98 million. This is a significant improvement compared with the preceding year
(-119) and is the result of lower maintenance costs and
financial expenses.

continues to achieve good financial results. Profit after net financial items was around SEK 6 million, which is slightly lower than the preceding year.

BOSTADSFÖRMEDLINGEN

reported a profit of SEK 49 million.
The company sold several buildings in Slakthusområdet to
the City of Stockholm during the year in connection with
upcoming urban development.

S:T ERIK MARKUTVECKLING

STOCKHOLMS HAMN reported

a strong profit after net financial
items again this year in an amount of SEK 112 million. The
company has increased its sales in all areas.
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PHOTO SISAB, MATTIAS SÖDERMARK

Property portfolio in 2017
Use

Area (m2)

Apts/prem

Book value (SEK million)

Housing

5,010,620

81,171

51,364

Premises

3,225,321

8,818

Other **
Total

459,041
8,694,982

89,989

Fair value* (SEK million) Rental income 2017 (SEK million)
125,338

6,121

24,025

41,255

3,717

6,190

14,604

428

81,579

181,197

10,266

* Normally market value, excluding land and water at Stockholm Vatten och Avfall.
** Garage and parking spaces are included in Other.

SISAB began the construction of several schools during the year. The picture shows the
groundbreaking ceremony for Bobergsskolan, which will be part of Stockholm Royal Seaport.

Stockholms Stadshus AB Group
– Investments 2017

10.9
IN 2017, THE COMPANIES’ INVESTMENTS TOTALLED
SEK 10.9 BILLION.

6

SVENSKA
BOSTÄDER,
FAMILJEBOSTÄDER
AND STOCHOLMSHEM HAVE AN
INVESTMENT
VOLUME OF
ALMOST SEK 6
BILLION, WHICH
CORRESPONDS
TO OVER HALF
OF THE GROUP’S
INVESTMENTS.

STOCKHOLM PARKERING’S PROFIT amounted to SEK 144
million, which is an increase compared with 2016.
This is despite the fact that the company’s profit in the
preceding year included capital gains of SEK 17 million. The improvement in operating profit for the year
is mainly the result of increased revenues.

a profit of SEK
498 million, which is primarily the result of the company’s sale of its former head office in Stockholm. Profit
excluding capital gains amounts to SEK 30 million.

THE PROFIT OF THE PARENT COMPANY, STOCKHOLMS STADSHUS AB,

excluding dividends, amounted to SEK 89 million,
which is slightly lower than the preceding year (121),
owing to continued low interest rates. The dividends for
the year amounted to a total of SEK 216 million from
the housing companies and the associated companies
Stockholm Exergi and Mässfastigheter i Stockholm.

STOCKHOLM VATTEN OCH AVFALL reported

STOKAB’S profit was on a par with 2016 and amounted
to SEK 234 million. This improved profit is attributable to a high order intake generating increased income.

reported a profit of SEK 44 million,
which is slightly lower than the preceding year. The
company’s claims costs remained relatively low
in 2017.
S:T ERIK FÖRSÄKRING

reported a profit of SEK 74 million. The
positive result is due to the company’s investment assets increasing more in value than the company’s pension commitments.

S:T ERIK LIV

had a deficit of SEK -352
million, which is on a par with the preceding year.

KULTURHUSET STADSTEATERN
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THE PROFIT SHARE FOR ASSOCIATED COMPANY Stockholm
Exergi amounted to SEK 485 million, which is on a
par with the preceding year. Consortium agreements in
force with Fortum Power and Heat AB came into effect
in 2016. The profit share for the Group’s other associated company, Mässfastigheter i Stockholm, amounted
to SEK 0.2 million.

The long-term
growth of Stockholm will bring
the city closer together
in many ways.

A key condition for Stockholm’s development is that new housing and workplaces are built and the infrastructure is developed. The City aims to build 140,000 new
houses by 2030. This will be supplemented by investments in facilities such as sports
halls, pre-schools, schools, group housing and elderly housing. The City also provides
partial funding for a number of government infrastructure projects in order to make
pressing investments in road and rail traffic in Stockholm. The long-term growth of
Stockholm will bring things closer together in many ways. The Group companies
contribute in a number of areas and in 2017, the companies’ investments amounted
to SEK 10.9 billion, which is approximately SEK 800 million higher than the previous year. The Group’s high level of investment is clear evidence of its commitment to
new production and infrastructure in order to keep pace with the growth of the city.
In total, around 60 investment projects with a total investment value of over SEK
300 million have been implemented in the Group during 2017. The majority of these
projects relate to new production by the housing companies.
have an investment volume of
almost SEK 6 billion, which corresponds to over half of the Group’s investments. The
housing companies’ investments in new production amounted to SEK 3.1 million,
which is slightly lower than budget. This deviation is the effect of delays to projects,
mainly at Familjebostäder. The housing companies did not quite reach the high targets for the number of homes entering construction.

SVENSKA BOSTÄDER, FAMILJEBOSTÄDER AND STOCKHOLMSHEM

SISAB’S INVESTMENTS totalled

over SEK 1.8 billion. The company has built several new
schools, despite delays in projects as a result of postponed local planning procedures
and judicial reviews for several school projects.

totalled almost SEK 1 billion. The investments
mostly related to the construction of Stockholm Norvik Hamn.

STOCKHOLMS HAMNAR’S INVESTMENTS

Stockholm’s Future Wastewater Treatment
(SFA) is currently the single largest investment project within the Group. The project
is helping to adapt the city’s infrastructure to the growing population and increasing
demand for water treatment.

STOCKHOLM VATTEN OCH AVFALL’S PROJECT

Programme for procurement and purchasing
The public sector in Sweden has a
major opportunity to contribute to
the development of sustainable
goods and services through requirements in procurement. In the City of
Stockholm’s programme, the aim is
that suppliers to the City do not
obtain competitive advantages
through, for example, dishonest
practices, unethically produced
goods, deficient quality in procured
services or poorer employment
terms for their employees.
The City actively works through
procurement in support of people
excluded from the labour market
finding employment. Various forms
of social, democratic and environmental and climate considerations
must be adapted to and justified in
relation to the product, service or
contract procured.
Work is underway at the companies
to develop a model for structured
contract follow-up. In almost all
contracts with a value in excess of
SEK 1.8 million, a plan for systematic follow-up is drawn up at the
strategy stage. In relevant procurements for construction and
renovation, the companies place
requirements that substances
hazardous to health and the
environment are not used.
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Investments 2017
SEK million

Total annual accounts

2%
(SEK 236
million)

Parent Company
stockholms stadshus ab
Subsidiaries
ab svenska bostäder

2,495

ab familjebostäder

1,302

ab stockholmshem

1,949

bostadsförmedlingen i stockholm ab
skolfastigheter i stockholm ab (sisab)

0
1,887

micasa fastigheter i stockholm ab

255

s:t erik markutveckling ab

163

stockholm globe arena fastigheter ab
stockholm vatten och avfall ab

1,523
971

ab stokab

225

stockholms stads parkerings ab

46

stockholms stadsteater ab

16

stockholm business region ab

0

s:t erik försäkrings ab

0

group

Housing
svenska bostäder
familjebostäder
stockholmshem
micasa fastigheter

Infrastructure
stockholm vatten och avfall
stockholms hamn
stockholm parkering
stokab

Schools
sisab

Other
s:t erik markutveckling
stockholm globe
arena fastigheter
stockholms stadsteater
stockholm business region
s:t erik livförsäkring
s:t erik försäkring
bostadsförmedlingen

47

other companies
group adjustments

17%
(SEK 1,887
million)

55%
(SEK 6,001
million)

10

stockholms hamn ab

s:t erik livförsäkring ab

26%
(SEK 2,765
million)

0
-16
10,873

Stockholm Vatten och Avfall’s project,
Stockholm’s Future Wastewater Treatment,
is currently the single largest project
among the Group’s investments.

vocational colleges and upper-secondary schools and
offering supervision and introduction. Requirements
in procurements to commit suppliers to labour market
initiatives are in development. Stockholmshem has developed a model that takes inspiration from Svenska
Bostäder to contribute to increased employment for the
long-term unemployed and at the same time increase
the customer satisfaction of tenants.
43 municipal temporary employment positions for people who are distanced from the labour market. There were 22 places
within the Stockholmsjobb initiative, which consists of
three phases that provide participants with support before, during and after employment. The companies also
accepted 27 interns from Jobbtorg Stockholm during
the year. In the summer, the companies made available
420 places for holiday workers, compared with around
300 places in 2016.

IN 2017, THE COMPANIES MADE AVAILABLE

Easy to acquire education throughout life
The project also frees up land, which can be used for
increased housing production. The total budget for the
project is estimated at almost SEK 9.2 billion, with a
completion date of 2026. Investments in the project
during 2017 amounted to SEK 327 million, which is
lower than expected as the company is awaiting a decision from the Land and Environment Court. Other
investments for Stockholm Vatten och Avfall totalled
around SEK 1.2 billion, most of which is for replacement investments in existing facilities.

420
PLACES WERE
MADE AVAILABLE
FOR HOLIDAY
WORKERS BY
THE COMPANIES
DURING SUMMER
2017

A world-leading knowledge region
Stockholm Business Region is responsible for coordinating investment promotion, business development
and international marketing. Stockholm’s Innovation
Scholarship is awarded by subsidiary Invest Stockholm, with the 2017 ceremony held in November in
the Golden Hall at Stockholm City Hall.
Movetostockholm.com has been developed by Stockholm Business Region with the section
“Explore the Stockholm Region”, which tells the stories of international talent as they talk about what it is
like to live and work in Stockholm. This has also been
marketed in connection with major international trade
fairs such as MIPIM and Expo Real.

THE WEBSITE
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Together with the Federation of Technical Analysts
in Scandinavia (STAF), Stockholm Business Region will
establish a new network in order to attract international
talent.

A business-friendly city
Stockholm Business Region, through its subsidiary
Invest Stockholm, carries out investment promotion
work and develops Stockholm as a base for companies
and a place that provides service to business. Investments in these three areas help to improve the conditions for running, starting and establishing companies
in Stockholm and the region. Regional cooperation on
business issues continues within the Stockholm Business Alliance.
In 2017, five new international long-distance airline
routes from Arlanda were launched, making things easier for companies and visitors.

More jobs and secure employment
Measures targeted at young people and groups that are
distanced from the labour market were intensified during the year. The Group’s cooperation with the City’s
Labour Market Committee has continued and been developed. The companies help by taking on the long-term
unemployed, trainees, interns from Jobbtorg Stockholm,

SISAB, together with the City of Stockholm, has been
tasked with investigating the dimensioning and adaptation of suitable premises for a cohesive adult campus
in the city centre. Under this mandate, the company is
examining the premises of Åsö Vuxengymnasium.

Long-term sustainable finances
It is of the utmost importance for the Corporate Group
that optimum use is made of the financial resources,
while at the same time the City Council’s owner directive
and aims are implemented and achieved. The Group has
reported stable profits for many years. Demand for the
operations and services provided by the Group’s companies remains high. This applies to the demand for housing and premises as well as for the services provided by
the infrastructure companies, for example. The majority
of companies therefore continue to report good results.
THE HIGH LEVEL OF INVESTMENT reported and planned
by several companies means increased sensitivity to
changes in interest rates. In both operating and investing activities, there remains a need for continuous control, cost awareness and prioritisation. This is a prerequisite for achieving the targets set for new production,
for example, and other necessary investments for the
development of the city.

The Stockholm’s Future Wastewater Treatment project is helping to adapt the city’s
infrastructure to the growing population and increasing demand for water treatment.

Analysis of risks in the Group
It is of the utmost importance for all companies that
optimum use is made of the financial resources, while
at the same time the City Council’s owner directive and
aims are implemented and achieved.
THE GROUP’S VARIOUS OPERATIONS involve

different risks
with different likelihoods of occurring, depending on
the mandates of the companies. These risks are of a
financial, environmental or social nature. The Group
Management continuously analyses risks in decision
documentation and matters that are examined or prepared at Group level. Under changes to the Annual Accounts Act, larger companies must also describe more
clearly in their annual reports the risks related to their
objectives. This is something that the larger companies
within the Group are working on in particular for their
annual reports for 2017.

ALL COMPANIES PERFORM an annual Risk and Vulnerability
Analysis, which contains three steps.
1. Identification and assessment of commitments as well
as general crisis management.
2. Identification and analysis of the 10 largest risks. The
following areas are considered when assessing the consequences: Life & health, Nature & cultural environment, Finance & property, Trust & basic values, Functioning of the City, Sweden’s security.
3. Continuity management. In this step, the companies
make an assessment for critical operations of their ability to maintain operations in a crisis/undesirable event.

and assessed
risks, action plans are drawn up. Work is followed up
in the companies’ four-monthly reports and operational reports.
You can read more about the risks in each operational area in the relevant subtarget chapters.

BASED ON IDENTIFIED CRITICAL COMMITMENTS
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The City of Stockholm’s Corporate Group works for human rights
and the development of democracy in order to even out the differences between city districts and population groups. By focusing on
these issues, the equal opportunities in the city in terms of gender
equality, accessibility, participation and influence, for example, will
be improved for everyone.

Guidelines on bribery and entertainment
For Stockholmers to have confidence in the companies’ employees, work must be carried out with good judgement and the applicable laws and regulations must be complied
with. The City’s guidelines on bribery and entertainment have been drawn up based on
this approach and provide support at work and in relationships with others and specify
the standards that should apply in relation to entertainment, hospitality and gifts.

In procurements for goods and services,
the City’s companies place requirements
that substances hazardous to health
and the environment are not used

40

33

stockholm parkering turned 40
during the year and published a book
called ‘parking in peace’, which tells
the story of some large public
defence shelters in stockholm which
act as parking facilities in peace time.

Democratically sustainable Stockholm
Training on
domestic
violence
Stockholmshem organised training on domestic
Familjebostäder’s tenants were invited to workshops in autumn 2017
to share their thoughts on the development of Fagersjö. Using a threedimensional map and building blocks, the residents were able to
position buildings and submit requests and opinions for their area.

New mural in the centre
of Skärholmen
PHOTO SVENSKA BOSTÄDER

Local young people are behind the gigantic coltsfoot that
has adorned the façade of Stadsteatern in Skärholmen
since July. Several well-known landmarks can be found in
the painting, such as Sätra water tower, Vårbergstoppen
and houses in Bredäng. The painting also contains a
rainbow-coloured staircase that symbolises the diversity of
the local area.
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violence for all employees in 2017. The aim was to
increase knowledge and awareness of domestic
violence using a norm-critical approach. Stockholmshem’s employees learned what domestic
violence means, how to spot the signs, how
violence can be prevented and who to contact if
they notice signs of violence.

svenska bostäder
came ninth when
great place to work
named sweden’s best
workplaces for 2017
for larger organisations in march.

bostadsförmedlingen
implemented a
special initiative
during the year involving a
digital advertising campaign
aimed at middle-aged people and
older with the main message
that they need to join the housing queue well in advance of
when they want to change
their housing situation.

Language
accessibility

Bostadsförmedlingen has
produced a special guide for
recently arrived immigrants on how
Bostadsförmedlingen’s services work,
printed in several
languages.

Stockholmshem
is a partner in

we_change is Sweden’s largest sustainability initiative
for young people. The aim is to inspire and include young
people in the work on sustainable development, to find solutions that help to achieve the UN’s global goals and to change
the world for the better. On 4–5 April, Stockholmshem held workshops on the subject of
safe and sustainable city districts, with the aim of involving young people in city district
development and gathering ideas for innovative security measures in the companies’
areas. More than 90 young people took part and gave their views on the issue.

The St. Julian
Prize for
Parkteatern
The St. Julian Prize was awarded on
3 December, the International Day of
Persons with Disabilities, in 2017.
Parkteatern won the award for
Accessible information and communication, with the following justification:
“Since 1942, Parkteatern has offered
theatre, concerts and dance to
Stockholmers in the city’s outdoor
public spaces. By starting to provide
texted and signed performances, they
have made it possible for people with
visual and hearing impairments to enjoy
their output in a completely new way.
With stewards, clear and easy-to-read
programmes, wheelchair spaces and
mobility service addresses for all
performance sites, Parkteatern has
succeeded in improving accessibility
even more.”
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Equal opportunities for all
Stockholmers
By helping Stockholm to grow sustainably and at the same time creating
good opportunities for development and influence for everyone, the companies
are helping to realise the vision of A Stockholm for everyone.

The companies work to ensure that everyone has equal opportunities for full participation, with initiatives that will lead to greater
independence, influence and better living conditions.

S

tockholm shall be a city of equality
where power, opportunities and resources are distributed equally, regardless of gender.
As the legal requirement to develop
gender equality and diversity plans was
removed at the beginning of 2017, the companies have
worked on measures at their respective workplaces to
promote equal rights and opportunities at work in line
with the new Discrimination Act.
The companies have also incorporated gender
equality aspects in the city’s urban planning. At Familjebostäder, for example, the company is working to
seek out women in order to find out about their needs
and wants in areas where they are normally underrep-
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resented. Svenska Bostäder has an ongoing project in
Husby Centrum based on gender-equal feminist urban
planning. During the year, Stockholmshem also developed a proposal for an area development strategy that
ensures gender-equal housing influence, regardless of
gender and ethnicity. With regard to their own staff,
the companies have, among other things, analysed sick
leave and parental leave and carried out salary surveys.

Systematic follow-up of procured
contracts is being developed by
the companies.

Human rights and freedom from
discrimination

Stockholm should protect and promote human rights in
its own operations. An important part of rights work is
to uncover discrimination, for example. The companies
therefore work to promote equal rights and opportunities. This work includes accessibility measures, skillsbased recruitment, multilingual staff in customer-focused activities and skills development in human rights.
Any discrimination that occurs shows up in employee
and customer surveys, for example, and is used as a basis for action plans. In the procurement of services and
contracts, the companies place requirements for suppliers to comply with the City’s anti-discrimination clause.
The City also developed three programmes during the
year: the programme for equal rights and opportunities

Stockholm should be an accessible
city for all residents.
irrespective of sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, the programme for a gender-equal Stockholm
and the programme for children’s rights and influence,
which also apply to the companies.

An accessible city
Stockholm should be an accessible city for all residents.
The companies work to ensure that everyone has equal
opportunities for full participation, with initiatives that
will lead to greater independence, influence and better
living conditions. Several companies cooperate on accessibility issues and participate in disabilities councils.
Svenska Bostäder has mapped its stock of apartments to achieve better matching with those looking for
housing and has introduced accessibility adaptations
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   Svenska Bostäder,
together with Folkets
Husby, held a joint
clean-up day, “Keep
your Husby clean”.

PHOTO LENNART JOHANSSON, STOCKHOLMS STADSBYGGNADSKONTOR
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PHOTO SVENSKA BOSTÄDER

The companies incorporate gender equality
aspects in the city’s urban planning.

Stockholmers should feel that they are able
to influence Stockholm’s development.
into its maintenance planning, such as removing individual obstacles during renovations. This inventory provides information about which properties have
step-free access from the entrance. The companies that
own property work continuously to ensure that both
buildings and public environments are accessible and
without physical obstacles. Micasa Fastigheter has, for
example, drawn up an accessibility plan which involves
an inventory being performed of the larger properties
every two years and of the smaller properties every
three years. The company has also worked during the
year to develop a clear signage system and to ensure
that printed materials and the website satisfy requirements from various accessibility perspectives.
Stockholm Parkering has introduced the Betala P
mobile payment service, which allows visitors parking
on Stockholm Parkering’s streets and development land
to pay using the same app.
Stockholm Business Region maintains a continuous
overview with a focus on making both premises and
workplaces accessible and also arranges events such as
seminars and breakfast meetings where those attending
can take part on equal terms. Among the things pro-
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cured for the meetings and seminars organised by the
company is a mobile hearing aid system, which increases accessibility and participation for people with hearing difficulties. Several companies are improving skills
development on accessibility issues, including through
participation in the City-wide accessibility network.

A democratic city where
the citizens have influence
Stockholmers should feel that they are able to influence
Stockholm’s development. The housing companies are
working on new forms of participation for tenants, for
example, with a focus on area development. This work
includes dialogues in suburban initiatives to ensure
influence that gives residents and businesses greater
opportunity to influence their local environment.
During the year, Stockholmshem has worked for
gender-equal resident influence in a courtyard improvement project in Björkhagen.
Familjebostäder has improved the courtyards in its
portfolio in Tensta based on dialogue with tenants.

In Fagersjö, the company, together with the City
Planning Committee, has also invited residents to influence the area with regard to densification. Micasa Fastigheter has met both tenants and businesses to discuss
their needs in different areas.

Sustainable development through
public procurement
Stockholm should use public procurement as a means
of governance to drive development in a socially, environmentally and economically
sustainable direction. The
City has guidelines on bribery and entertainment which
the companies follow and
consideration must be given
to social issues in procurement in order to ensure, for example, that suppliers
help the long-term unemployed into work.
In 2017, work took place between the companies

and within the City to develop a sustainable focus in
procurements. Based on the companies’ conditions and
taking into account the different types of procurement,
requirements for the consideration of environmental and social aspects are specified where appropriate.
These include, for example, requirements for suppliers
to commit to labour market initiatives for the longterm unemployed or requirements that substances hazardous to health and the environment are not used in
what is purchased or constructed.
All companies perform contract follow-up to ensure
that the requirements specified
in the procurements are fulfilled.
At Stockholmshem, this means
that critical contract areas are
followed up in greater depth and
more frequently. Stockholmshem
has also initiated cooperation
with the Swedish Tax Agency,
the border police, the Swedish
Economic Crime Authority and the Swedish Work
Environment Authority as a measure to prevent
irregularities at building sites (such as illegal workers).

Based on the companies’
conditions, requirements for the
consideration of environmental
and social aspects are specified
where appropriate.
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Sick leave percentage
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Stockholm is
growing and the
services provided to local
residents need
to expand. This
means a greater
recruitment
need at the
companies.
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Women

Managers

46%

54%

Employees*

44%

56%

Board of
**
Directors




A good employer

investigate opportunities for greater coordination on
HR issues within the Corporate Group.

The number of employees at the City’s companies is
increasing. At the end of the year, there was a total of
2,883 monthly salaried employees in the Group, which
is an increase of 91 people compared with 2016. The
largest increase came at SISAB and Stockholmshem,
which are both expanding as a result of the increased
production of new apartments, pre-schools and schools.
The average number of full-year equivalent employees
increased during the year from 2,719 to 2,831. See fact
box for definitions. In addition to this, hourly-paid staff
worked the equivalent of 80 annual full-time jobs.
There is an even gender distribution across the Group as a whole. On
31 December 2017, 56% of employees were men and 44% were women.
There is also an even distribution of
men and women in the total number
of managers and on the Boards in the
Group.

Good development opportunities
The City of Stockholm carries out regular employee
surveys in which the companies also participate. In
2017, 84% of the company’s employees responded to
the employee survey. The results were high marks for
leadership, staff commitment and development opportunities in particular. Among the companies’ employees, 8 out of 10 feel that they learn something new
and develop in their everyday work and around 84%
think they have a manager who creates the conditions
for greater commitment at work. The
results are used to continue to develop
operations.

8 out of 10 employees
feel that they learn
new things and
develop in their
day-to-day work

Major recruitment need
Stockholm is growing and the services provided to
local residents need to expand. This means there is a
greater recruitment need at the companies, which in
2017 recruited almost 320 people as probationary or
permanent employees. This is an increase compared
with 2016 and is one of the reasons why joint processes and procedures are needed within the Corporate
Group in order to make the work easier. In June, the
City launched a new City-wide introduction programme for new employees. This training is designed
for new employees at both administrations and companies. The initiative was also taken during the year to
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Good work environment

There was a major focus in 2017 on issues concerning sexual harassment and
victimisation. Managers and employees
are both responsible for maintaining a
good work environment and for treating
everyone with respect. No form of victimisation will
be tolerated and each company must ensure that it has
clear procedures for reporting incidents and dealing
with any cases that may arise.

Lower sick leave
Sick leave is falling among the Group’s employees. In
2017, the total sick leave rate was 4.1%, which corresponds to a fall of 0.4 percentage points compared
with 2016. This is mainly explained by a reduction in
longer-term sick leave (sick leave lasting for more than
14 days).

49%



20%		
40%		



51%


Men



60%		
80%		
100%




* Monthly salaried employees
** Members and deputy members

There is an even gender distribution
across the Group as a whole.
Personnel statistics include many
different terms and measures
the measurement “number of
employees” is used, which however can be measured in several different ways; as the “number of
monthly salaried employees” or as the “number of
full-year equivalent employees”. The Group reports
full-year equivalent employees in accordance with
the Annual Accounts Act, i.e. the working hours of
permanent and temporary employees (employment
rate) adjusted to full time. For example, two
part-time employees who work 50 percent represent one full-year equivalent employee. The number
of monthly salaried employees as at 31 December is
also reported.
WITHIN THE GROUP,

THE EMPLOYMENT RATE is based on the contracted hours,
which include for example those on sick leave, leave
of absence and parental leave and shows the full-year
equivalent employees for which the company has
employer responsibility. In addition, the term
“average number of full-year equivalent employees”
expresses the average during the year.

probationary employees are
included among the permanent employees.

IN THE ANNUAL REPORT,

in the text is measured as
the number of sick leave hours in relation to the
contracted hours.

THE SICK LEAVE PERCENTAGE

PHOTO STOCKHOLMS STAD

AT THE END OF
THE YEAR, THERE
WAS A TOTAL OF
2,883 MONTHLY
SALARIED
EMPLOYEES IN THE
GROUP, WHICH
IS AN INCREASE
OF 91 PEOPLE
COMPARED
WITH 2016.

2016

Gender Distribution in the Group

0%		

2,883

2015

Organisation and
governance
Municipalities have a large measure of freedom in terms
of organising the municipal operations through the Local
Government Act. Although municipal committees are the most
common alternative, it is possible to conduct all activities that
do not include an exercise of authority in company form.
The municipality of Stockholm has chosen to conduct some
of its operations in limited liability companies.

The City of Stockholm’s organisation based
on governance
and follow-up
STOCKHOLM CITY COUNCIL

CITY EXECUTIVE OFFICE

CITY EXECUTIVE
BOARD

SUPERVISORY
OBLIGATION

GROUP BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

STOCKHOLMS STADSHUS AB

14 CITY DISTRICT COUNCILS AND 15 SPECIALIST
COMMITTEES

PROPERTY COMPANIES

INFRASTRUCTURE COMPANIES

OTHER COMPANIES

AB SVENSKA BOSTÄDER

STOCKHOLMS STADS PARKERINGS AB

STOCKHOLMS
STADSTEATER AB

AB FAMILJEBOSTÄDER

STOCKHOLM VATTEN
OCH AVFALL AB

AB STOCKHOLMSHEM
SKOLFASTIGHETER I
STOCKHOLM AB – SISAB

AB STOKAB

STOCKHOLM BUSINESS
REGION AB
BOSTADSFÖRMEDLINGEN
I STOCKHOLM AB

STOCKHOLMS HAMN AB
S:T ERIK FÖRSÄKRINGS AB

MICASA FASTIGHETER I
STOCKHOLM AB

STOCKHOLM EXERGI AB

MÄSSFASTIGHETER I
STOCKHOLM AB

STOCKHOLM GLOBE ARENA
FASTIGHETER AB
The Corporate Group is part of the Municipal Group.

which
has been the Parent Company since 1991 and constitutes
a unifying function for the City’s Corporate Group, which
comprises 16 active subsidiaries. In addition, there are
two associated companies.

THE CITY OF STOCKHOLM OWNS STOCKHOLMS STADSHUS AB,

PHOTO STOCKHOLMS STAD

The Corporate Group is part of the City of Stockholm Municipal Group;
see organisational chart above. The City Council is the highest political decision-making body of the City of Stockholm and below it are the
City Executive Board and the Group Board of Directors, the committees
and the company boards. The City has a total of around 50 different
operations, divided into committees and companies, with approximately 43,600 employees. Of these, around 40,700 work for the committees
and around 2,900 for the companies.

The City Council:
• decides on the companies’ articles of association and therefore the municipal purpose of the
companies’ operations.
• decides on the budget, owner directives, policies
and guidelines for the companies.
• decides on matters concerning the companies
that are of major importance or of a principle
nature, such as decisions regarding investments
in companies over SEK 300 million and the establishment of companies.
• appoints company boards and lay auditors for
the companies.
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S:T ERIK MARKUTVECKLING AB

S:T ERIK LIVFÖRSÄKRING AB

Organisation and governance

General meeting of
shareholders
Highest decision-making body
The Board
The company’s organisation
and management of the
company’s affairs

Managing Director
Continuous management

Vision 2040 – A Stockholm for everyone

Lay auditors
Review that the company’s operations were
conducted in a suitable manner, such as they are
expressed in the articles of association, the City
Council’s directives and satisfactorily from a
financial perspective and that the company’s
internal control is adequate

ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION
This figure illustrates the corporate bodies in the
limited liability company. Often, five corporate bodies
are mentioned: the General Meeting, Board of Directors,
auditors and lay auditors. But a sixth body can
be added that forms the foundation: the articles
of association.

Why a corporate group?

101

THE 101 ELECTED
REPRESENTATIVES
ON STOCKHOLM
CITY COUNCIL
DECIDE ON OVERALL OBJECTIVES,
GUIDELINES AND
ASSIGNMENTS FOR
THE COMMITTEES
AND COMPANIES
IN THE MUNICIPAL
GROUP.

Municipalities are permitted to carry out commercial
operations provided this is done not in the pursuit of
profit and is based on providing public facilities or services to local residents. There are several reasons why
municipalities choose to run certain operations in the
form of companies. These primarily have a financial
aspect in that companies generate their own revenues,
but it is also partly down to tradition.
Most of the City’s companies already existed when
Stockholms Stadshus AB was established in 1991. The
companies were more or less independent at the time
and the City, the owner of the companies, wanted to
find a way of improving corporate governance and
making monitoring more comprehensive. Organising companies in a group structure also means that
profits can be evened out between companies through
Group contributions. Another benefit of a group is that
it makes the management of subsidiaries less complicated, as the parent company has a clear mission and
mandate to manage and monitor the companies within
the group from various perspectives.

The subsidiaries’ operations
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Executive and shareholder
functions of the Company
The General Meeting of shareholders is the highest decision-making body in the respective company, where
the shareholders decide on the company’s affairs. In
Stockholm, the City Executive Board appoints representatives to the General Meeting of the Parent Company Stockholms Stadshus AB after delegation from
the City Council. The Board of the Parent Company in
turn appoints representatives to the subsidiaries in the
Group. Over half of the subsidiaries have sub-groups
of their own and in turn appoint representatives to
their respective subsidiaries.
The City Council also appoints Boards of Directors
for the companies, with the same mandate distribution as the City Council. Some companies have boards
consisting of officials, where required by legislation.
The boards and executive management of the companies bear operational responsibility for carrying out
decisions made by the City Council.
The Group and its companies are audited by authorised external auditors, who audit the accounts as well
as financial and certain non-financial information. Lay
auditors, who are elected representatives of the City
Council, also examine how the companies have implemented the City Council’s mandates and directives.

City Council’s goals for the operational area (examples)
1.4 Stockholm is a city with a high level of housing construction where
everyone can live
2.1 Energy consumption is sustainable
3.5 The City of Stockholm’s finances are sustainable in the long term
4.7 Stockholm is a democratic city where the citizens have influence

Specification of the
orientation goals
(Multi-year perspective)

Owner directives and the company Board’s goal for the operational
area (examples)
→ Work to build more student housing at reasonable rents
→ Work on energy efficiency improvements and renewable energy
→ Retain the profits in the companies to enable a high rate of investment while maintaining financial stability
→ Develop new forms of tenant participation

Prioritisation for the
upcoming year

Activities and indicators (key figures) (examples)
→ Number of student accommodations completed
→ Annual solar energy production (MWh)
→ Profit after net financial items
→ Investigate opportunities to increase children’s influence in the
construction of playgrounds

Stockholms Stadshus AB’s
planning and monitoring
during the year

Decisions on
budgets
and business
plans

PLANNING
FOLLOW-UP

Four-month
report 2 and
full-year forecast

Measures targets and
translates them into
activities

Annual Financial
Statements
Decision on
Annual Report

31
DEC

Planning

Owner governance and
owner directive
The City Council decides on the owner directive, articles of association and the municipal purpose for the
companies' operations. The owner directives for the
companies are decided on in connection with the budget

What effect do we want
to achieve (Long-term
perspective)

31
AUG

30
APRIL

Follow-up

Four-month
report 1 and
full-year forecast

Decision on
three-year plan
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The companies in the Group work in a broad spectrum
from housing, school buildings, nursing homes and
arenas to water supply, district heating, waste management, port facilities, fibre networks, trade fair venues
and parking operations. The companies also provide
services and expertise in housing agency, tourist information, business development, cultural offerings and
insurance. The Group is divided into three segments:
properties, infrastructure and other companies. See
pages 46–57 for a description of each subsidiary.

City Council orientation goals
1 A Stockholm that stands united
2 Eco-smart Stockholm
3 Financially sustainable Stockholm
4 Democratically sustainable Stockholm

Auditors
Audit the Board’s and MD’s administration
and the company’s accounts

STEERING DOCUMENTS AND GUIDELINES

42

44

Organisation and governance

Organisation and governance

PHOTOS PETER LYDÉN
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INVESTMENTS
IN THE CITY’S
COMPANIES OVER
SEK 300 MILLION
REQUIRE THE
APPROVAL OF THE
CITY COUNCIL.

INGELA LINDH

JONAS SCHNEIDER

PETER KVARNHEM

SARA FEINBERG

KRISTER STRALSTRÖM

PETER DAHLBERG

CAROLINA TILLBORG

INGRID STORM

Managing Director*

The public interest in transparency at the municipally owned companies in which the City
has a controlling influence is ensured through the application of the principle of public access
to official documents.

300
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for Stockholm and decisions are made on supplementary owner directives continuously throughout the year.
The City Council also decides continuously on matters
concerning the companies that are of major importance or of a principle nature, such as decisions regarding
investments in companies over SEK 300 million.
According to the Local Government Act, the City
Council exercises the owner role and bears the ultimate
responsibility. However, the provisions of the Swedish Companies Act mean that the City Council cannot
exercise the owner role in direct relation to the subsidiaries, but rather that owner role must be exercised
through the municipally owned Parent Company’s
(Stockholms Stadshus AB) Board of Directors, known
as the Group Board. The City Council has delegated
the operational owner dialogue for the Group to the
Group Board. The owner dialogue is conducted in the
day-to-day work of the Group Management.

Supervisory obligation and
internal control
The Local Government Act states that the City Executive Board has a responsibility to continuously
monitor the City’s operations. This requires the City
Executive Board to have an overview and monitoring
of the company’s operations, known as the supervisory
obligation. This means that the City Executive Board
annually decides whether the companies have conducted their respective operations in accordance with the
set municipal purpose and within the framework of the
municipal authorisations.
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Group Controller

Deputy Managing Director

Group Controller

Legislation

Systematic governance and
follow-up
The City of Stockholm’s governance and follow-up is
systematised using an integrated management system.
The management model breaks down the City’s overall
objectives in a clear hierarchy for the goals and tasks
of the operations, which makes follow-up more structured (see figure on page 43).

Business Controller

Administrative Director

Analyst

* also the CEO of the City of Stockholm
** also City Lawyer for the City of Stockholm’s Legal Department

The companies adopt formal work plans, authorisation
instructions and internal control plans to clarify what
authority is held by the Board, management and employees and they perform annual risk analyses.

There is no special association form for municipally
owned limited liability companies. Instead, these companies are fully subject to the Swedish Companies Act.
In addition to this, there are certain rules regarding the
municipality’s governance and control of the companies in the Local Government Act. A municipal limited
liability company is also governed by the rules of legislation such as the Freedom of the Press Act, the Public
Access to Information and Secrecy Act, the Annual
Accounts Act and the Public Procurement Act, as well
as with special legislation based on the companies’
particular activities. This means that high standards are
placed on the municipality, the Group Management
and its companies to analyse and interpret various
decisions and situations, and to adapt accordingly.

Financial Director

SARA WALLIN

Administrative Assistant

MALIN LINDVALL

Company Lawyer **

On an overall level and with a long-term perspective, the City Council has decided on four orientation goals for the City that describe how they want
Stockholm to develop by 2040. On the next level, the
orientation goals have been translated into targets for
the respective operating areas and what effect should
be achieved in a multi-year perspective. To prioritise
what is achieved in the upcoming year, assignments
and owner directives are issued in the City’s budget or
the companies prepare their own operational targets.
For the various goals, indicators and/or activities are
set to specify the assignments. Follow-up takes place at
different intervals, but every four months or annually
are most common.

Group Management
From a Group-wide perspective, the Group Management works to govern, coordinate, support and follow
up the companies’ operations to achieve optimum results. This is done in part by preparing decision docu-

mentation for the political management in the form of
budgets, operational plans and four-month forecasts.
Group Management continuously monitors the companies’ finances, investments and goal attainment. In addition, Group Management continuously holds dialogues
with the companies, on separate issues with experts
at the companies, participation in various project and
steering groups or through the coordination of different
networks. In addition, company visits are made twice a
year to all companies. Group Management coordinates
and conducts recruitment of the companies’ Managing
Directors.

Parent Company personnel
The employees of Stockholm Stadshus AB, in other words the Group Management consisting of ten
people, is responsible for Group-wide issues and for
ensuring that the operations are governed, coordinated,
followed up and given the support they need.

From a Group-wide perspective, the Group
Management works to govern, coordinate,
support and follow up to achieve optimum
results based on financial, economic and
operations-specific aspects.
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Subsidiaries

The Hagastaden district connects
Stockholm and Solna.

Subsidiaries
Stockholms Stadshus AB is the Parent Company in the Group
that consists of 16 active subsidiaries and two associated companies.
The companies work in areas that are of benefit to the City’s citizens,
including management and development of homes, schools and
pre-schools, infrastructure, water and sewage management,
parking, culture, meeting and workplaces.

CONSTRUCTION BEGUN ON 842 HOMES

DEVELOPING STOCKHOLM

Svenska Bostäder’s primary mission is to build and manage
good homes and thereby contribute to the City’s housing
supply. The company’s work is characterised by extensive new
production, as well as upgrades and management of the
existing portfolio.

Building, owning and managing attractive rental accommodation and premises to meet Stockholm’s needs is the
long-term and sustainable business concept of Familjebostäder. Smart and welcoming residential environments for
people for many generations to come is the company’s
contribution to the sustainable development of Stockholm.

that may
be sought after by all Stockholmers. The company also plays
an important role in terms of a positive urban and centre development. The company’s customer promise “Like a landlord
should be” characterises its daily activities.
In 2017, the company was able to offer Stockholmers a
total of 26,512 apartments, of which 429 were newly produced. The company also began construction on 842 new
residential apartments. Svenska Bostäder’s conversion of
the former S:t Görans gymnasium into student housing was
opened and the first students have moved in. The building is
one of historical cultural value. For Stockholm’s students, it
means 236 new, centrally located student apartments.
To develop the districts in Järvafältet, the company’s work
on upgrading, converting and renovating buildings and yards
in close cooperation with the tenants continued during the
year. From 2018 onwards, Svenska Bostäder will add new
production. Husby Centrum is being upgraded in cooperation
with administrators and residents.
Svenska Bostäder’s results from the company’s customer
satisfaction survey through AktivBo have reached a new high
of 84%, which shows that the tenants continue to appreciate
the company as a landlord.

THE COMPANY IS IN A MAJOR EXPANSION PHASE, with construction
beginning on 1,000 rental homes every year. This year, Familjebostäder began construction on 478 apartments and welcomed
new tenants into 171 newly produced homes. These include
students in Kabelverket 8A, who became the first to move into
the company’s major urban development area, Älvsjöstaden.
It was also a pleasure to issue invitations to the groundbreaking
ceremony for Stockholmshusen, where Säterhöjden in Rågsved
was the first to begin construction.
In Fagersjö, a dialogue was held, in conjunction with the
Development Committee and the City Planning Committee, to
obtain the thoughts and opinions of the residents on how the
area can grow with more homes and more services. An important step was taken in Rinkeby in December when construction
of the new police station began. When 240 police officers and
employees move in there in autumn 2019, this will be an important component in the development of the area. Cooperation was also begun with Stockholm Exergi to develop working
methods for how major property owners can help to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions from Högdalen’s heating plant.
In parallel with the work to develop Stockholm, the longterm and day-to-day work of providing good service to the
company’s tenants continued, together with initiatives to
manage and enhance the property portfolio. All based on the
company’s values – commitment, customer focus, commercial benefit and innovation.

IN ITS PORTFOLIO, SVENSKA BOSTÄDER IS TO OWN HOMES

SVENSKA BOSTÄDER was founded in 1944 and

owns and manages more than 26,500 apartments,
4,000 business premises and five shopping centres,
of which Vällingby Centrum is the largest. Around
56,000 Stockholmers live with the company.

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million

The subsidiary Stadsholmen manages
one of the City’s finest cultural
heritages – more than 1,600 apartments and around 800 premises.
Pelle Björklund, Managing Director
KEY RATIOS
Operating income, SEK million
Profit after net financial items,
SEK million
Return on total assets, %
Equity/assets ratio, %
Interest coverage ratio, multiple
Balance sheet total, SEK million
Gross investments, SEK million
Depreciation, SEK million
Average no. of full-year employees
As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.
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SEK
2,811

FAMILJEBOSTÄDER has owned, developed and

managed attractive rental housing and business
premises for Stockholm’s needs since 1936. Over
40,000 Stockholmers live with
Familjebostäder. In the next few
years, the company will begin
construction of at least 5,000
new rental units.
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COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million

SEK
1,881
million

Anette Sand, Managing Director

2017
2,811
217

2016
2,653
101

2015
2,585
152

2014
2,520
331

2013
2,481
406

1.4
50.7
2.7
25,673
2,495
-731
324

1.0
54.1
1.8
23,775
2,548
-661
323

1.4
58.6
2.1
21,922
2,720
-594
265

2.4
64.1
3.6
19,875
2,307
-540
263

2.8
70.7
6.5
17,711
1,887
-534
264

KEY RATIOS
Operating income, SEK million
Profit after net financial items,
SEK million
Return on total assets, %
Equity/assets ratio, %
Interest coverage ratio, multiple
Balance sheet total, SEK million
Gross investments, SEK million
Depreciation, SEK million
Average no. of full-year employees

2017
1,881
335

2016
1,797
352

2015
1,762
324

2014
1,725
867

2013
1,691
736

2.7
61.5
6.6
15,209
1,302
-381
300

2.9
63.6
6.6
14,338
929
-352
292

3.0
64.3
4.9
13,813
640
-332
282

7.2
63.5
8.3
13,578
665
-304
265

6.3
60.5
8.4
13,895
1,163
-282
277

As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.
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Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries

SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT

70 YEARS OF ALLOCATING HOUSING

5,000 NEW SCHOOL PLACES

For 80 years, Stockholmshem has created welcoming,
comfortable and secure housing for Stockholm residents. As
a public company, Stockholmshem works for a sustainable
Stockholm in urban development, the supply of housing and
social housing issues. The company builds sustainable homes
based on current and future needs.

Bostadsförmedlingen’s task is to allocate vacant rental
properties in the Stockholm region. On a housing market
characterised by a shortage of housing, Bostadsförmedlingen
brings together as many available homes as possible in one
place. All to make things easier for people looking for
somewhere to live.

SISAB owns and manages the majority of Stockholm’s
schools. In 2017, there were 16 school openings and 10
groundbreaking ceremonies, which is a record and also a sign
of the increased rate of investment going forward. Energysaving work continued, with 1,100 new energy agents
receiving diplomas at the end of the year.

DEMAND FOR MORE HOUSING in

SINCE 1947, Bostadsförmedlingen has worked to encourage
housing companies around the region to submit their vacant
rental properties. Since it began in 1947, Bostadsförmedlingen
has allocated around 570,000 homes in Stockholm.
In 2017, the company’s 70th anniversary was celebrated.
In September, all of the company’s staff delved into its long
history. With the help of the City Archives, everyone was able
to journey through the different phases and guises of Bostads
förmedlingen in the archive in Frihamnen.
There were lots of reasons to celebrate during the year. At
the end of December 2017, it became clear that the number of
homes submitted had set a new record! A total of 12,438 homes
had been submitted for allocation, which is more than ever before.
This also meant that the high target for the year was exceeded.
The inflow of succession housing, i.e. not new production, has increased, primarily from private companies but also
from the city’s public companies. There was also a very strong
increase in student housing submitted. This reflects the major
focus on the new production of student housing in recent years.
The large number of homes submitted and a growing housing queue mean major requirements for efficiency. During the
year, therefore, efforts have been made to achieve a more efficient
allocation process and better system support. Everything to make
a difficult housing market a little easier for Stockholmers.

SISAB’S OVERALL TARGET FOR 2017, to create 5,000 new school
places for students, was met during the autumn. The overall
target was displayed on a target board centrally located at
SISAB’s offices. As school places for students were delivered,
employees marked off the target attainment on the board.
Work on energy-saving measures continues. SISAB’s solar
cells generated 156,477 kWh during the year and over 1,100
new energy agents received diplomas at 58 pre-schools. With
the help of around 10,000 sensors that SISAB has installed
in the properties, the digital control and optimisation of the
buildings’ energy systems were also developed.
Investment expenses amounted to SEK 1,887 million during
the year, spread across 570 projects. Some of the larger investments during the year were Sjöviksskolan, Nälstaskolan
and Kämpetorpsskolan. The pre-school of the future concept
remains popular. So far, SISAB has delivered nine pre-schools,
with a further nine at the implementation stage and a total of
19 at the planning stage.
SISAB certifies all new construction projects with the
Green Building Council. There are 10 projects that have
been c ertified and Lugnets skola in Hammarby Sjöstad
has also undergone the verification process and now been
awarded Gold certification. Of all the certified schools in
Sweden, Lugnets skola has been recognised as the school
with the lowest energy consumption.

Stockholm remains strong and
Stockholmshem is tasked with doubling the number of apartments entering construction. Construction began on several
projects during the year, including a cutting-edge project in
Stockholm Royal Seaport – two energy plus buildings that
will generate more energy than they use through a combination of architecture and technology.
Stockholmshem has a special assignment to assist SHIS
Bostäder (Stiftelsen Hotellhem i Stockholm) in its activities,
including building more housing, and during the year, the
company cooperated with the City of Stockholm on temporary housing for recent arrivals.
The previous year’s record result in the annual customer
satisfaction survey was followed up by high marks in 2017,
principally for the company’s work on increased security
and improved service.
Stockholmshem works in many different ways to develop
Stockholm together with the company’s tenants. In the Bagarmossen Smartup city district development project, the company
has contributed to a continued safe and pleasant Bagarmossen
by making the most of local creativity and solidarity. A brandnew outdoor environment has been created in Hässelby with
the help of on-site dialogues, where the tenants were involved
in designing the space. Together, a safer and more pleasant entrance to Hässelby Torg was created with planting and lighting
– an outdoor apartment for residents and visitors.

STOCKHOLMSHEM was founded in 1937 and is

one of the country’s largest housing companies
with over 50,000 tenants in 27,000 residential units.
More than 90 percent of tenants recommend the
company as a landlord. The vision
is to offer all tenants a home that is
welcoming, comfortable and secure
in every way. Every day.

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million
SEK
2,380
million

2017
2,380
370

2016
2,283
377

2015
2,156
363

2014
2,063
285

2013
1,996
165

2.4
43.0
3.8
21,913
1,949
-481
344

2.6
44.3
3.7
20,584
1,682
-436
323

2.9
46.4
3.1
19,230
2,109
-406
303

2.9
49.2
2.4
17,541
1,426
-381
297

2.2
51.7
2.0
16,300
1,413
-351
284

As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.
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TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million
SEK
109
million

KEY RATIOS
Operating income, SEK million
Profit after net financial items,
SEK million
Return on total assets, %
Equity/assets ratio, %
Interest coverage ratio, multiple
Balance sheet total, SEK million
Gross investments, SEK million
Depreciation, SEK million
Average no. of full-year employees
As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.

2017
109
6

2016
104
8

2015
98
0

7.1
9.7
22.9
21.5
0.0 3,797.5
88
85
0
0
0
-1
97
95

0.4
17.0
27.1
72
1
-1
96

2014
95
4

2013
93
8

5.9
13.7
16.7
14.6
332.1 1,055.3
73
63
0
1
-1
0
86
76

SISAB, formed in 1991, owns and manages the

majority of Stockholm’s pre-schools, compulsory
schools and upper secondary schools.
The company offer suitable, flexible
and cost-effective premises for Stockholm’s pre-school and school operations. About two hundred thousand
people spend time in our 1.8 million
square metres daily.
Claes Magnusson, Managing Director
KEY RATIOS
Operating income, SEK million
Profit after net financial items,
SEK million
Return on total assets, %
Equity/assets ratio, %
Interest coverage ratio, multiple
Balance sheet total, SEK million
Gross investments, SEK million
Depreciation, SEK million
Average no. of full-year employees
As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million
SEK
2,252
million

2017
2,252
38

2016
2,194
15

2015
2,167
10

2014
2,084
35

2013
2,024
-22

1.4
2.4
1.2
14,541
1,887
-610
204

1.4
2.4
1.1
13,301
1,885
-603
182

1.9
3.1
1.0
11,989
1,461
-514
169

4.6
3.2
1.2
11,045
2,880
-475
177

2.2
2.8
0.9
8,760
770
-464
173

A brand-new outdoor environment
has been created in Hässelby with the
help of on-site dialogues, where the
tenants were involved in designing
the space.

PHOTO BENGT ALM, STOCKHOLMSHEM

Operating income, SEK million
Profit after net financial items,
SEK million
Return on total assets, %
Equity/assets ratio, %
Interest coverage ratio, multiple
Balance sheet total, SEK million
Gross investments, SEK million
Depreciation, SEK million
Average no. of full-year employees

and transitioned from an administration to a company in 1999. Bostadsförmedlingen’s mission is to
allocate available rental housing in the Stockholm
region and the goal is to make it easier for housing companies and those
looking for accommodation to find
each other in the rental market.

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER

Christer Edfeldt, Managing Director
took office in August 2017

Eva Nygren, Managing Director
KEY RATIOS

BOSTADSFÖRMEDLINGEN was formed in 1947

Subsidiaries
There are lots of people moving
around SGA Fastigheter’s arenas
when events are taking place.
Together with other property
owners in the area, the company
is working to create a safe and
secure meeting place.

SUSTAINABILITY AND NEW CONSTRUCTION

GLOBEN AREA BEING DEVELOPED

FOCUS ON URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Micasa Fastigheter owns and manages the City of Stockholm’s
nursing homes. Sustainable property management, new
construction projects and the conversion of sheltered housing to
senior citizens have been the major themes of the year.

Stockholm Globe Arena Fastigheter’s (SGA Fastigheter) overall
mission is to ensure that Stockholm has modern and
in-demand arenas and can be a venue for large events. In
doing so, the company is able to help strengthen Stockholm’s
role as an event city.

S:t Erik Markutveckling owns, manages and develops
properties with the aim of promoting Stockholm’s development. The company owns properties with a total lettable area
of around 200,000 m² in several of Stockholm’s urban
development areas. The properties’ market value amounts to
approximately SEK 3.8 billion.

have begun.
These are based on the functional and framework programme
developed in collaboration with the city district councils, the
Senior Citizens Administration, pensioners’ organisations and
the KTH Royal Institute of Technology. The first to go into
production is Rinkeby. The company has also drawn up a
framework programme for senior citizen apartments.
The forms of accommodation not linked to social assistance
and known as sheltered housing and senior citizen apartments
have been brought together under the term senior citizen housing.
Seven of the properties have an activity centre run by the city
district councils. They will create security for the residents and
be a meeting place for the elderly in the local area.
In 2017, Micasa Fastigheter made available a further 296 premises and homes for recently arrived immigrants. So far, a total
of 1,008 places have been provided.
The company has established a new role of housing manager.
This will provide tenants with a contact person at the company,
creating clarity and recognition.
Sustainability has been a consistent theme. Micasa’s management system has been certified in accordance with the new
standard for environmental management, ISO 14001, and
recertified in accordance with the standard for energy management, ISO 50001. The audit shows that the management
system’s performance has improved. A staff conference, an
exhibition on the company’s sustainability work, events with
collaborative partners and communication with direct tenants
have all taken place in relation to sustainability.

THE COMPANY’S FIRST FIVE NEW CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

MICASA FASTIGHETER i Stockholm AB was

founded in 1999 and its primary task is to
provide well-maintained, secure and
accessible housing at reasonable
rents to the city’s elderly, people
with disabilities and to the city’s
prioritised groups with a weak
position on the housing market.

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million
SEK
1,098
million

Maria Mannerholm,
Managing Director
KEY RATIOS

PHOTO SÖREN ANDERSSON, SGA FASTIGHETER

Operating income, SEK million
Profit after net financial items,
SEK million
Return on total assets, %
Equity/assets ratio, %
Interest coverage ratio, multiple
Balance sheet total, SEK million
Gross investments, SEK million
Depreciation, SEK million
Average no. of full-year employees
As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.

visited the company’s arenas in
2017. In the Tele2 Arena, Hammarby football club maintains its high average attendance and Djurgården football
club had its highest average attendance since 1959. Around
300 events were held in the arenas during 2017. These
events included concerts by artists including The Weeknd,
Drake and Celine Dion, a UFC gala in May with Alexander
Gustafsson and in November the Ericsson Globe hosted two
sell-out NHL matches.
During 2017, SGA Fastigheter continued to investigate
the modernisation of the Ericsson Globe. The investigation
will form the basis for future orientation decisions and implementation decisions.
During autumn 2017, a land allocation competition took
place for the northern building rights, including the Hovet
land. The local planning work begins in 2018 and the intention is to build 800–1,000 homes, offices and shops.
There are lots of people moving around the arenas when
events are taking place. Together with other property owners in the area, the company is working to create a safe and
secure meeting place. Measures include improved lighting,
rising bollards and searches at events.
The company is certified according to the standards for
energy and environmental management systems, SS-EN ISO
50001 and 14001. In 2017, the Tele2 Arena achieved Gold
certification from the Sweden Green Building Council.
ALMOST TWO MILLION PEOPLE

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER

SGA FASTIGHETER owns, manages and

develops the City’s arena properties in
the Globen area: Tele2 Arena, Ericsson
Globe including Annexet and
SkyView, Hovet and the entertainment destination Tolv Stockholm.

TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million
SEK
72
million

Mats Viker, Managing Director
took office in February 2017

2017
1,098
145

2016
1,081
116

2015
1,039
85

2014
1,015
298

2013
998
-21

3.1
8.6
2.8
7,182
255
-330
81

2.9
5.6
2.2
7,278
228
-323
75

2.9
5.4
1.6
7,379
476
-295
56

6.6
5.3
2.7
7,238
378
-292
73

2.3
1.9
0.9
7,107
392
-148
69
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S:T ERIK MARKUTVECKLING AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES own properties in
the urban development areas of Ulvsunda, Slakthusområdet,
Västberga, Hammarby Sjöstad, Årstafältet and Stockholm
Royal Seaport.
The company continuously reviews acquisitions and sales
with the aim of promoting Stockholm’s development. In connection with the upcoming urban development of Slakthus
området, the company transferred 11 buildings to the Development Committee during 2017. According to the plans,
these can facilitate the construction of around 2,000 new
apartments, a school, a park and a new Metro entrance. The
new city district is estimated to be fully developed by 2030.
In 2017, the company entered into an agreement on a swap
deal in Ulvsunda, whereby the company acquires leasehold
rights to developed land and sells undeveloped land. The deal
affects future urban development by securing the site for public
purposes such as a school and pre-school. The deal is conditional on, among other things, the approval of the City Council and obtaining a building permit. Further leasehold rights
to developed land located directly next to the company’s site
leaseholds at Årstafältet were acquired during the year.
In one of the company’s larger office properties in
Slakthusområdet, a number of major tenant adaptations
were begun for new and existing tenants. Several of the
City’s companies and administrations will be new tenants
for these premises in the future.

S:T ERIK MARKUTVECKLINGS was formed in 2004

with the assignment to acquire, own and manage
development properties in the most financially
beneficial way while awaiting future
urban development. Operations are
focused on administration, letting
and development for a good return
with consideration to the City’s
development. Marie Wallhammar,

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million
SEK
281
million

Managing Director

2017
72
-98

2016
92
-119

2015
72
-152

2014
44
-1,187

2013
25
-156

-1.7
11.8
-1.7
3,606
10
-78
17

-1.8
12.2
-1.5
3,730
51
-77
18

neg
9.7
neg
4,040
18
-77
17

neg
10.2
neg
4,110
46
-59
18

neg
11.3
neg
4,077
896
-23
16
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2017
281
49

2016*
296
55

2015
257
47

2014
231
28

2013
246
30

2.5
0.9
2.5
3,052
163
-69
5

2.8
0.1
2.3
3,436
63
-64
4

3.1
2.0
2.0
3,541
761
-42
5

3.4
2.2
1.5
2,653
394
-37
4

3.7
2.1
1.6
2,232
84
-49
4

As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.
*Items affecting comparability in 2016 of SEK -103 million have been excluded.
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Subsidiaries

GARAGES INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT

NEW NAME AND NEW VISION

DELIVERY RECORD

Stockholm Parkering’s parking spaces are becoming increasingly important in the growing city. The company is building
new facilities in the city’s new districts, primarily below
ground, which contribute to a better urban environment and
better passability. The company expects to construct around
3,500 new parking spaces over the next five years.

Stockholm Vatten och Avfall is Sweden’s largest water and
waste company. The city’s rapid growth and the increasing
importance of sustainability issues have increased the size of
the company’s operations, with projects and investments at
record level. Together with Stockholm’s citizens, the company
is working to create the world’s most sustainable city.

Stokab was formed in 1994 and its mission is to provide an
open and competition-neutral passive fibre network. For
the first time in the company’s history, the number of
connections delivered during the year surpassed 3,000 and
reached a total of 3,681 deliveries – a record for Stokab.
resulting from the strong demand for fibre, the company maintained the same good
level of profit as in the preceding year. Profit before tax in
2017 was unchanged compared with 2016 and totalled SEK
234 million. This result was attributable to continued strong
demand for the company’s products, a high delivery capacity and effective cost control. The investments in the network
continue to be high. During the year, around SEK 225 million was invested in expansion, coverage density increases
and safety. Turnover increased by 4% to SEK 791 million
compared with 2016.
More property owners have seen the possibilities during the year of using fibre to connect their properties in the
company network. This provides the property owners with
more flexible operation and maintenance of the buildings
and the opportunity to offer other communication services
that benefit their tenants.
Stokab’s involvement in the City of Stockholm’s strategy
for Stockholm – a smart and connected city – has contributed
to specific results during the year. Tests have been carried
out in Urban ICT Arena’s testbed for digitisation in the
city’s urban environments, including connected streetlights
for the smart management of lighting as well as the automatic measurement of pedestrians and cyclists.

DESPITE THE INCREASED COSTS

underway in
the city’s new development areas. In Hagastaden, the first
section of the P-hus Hagastaden car park has been built and
in 2017 the City Council decided on an implementation
decision for the entire garage, which will provide a total of
1,030 parking spaces.
In Stockholm Royal Seaport, the company is cleaning
up a former petrol storage unit using prehistoric bacteria so
that it can then convert it into a parking facility with a total
of 1,550 parking spaces.
A decision was also made during the year on the acquisition of the newly constructed P-hus Torsplan car park, while
the local plan for the P-hus Farsta strand car park has been
approved, enabling construction during 2018.
Another important task for the company is to ensure that
the city’s parking spaces are used as efficiently as possible.
By opening up new park-and-ride facilities at sports venues
and at a car park near the Swedish Museum of Natural History, a total of 644 parking spaces have been added, which
would otherwise stand empty during the day.
Work on sustainable mobility continued during the year
and the company now has 999 charging stations for electric
vehicles. Cyclists have dedicated parking spaces at 32 of
the company’s facilities.
The company has introduced the Betala P mobile payment
service, which allows visitors parking on streets and development land to pay using the same app.

THE COMPANY HAS SEVERAL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

STOCKHOLM PARKERING has been offering

attractive car parks on development land since
1977 and creates space for Stockholm to grow. The
company is building new car parks to unburden the road network from parked
cars and work for sustainable mobility
through park-and-ride facilities, bicycle
parking and charging stations for
electric cars.
Christian Rockberger,
Managing Director
KEY RATIOS
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COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million

SEK 599
million

2016
571
143

2015
546
109

2014
511
68

2013
496
47

13.5
7.5
15.7
1,135
46
-46
69

14.6
9.4
17.9
1,163
290
-42
69

13.7
11.8
9.9
918
106
-36
67

10.3
12.1
5.8
855
1,470
-40
75

8.0
13.6
4.3
759
43
-43
73

have been in existence for over 150 years and every
day they affect 1.4 million residents and
companies in the Stockholm area. The
company supplies drinking water to and
treats the wastewater from the City of
Stockholm and Huddinge Municipality,
and is responsible for waste management in the City of Stockholm.

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million

SEK 2,147
million

KEY RATIOS
Operating income, SEK million
Profit after net financial items,
SEK million
Return on total assets, %
Equity/assets ratio, %
Interest coverage ratio, multiple
Balance sheet total, SEK million
Gross investments, SEK million
Depreciation, SEK million
Average no. of full-year employees
As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.

2017
2,147
498

2016
2,078
98

2015
1,931
-82

2014
1,655
16

2013
1,311
-65

4.9
5.6
5.7
12,765
1,523
-323
567

2.0
2.1
1.8
11,890
1,389
-304
535

0.8
1.8
0.5
10,799
1,523
-296
460

4.3
2.7
1.1
9,511
1,431
-263
432

1.5
2.3
0.7
8,236
644
-271
377

STOKAB has the mission of providing an open

and competition-neutral passive fibre network
to stimulate development in Stockholm by
promoting competition, diversity and
freedom of choice. Stokab takes care
of the City of Stockholm’s internal
data and telecommunications network
through subsidiary S:t Erik Kommunikation.
Staffan Ingvarsson,
Managing Director
KEY RATIOS
Operating income, SEK million
Profit after net financial items,
SEK million
Return on total assets, %
Equity/assets ratio, %
Interest coverage ratio, multiple
Balance sheet total, SEK million
Gross investments, SEK million
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COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million

SEK 791
million

2017
791
234

2016
757
234

2015
728
212

2014
722
188

2013
712
175

12.2
36.8
29.6
2,023
225
-240
96

12.4
37.7
32.1
1,934
214
-249
92

11.4
36.3
20.0
1,968
184
-260
89

10.1
36.0
9.9
1,970
94
-287
90

9.2
31.8
7.1
2,164
172
-258
93

In March, a globally unique facility
was opened that produces biocoal
from Stockholm’s garden waste. The
biocoal is fed back into the ecocycle
through the city’s planting for a
greener city.

FOTO KARI KOHVAKKA
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STOCKHOLM VATTEN OCH AVFALLS operations

Krister Schultz, Managing Director

2017
599
144

As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.

on 1 February a new
company name was introduced – Stockholm Vatten och
Avfall. The company was given a new graphic profile and a
new vision: Together for the world’s most sustainable city.
In order to secure drinking water for the growing city, the
expansion of the drinking water supply is being investigated.
The Bornsjöverket plant was opened during the year, which
will remove the phosphorus from the city’s reservoir and
contribute to the city’s drinking water.
The growing city means there is a need for greater capacity in terms of the drainage and treatment of wastewater. The
Land and Environment Court has approved the application
from the Stockholm’s Future Wastewater Treatment project
to expand wastewater treatment. Several projects are underway at the Bromma and Henriksdal wastewater treatment
plants to improve treatment and increase biogas production.
In March, a globally unique facility was opened that produces biocoal from Stockholm’s garden waste. The biocoal
is fed back into the ecocycle through the city’s planting for
a greener city. The company continues to work towards the
target of collecting 60% of the available food waste by 2020.
Two historic decisions were made during the year for the
city’s waste management – the investment in the Högdalen
sorting plant for separating food waste, paper, plastic and
metal and the decision proposing that the company take
responsibility for the expansion of the automated vacuum
waste collection system in the development areas.

TO MAKE THE OPERATION’S MISSION CLEARER,

Subsidiaries

A RECORD YEAR TO REMEMBER

A VISITOR RECORD

TAKING ITS PLACE IN THE WORLD

Stockholms Hamnar’s mission is to provide modern
port-related infrastructure and service. 2017 was a record
year for the company in many ways. Volumes of both
passengers and goods exceeded all expectations. The
container ports handled a record number of units, which
bodes well for the future.

Kulturhuset Stadsteatern at Sergels torg is a magnet for
many Stockholmers. In 2017, it attracted more visitors
than ever before. There is continued focus on the suburbs,
with operations in Skärholmen, Vällingby, Parkteatern
and the new Kretsteatern, which tours in the autumn,
winter and spring.

Stockholm Business Region develops and markets Stockholm
as a business and visitor destination. The region continued to
enjoy positive development during the year, with economic
growth and more international visitors, investments and
company establishments. The position as The Capital of
Scandinavia was strengthened.

than ever before. With 726,000
visitors to programme activities, of which 458,000 were
to programmes with an entrance fee and 268,000 to programmes with free entry. This has returned the company’s
highest-ever ticket revenues, totalling SEK 96 million.
All areas of operation saw an increase in visitor numbers,
with art exhibitions particularly worthy of a mention for
having achieved an increase of 68% compared with 2016.
The Pettsson & Co exhibition was the success of the summer for children and young people. Libraries opened up
their doors at new premises and “Rum för Barn” was again
a popular activity for parents and children. Major successes
on the theatre scene included Billy Elliot and Mio min Mio,
with ticket revenues of SEK 30.5 million and SEK 11 million respectively. The total number of visitors to operations,
including Skärholmen, Parkteatern, Vällingby and libraries,
was 2.9 million.
The cultural centre in Skärholmen extended its cooperation
with local association life by commencing cinema operations. Operations in Vällingby have also continued to enjoy
strong cooperation with local stakeholders. Parkteatern
played at 30 different locations, while Kretsteatern made an
appreciated comeback and held 70 performances in eight
city districts.

STOCKHOLM BUSINESS REGION has had another fantastic year. The
number of commercial guest nights continues to increase. This is
especially true of international private travellers, where overnight
stays by non-European guests in particular developed strongly.
UEFA’s Europa League final between Ajax and Manchester
United in May attracted almost 47,000 visitors, 83% of
whom were international visitors, generating tourism sales of
SEK 290 million for the Stockholm region.
Stockholm is one of the world’s leading cities for startups.
Stockholm has acquired a leading global position in the tech sector and international media refer to Stockholm as “The unicorn
factory”. In recent years, Stockholm has stood out within the
rapidly growing financial technology sector. The collaboration
in Stockholm Business Alliance on investment promotion and
business sector development comprises 55 municipalities in
eight counties and has become a model envied by and inspiring
for other regions of Europe. International investments continue
to grow and the investment potential in infrastructure and
construction projects alone in the Stockholm region amount
to EUR 95 billion.
Stockholm Business Region is collaborating with Swedavia
on several projects with the aim of increasing Stockholm’s
accessibility by air. During the year, routes were established
from S ingapore and India (Delhi) to Stockholm-Arlanda.

TWO-THIRDS OF THE MAJOR PORT PROJECTS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED. The
new Värtahamnen port has been in operation for over a year
and Kapellskärs hamn, which has now been redeveloped and
extended, opened in June. Both projects were completed on
time and within budget. Stockholms Hamnar has fantastic
support on this exciting and important journey from skilled
employees, professional contractors and stable owners. Now
just Stockholm Norvik Hamn is awaiting completion. Once
this is finished in 2020, the company’s vision for the ports
will have been realised.
Both Stockholm and the vessels are growing, while
sustainability requirements are also increasing. This is why
these extensive changes are being made to the port infrastructure of the Stockholm region. The ports and the city have
developed a way of growing side-by-side in order to handle
development in the best way – urban development, the supply
of goods, sustainable transport, the tourist industry, jobs and
housing development are areas where the company is making
a contribution.
This year, volumes of passengers and goods increased in
several sectors. Growth continues both in Sweden and in the
Baltic region. The Finnish market, which is so important for
Stockholms Hamnar, has also returned to the same levels seen
before the downturn in 2009. The company has long-term,
stable and capable customers, who have both a short-term
and a long-term focus, which can be clearly seen in the figures
and bodes very well for the future.
STOCKHOLMS HAMNAR is working to develop

Stockholm into a vibrant, modern shipping city for
its residents, business community and tourism,
with responsibility for quays, facilities and
service for ferry, cruise ship and cargo
service. Stockholms Hamn AB was formed in 1991 and is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Stockholms Stadshus AB.

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million

SEK 856
million

Johan Castwall,
Managing Director
KEY RATIOS

PHOTO PER-ERIK ADAMSSON, STOCKHOLMS HAMNAR

Kapellskärs hamn, which
has now been redeveloped
and extended, was opened
in June, with the public
invited to an Open Day.
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2017 ATTRACTED MORE VISITORS

STOCKHOLMS STADSTEATER was established in

1956. Kulturhuset Stadsteatern at Sergels torg encompasses theatre, art, literature, dance, design,
music, debate and film. The company also operates cultural centres in
Skärholmen and Vällingby and the
touring theatre Kretsteatern and
the summer theatre Parkteatern.

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million

SEK 169
million

Sture Carlsson, Managing Director,
took office in January 2018

2017
856
109

2016
797
112

2015
728
105

2014
713
108

2013
724
106

3.4
18.2
2.8
4,719
971
-171
167

3.8
18.9
3.3
4,125
948
-128
166

4.8
20.4
2.8
3,521
722
-111
155

6.4
26.3
3.0
2,481
532
-108
160

7.2
27.1
3.5
2,035
438
-112
143
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STOCKHOLM BUSINESS REGION develops and

markets Stockholm as a business and visitor
destination based on the brand Stockholm – The
Capital of Scandinavia. The objective
for the operations is to attract international investment, visitors and
talent to Stockholm.

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million

SEK 145
million

Olle Zetterberg,
Managing Director

2017
169
-352

2016
148
-349

2015
164
-346

2014
158
-330

2013
134
-286

-78.2
0.5
-120.4
456
16
-11
479

-78.7
0.5
-95.9
438
16
-11
462

-78.7
0.3
-73.0
439
11
-10
499

neg
0.4
neg
427
9
-10
445

neg
0.5
neg
380
17
-9
384

KEY RATIOS
Operating income, SEK million
Profit after net financial items,
SEK million
Return on total assets, %
Equity/assets ratio, %
Interest coverage ratio, multiple
Balance sheet total, SEK million
Gross investments, SEK million
Depreciation, SEK million
Average no. of full-year employees

2017
145
-4

2016
247
5

2015
234
-25

2014
253
4

2013
246
2

-2.1
12.2
-208.8
205
0
-2
63

3.4
15.5
286.1
189
2
-2
65

-17.4
18.2
-909.0
132
0
-2
70

2.6
30.9
229.9
161
9
-2
75

1.5
29.8
249.3
153
0
0
74

As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.
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Subsidiaries
Associated company

ANOTHER GOOD CLAIMS YEAR!

A GOOD PROFIT

S:t Erik Försäkring is an insurance company that only insures
the City’s interests. 2017 was a good claims year for S:t Erik
Försäkring. This will come to good use in the work to create a
financially sustainable Stockholm.

S:t Erik Livförsäkring began operations in 2006 and is a
life insurance company that insures the pension
commitments for employees within the Stockholms
Stadshus AB Group.

HISTORICAL DECISION

Stockholm Exergi, together with the
City of Stockholm, Stokab and Ellevio,
launched an initiative for large-scale
heat recovery from data centres,
called Stockholm Data Parks.

Stockholm Exergi (formerly Fortum Värme)
supplies district heating and district cooling to
properties and businesses in Greater Stockholm.
Stockholm Exergi (SE) made a strategic
orientation decision on the development and conversion of
operations. The aim is to achieve resource-neutral and climate-neutral district heating by 2030. The strategy involves
replacing old production with new, increasing the proportion of recovered or renewable input goods and phasing out
coal at Värtaverket by 2022.
SE launched, together with the City of Stockholm, Stokab
and Ellevio, an initiative for large-scale heat recovery from
data centres, called Stockholm Data Parks. Together with
the City and Stockholm Vatten och Avfall, SE opened a new
biocoal facility in Högdalen. SE also launched a new service
for smarter heat control by mobile phone, called Intelligy,
and took on its first “heating worker”, young people who
are distanced from the labour market.
DURING THE YEAR,

the company’s claims costs remained low. The
largest single claim was a fire that affected a pre-school at
Ekholmsvägen 133 in Skärholmen. The building is owned
by SISAB. The claim cost is estimated at around SEK
12.5 million.
In addition to the work on insuring the City, the company
has also been involved in the City’s claims prevention work.
This has largely occurred through day-to-day contact with the
company’s customers, but also by S:t Erik Försäkring taking
responsibility for the city’s new incident reporting system.
During the year, the company continued to work to adapt
its operations to the new European regulations for insurance
companies, Solvency II. The new regulations entail higher capital requirements and more extensive requirements
for corporate governance and information distribution.
The company continued its work to environmentally adapt
its operations.

AS IN 2016,

for S:t Erik Livför
säkring. Profit before tax was SEK 74 million compared with
a budgeted profit of SEK 45 million. The good result is due
to the value of the company’s pension commitments decreasing slightly, while at the same time the value of the company’s investment assets rose.
A new operations system was launched in 2016. The company adapted its procedures to the new system in 2017. The
company also examined whether there was a need to change
its investment strategies. The conclusion was that the current
strategies are working well and that no changes are necessary.
The company continued its work to environmentally
adapt its operations by registering all its chemical use in the
City’s central system. The ambition to work based on gender
equality continued by analysing the distribution of the
company’s pension commitments by gender.

IN TERMS OF PROFIT, 2017 WAS A GOOD YEAR

STOCKHOLM EXERGI IS THE NEW NAME FOR FORTUM VÄRME.

The name change was implemented in January 2018. The company
provides heat to over 800,000 Stockholmers. Stockholms Stadshus AB
and energy company Fortum Power and Heat AB each own 50% of SE.

Associated company

75 YEARS OF
BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER
S:T ERIK FÖRSÄKRING was founded in 1986 and

is an insurance company that insures the City’s
own interests by providing a complete
municipal insurance protection where
the majority of that insured is building
and property owned by the City. The
protection also includes accident
insurance for school children.

COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER
TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million

SEK 136
million

Jan Willgård,
Managing Director
KEY RATIOS

2017
136
44

Premium income, SEK million
Profit after net financial items,
SEK million
Equity/assets ratio, %
44.7
Net asset value, SEK million
245,511
Balance sheet total, SEK million
253
Average no. of full-year employees
6

2016
133
48

2015
131
25

2014
130
-5

2013
116
0

38.5
211.3
394
7

40.7
176.3
293
7

32.5
151.0
326
7

32.3
155.5
328
4

insurance company that began business in 2006.
The company insures pension commitments for employees within the Stockholms Stadshus AB Group according
to the municipal KAP-KL and PA-KFS
occupational pension plans.

TOTAL

SEK 15,135 million

SEK 71
million

Jan Willgård,
Managing Director
KEY RATIOS

2017
Premium income, SEK million
71
Profit after net financial items,
74
SEK million
Equity/assets ratio, %
25.4
Solvency ratio, %
139.7
Net asset value
721,278
Balance sheet total, SEK million
2,450
Gross investments, SEK million
47
Average no. of full-year employees
3

As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.
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COMPANY’S SHARE
OF GROUP TURNOVER

2016
70
99

2015
61
86

2014
71
37

2013
86
90

26.3
135.9
652.5
2,482
167
3

24.4
132.5
559.4
2,289
36
3

21.1
126.9
481.1
2,279
273
2

22.3
128.9
451.0
2,019
193
3

STOCKHOLMSMÄSSAN is the Nordic region’s largest meeting
facility and trade fair organiser and with over a million visitors is also a major driving force for other operators within
the region’s visiting economy. The biggest trade fairs in the
anniversary year of 2017 were the Stockholm Furniture &
Light Fair – as usual together with Stockholm Design Week
– Formex and Allt för sjön. Four international congresses
were held at Stockholmsmässan during the year, the largest
of which was the public health conference EPH. Examples
of other kinds of events were Fitnessfestivalen, Magic Xmas,
GamifyUs and Smart Cities. The new sign programme was
complemented during the year with mobile indoor navigation, which received positive feedback from visitors thanks
to its high level of accuracy.
ESTABLISHED 1942. Mässfastigheter i Stockholm AB owns the facility in
Älvsjö and its subsidiary Stockholmsmässan AB conducts trade fair and
congress activities. The City owns 50.4% and the Stockholm Chamber of
Commerce owns 49.6%.

PHOTO ISTOCKPHOTO

As of 2014, the K3 regulations are applied.

S:T ERIK LIVFÖRSÄKRING is a profit-driven life

The 75th anniversary was celebrated with
special exhibitions, pop-up fairs at Centralen
and plenty of meeting stories on social media.
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Mässfastigheter i Stockholm AB – which the picture shows organising a pop-up version of the
Antikmässan antiques fair at Cityterminalen – is 50.4%-owned by Stockholms Stadshus AB.

Ownership
Stockholms Stadshus AB, Corp. Identity No. 556415-1727, is
wholly owned by the City of Stockholm, Corp. Identity No.
212000-0142. The company functions as a holding company
for the majority of the City’s companies. The corporate group
comprises 17 subsidiaries, which in turn are wholly owned by
the parent company Stockholms Stadshus AB. In addition to the
subsidiaries, the corporate group includes two associated companies, Mässfastigheter i Stockholm AB and Stockholm Exergi
AB (formerly Fortum Värme Holding, samägt med Stockholms
stad). Stockholms Stadshus AB owns 50 percent of Stockholm
Exergi. The remaining 50 percent is owned by Fortum Power and
Heat AB. Stockholms Stadshus AB owns 50.4 percent of Mässfastigheter i Stockholm AB. The remaining share is owned by the
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce.
The companies’ operations are largely conducted within the
City of Stockholm. The Group is part of and consolidated in the
City of Stockholm Municipal Group, which is reported in the
City of Stockholm’s Annual Report.

The companies’ operations
The subsidiaries operate in several areas for the benefit of the
municipality’s citizens. The operations encompass three housing
companies: AB Svenska Bostäder, AB Stockholmshem and AB
Familjebostäder; one nursing home property company: Micasa
Fastigheter i Stockholm AB; one school property company: Skolfastigheter i Stockholm AB (hereafter SISAB); and one property

development company: S:t Erik Markutveckling AB. Furthermore, there is a property company that owns and manages the
event arenas: Stockholm Globe Arena Fastigheter AB (hereafter
SGA Fastigheter).
The primary tasks of the property companies include owning,
managing, developing, letting and building housing and commercial premises in Stockholm. In addition, Bostadsförmedlingen i
Stockholm AB allocates apartments.
Companies operating in the field of infrastructure are Stockholm Vatten och Avfall AB, Stockholms Stads Parkerings AB
(hereafter Stockholm Parkering), Stockholms Hamn AB and the
infrastructure company AB Stokab. Stockholm Exergi is also part
of this group. In addition, there are the companies involved with
culture and in marketing Stockholm: Stockholms Stadsteater
AB (hereafter Kulturhuset Stadsteatern) and Stockholm Business
Region AB, as well as the associated company Mässfastigheter i
Stockholm AB. Stockholms Stadshus AB also owns two insurance
companies operating: S:t Erik Försäkrings AB for non-life insurance for the Municipal Group and S:t Erik Livförsäkring AB to
insure the Group’s pension commitments.

Group operations and profit
Consolidated profit after tax amounted to SEK 1,913 (1,347)
million. Profit includes capital gains totalling SEK 469 (20) million and capital losses totalling SEK -63 (-15) million net, as well
as reversed impairment losses totalling SEK 8 (-167) million net.
The capital gains are mainly attributable to the sale of Stockholm
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In 2017, SISAB contributed by
increasing the number of school places
for students in Stockholm by around
5,000 on top of the existing 125,000.

The primary tasks of the property companies include owning, managing, letting and building
housing and commercial premises in Stockholm.

Vatten och Avfall’s former head office at Torsgatan (SEK 468 million). The majority of companies report capital losses, primarily
as a result of decreased disposals.
Stockholm Parkering reports impairment losses of SEK 1 million. The reversal of previous impairment losses in relation to
property is reported by SISAB in the amount of SEK 8 million.
Consolidated operating income amounted to SEK 15,135 million,
cf. preceding year (SEK 14,894 million). Several companies have
increased their revenues, including the property companies, Stokab and Stockholm Vatten och Avfall, which raised the water and
sewage tariff during the year after a decision in the City Council. Consolidated operating expenses amounted to SEK 12,232
(12,519) million. Operating expenses also include higher costs for
depreciation and amortisation of over SEK 200 million, as a result of the Group’s relatively high investment level in recent years.
Group net financial items improved to SEK -572 (-688) million during the year. This is mainly the result of even lower interest rates in 2017.
The Group’s tax expense amounted to SEK 418 (566) million.
The tax expense derives partly from the Swedish Tax Agency’s
decision not to grant a deduction right for part of the Group’s
interest expenses.
Profit for the year for the Group amounted to SEK 1,913
(1,347) million.

Investments
The investment volume amounted to SEK 10,873 (10,073) million.
The investment volume has increased in recent years. The number
of large projects over SEK 300 million at year-end approached 60.
The housing companies work with the new production of homes
and implement technical improvements to existing properties. The
housing companies’ investments in new production and renovation projects amount to a total of around SEK 5.8 billion, which
corresponds to more than 50 percent of the corporate group’s total
investment volume during the year. During the year, the housing
companies began construction of nearly 1,800 new homes.
SISAB’s investments amount to nearly SEK 1.9 billion. The investments primarily pertain to the construction of Sjöviksskolan
and Nälstaskolan, and the renovation and extension of Kämpetorpsskolan.
Stockholm Vatten och Avfall’s investments amounted to over
SEK 1,5 million. The investments are attributable to measures
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in both existing networks and development areas, as well as the
project Stockholm’s Future Wastewater Treatment (SFA).

Financial position
Group equity amounted to SEK 59,320 (58,207) million at yearend. The equity/assets ratio was 47.8 (49.1) percent.

Personnel
The average number of full-year equivalent employees (contracted time) in the Group amounted to 2,831 (2,719) during the year,
of whom 1,613 (1,533) were men and 1,218 (1,186) were women. The average number of full-year equivalent employees at the
Parent Company totalled eight (seven), of whom three were men
and five were women.

Events during the year
In accordance with changes to the Annual Accounts Act, the
Group’s 10 largest companies have prepared sustainability reports
with their annual accounts. The Parent Company does not need to
prepare a sustainability report and no Group summary is prepared.
The housing companies are tasked with building good, climate-smart housing at a reasonable cost. The housing companies
must also work to ensure that there is more rental housing that
is affordable for young people, students and other groups in a
weak position on the housing market. The number of apartments
completed continued to rise during 2017 compared with previous
years. During the course of the year, around 1,270 apartments
became ready for occupancy; approximately 500 of these were
student apartments. Major projects completed during the year
include Vallgossen with 232 apartments, Syllen in Årsta with 172
apartments, Björnlandet with 158 apartments and Hornslandet
in Norra Djurgården with 132 apartments.
The work to establish secure and vibrant city districts continued in Husby Centrum, based on gender-equal feminist urban
planning. A public space is being created where everyone feels
safe and its planning is based on female perspectives. The centre
is being redeveloped around the idea of three squares with a clear
focus on services, shopping, food and culture. In Rinkeby, it was
decided that Familjebostäder, together with the Police Authority,
will convert the property at Kvarnberget 9 into a police station.

The ground was broken in December. As well as greater safety
and improved security in the area, the project is contributing several hundred new jobs.
In 2017, SISAB contributed by increasing the number of
school places for students in Stockholm by around 5,000 on top
of the existing 125,000.
Stockholm Vatten och Avfall is working on the project Stockholm’s Future Wastewater Treatment. This project involves the
redevelopment of the Henriksdal wastewater treatment plant
with increased capacity and new water treatment technology. The
Bromma wastewater treatment plant will be closed down and the
wastewater will be guided to the Henriksdal wastewater treatment plant instead. A revised implementation decision concerning
the expansion of the project was approved by the City Council in
spring 2017. This will mean, among other things, increased capacity for the treatment of wastewater. The budget for the project is
now SEK 9.2 billion (increased from the previous SEK 6 billion).
During the summer, waste collection staff at one of Stockholm Vatten och Avfall’s contractors went on a wildcat strike,
which caused delays to the collection of waste in several areas
of the city. Stockholm Vatten och Avfall worked hard to resolve
the problem through extra collections, working in two shifts and
providing additional containers.
Stockholm Vatten och Avfall implemented new contracts for
waste collection in the autumn, which mean that the contractors
now have complete responsibility for collection within their allotted
geographical area. This will enable the high environmental targets
to be achieved, while at the same time providing customers with
better service and contractors with a better work environment.
There was a major focus in 2017 on issues concerning discrimination and victimisation. Managers and employees are both
responsible for maintaining a good work environment and for
treating everyone with respect. No form of victimisation will be
tolerated and each company must ensure that it has clear procedures for reporting incidents and dealing with any cases that
may arise.

Group Board of Directors
The members of the Group Board of Directors are elected by the
City Council. The Group Board’s ordinary members comprise
five women and four men. There are four female and five male
deputy members.

PHOTO SISAB, MATTIAS SÖDERMARK
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In addition to investments in
housing construction, there is also
extensive investment in Norvik
Hamn, fibre expansion and the
expansion of the water and
wastewater network.

During the year, the Group Board of Directors monitored the financial development, the companies’ financial position and work
regarding owner directives in the budget and four-month reports.
The Group Board also received continuous reports and analyses
regarding major projects.
The Group Board approved orientation decisions and implementation decisions concerning the production of new apartments by the three housing companies. These decisions pertain
to new apartment production at Kärrtorps IP and Vikstensvägen
in Kärrtorp, the Banken block in Hägerstensåsen, the Algoritmen
block in Hagastaden, the Sandaletten block in Älvsjö, the Sävlången project and Idlången in Årsta, the Persikan block in Södermalm, as well as the new production of apartments in Stadshagen, in Mariehäll, Björkhagen, Finlandsgatan in Akalla, the Dalen
21 block and the Perstorp block.
The Group Board of Directors recommended Stockholmshem’s new production of new headquarters and housing in
Skärholmen.
The Group Board of Directors also recommended that Stockholm Vatten och Avfall sells its property Sabbatsberg 24 on Torsgatan and recommended a revised implementation decision for
Stockholm’s Future Wastewater Treatment.
The Group Board of Directors recommended SISAB’s implementation decision on the renovation, expansion and new production of compulsory schools and pre-schools in the Resedan
Vasa real block, of Rödabergsskolan and Rödabergshallen and
the company’s new construction of the Stadshagsklippan school.
The Group Board of Directors also recommended an orientation decision relating to SISAB’s new construction of Kista Ängs
skola, Tullgårdsskolan and Gröndalsskolan.
The Group Board of Directors also recommended that S:t Erik
Markutveckling acquire leaseholds and sell land in Ulvsunda.
The Group Board of Directors also recommended an implementation decision relating to Stockholm Parkering’s new production of a car park in Hagastaden.
The Group Board approved the registration of SGA Fastigheter’s
investigation decision and project directive regarding the development of the Arena plot and modernisation of Ericsson Globe.

Parent Company
The Parent Company, Stockholms Stadshus AB, is responsible for
Group-wide issues and for ensuring that the operations are gov-

erned, coordinated, followed up and given the support they need.
This is done in part by preparing decision documentation for the
political management, as well as through ongoing dialogue and
by coordinating networks with the companies. The Parent Company’s profit after financial items was SEK 305 (336) million.
Profit included dividends of SEK 216 (215) million. Profit for the
year after tax amounted to SEK 215 (214) million.

Environmental report
The Group’s companies will contribute to systematic environmental efforts by being long-term sustainable in every part of
their operations. This comprises energy efficiency enhancements,
expansion of systems for the collection of separated waste, as
well as other measures in waste management, construction and
transports. The companies work to reduce the environmental
impact and climate-changing emissions with the aim of achieving
the City’s goal of being fossil-fuel-free by 2040.
The City’s environmental programme 2016–2019 comprises
energy consumption, transports, land and water use and resource-efficient ecocycles. Also, a toxic-free Stockholm and healthy
indoor environment are subtargets that the City seeks to achieve.
Several of the housing and property companies and Stockholms Hamnar have chosen to certify their environmental work.
Stockholms Hamnar conducts operations that require permits
under the Swedish Environmental Code. The permit requirements
concern the part of operations that comprise ports, loading and
unloading quays that allow shipping traffic.
Stockholm Vatten och Avfall’s operations involve impact on
water in the Stockholm area, Lake Mälaren and the archipelago.
Stockholm Vatten och Avfall is working on the Group’s largest
project, Stockholm’s Future Wastewater Treatment (SFA). The
project is being carried out to upgrade treatment processes and
sludge handling. The project will be completed in 2026. The total
investment is estimated to amount to more than SEK 9 billion.

Future development
The investment level in the Group has been high in recent years
and will also be extensive in future years in order to meet the
City’s needs for housing, infrastructure and schools, etc. The production of new housing is a priority. The City’s long-term goal
for housing construction is 140,000 apartments by 2030, supple-

mented with a short-term target of 40,000 new homes by 2020.
There is also extensive investment in Norvik Hamn, fibre expansion and the expansion of the water and wastewater network.
During the year, the City Council made a decision on a number of housing production projects that will increase the production of new apartments by the City’s housing companies. The
housing companies are working hard to introduce new housing
projects. Beginning in 2016, the housing companies are required
to gradually double the number of homes begun to at least 3,000
per year by 2019.
In addition to these investment projects, other projects and
changes are underway that will have an effect on operations. For
example, Kulturhuset Stadsteatern is making plans for temporary
new premises, as the cultural centre will be closed for renovation
from 2019. Micasa Fastigheter is planning to build around 22
new nursing and care homes by 2040. Several companies, such
as Stokab, SISAB and Bostadsförmedlingen, will be moving their
head offices to the Globen area over the next few years.

Financial risks
The City of Stockholm’s Finance Department is responsible for
the financial operations of the Municipal Group. The Municipal
Group’s borrowing needs are met through coordinated central
borrowing.
All external loan financing and investment are handled centrally. The City's finance function is responsible for supporting
the core activities and safeguarding economies of scale within financial management. This is achieved through a common Group
account system that means that all flows are net accounted in
the Municipal Group before the City needs to borrow externally. The companies have a limit in the City’s Group accounting
system instead of loans. The Municipal Group’s finance policy
sets out goals and guidelines for financing operations within the
Municipal Group. This means that the Finance Department is
responsible for the companies’ interest rate risk in line with the
established policy and the companies, in turn, are responsible for
their investment decisions and capital structure. The policy also
identifies the financial risks to which the Municipal Group is exposed, and how they should be managed. The risks are monitored
continuously by a risk control function.
The Municipal Group primarily borrows funds directly from
the financial markets through various market programmes.
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The City of Stockholm Municipal Group has a strong financial position and a very high credit rating. The credit rating is
done by Standard & Poor’s, and the City of Stockholm has the
highest possible rating for short-term and long-term borrowing,
A-1+ and AAA, respectively. The rating is updated semi-annually
and was confirmed on 17 November 2017.
The Group’s total loan portfolio amounted to SEK 67,500
million, gross, at year-end, an increase of SEK 5,215 million compared with the preceding year. The increase is a result of the companies’ high investment level. The duration of the Group and the
Muncipal Group is a refined measure of the average fixed-rate
period, calculated including interest rate hedges, which must not
be below 1.5 years and not exceed 4.5 years. At year-end, the average period of fixed interest for the Municipal Group’s external
debt portfolio was 2.0 (2.4) years.

Limited deductions for intra-Group interest
At the end of 2012, the Swedish Parliament decided on further restrictions to deductions for intra-Group interest payments for the
main purpose of preventing capital flight abroad with tax planning. Since the decision, the City of Stockholm and the Stockholms
Stadshus AB Group have sought a decision on how the City’s companies should relate to the Swedish Tax Agency’s interpretation.
Stockholms Stadshus AB considers that the interest expenses
should be deemed fully deductible for affected companies within the Group. Affected companies have also claimed that the
interest expenses were deductible in the income tax returns that
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pertained to the income years 2014–2016.
In December 2016, the Swedish Tax Agency made a final review decision for the 2014 income year. The decision means that
a limited part of the interest is considered to be deductible. In
December 2017, the Swedish Tax Agency made a final review decision for the 2015 income year. This decision also means that a
limited part of the interest expenses is considered to be deductible. To obtain a legal assessment of the Swedish Tax Agency’s decision for 2014, the affected companies appealed against the decision at the beginning of 2017. The Swedish Tax Agency’s decision
for 2015 was also appealed against at the beginning of 2018.
There has not yet been any decision from the Swedish Tax
Agency for the 2016 and 2017 income years. However, the affected companies have reserved costs in the accounts for the year
through an estimate of how the Swedish Tax Agency’s principles
would affect these income years. Overall, the Swedish Tax Agency’s
assessment means an increased tax expense for the Group in the
annual accounts of SEK 56 million, which therefore affects the
profit for the year.

Risk management
The Group works with the City of Stockholm to conduct systematic work to gain an overall view and coordination of the City’s
operations based on a risk and vulnerability perspective. All companies make internal control plans and carry out their own risk
and vulnerability analyses (RVA) each year based on their own
operations. The internal control plans are followed up continu-

ously by the companies, while RVA are collated and an overall
analysis is subsequently performed for the City as a whole. Based
on identified critical commitments and assessed risks, action
plans are also drawn up at each company. Work is followed up in
the companies’ four-monthly reports and operational reports.
The City’s lay auditors continuously inspect the companies to
see that they conduct their operations in accordance with the City
Council’s mandates. In addition, a number of in-depth reviews
are done where e.g. policy documents or special projects are selected, in some cases in consultation with the Parent Company.
Group Management conducts continuous inspections of various
risks in the companies. Group Management continuously monitors projects in excess of SEK 300 million, among other things by
taking in second opinions to highlight risks. Group Management
also monitors the companies’ media image to see how the companies’ operations are covered in the Stockholm media.
During the year, Group Management has also monitored the
subsidiaries’ work on sustainability reporting. The new legal requirements that have entered into effect as of the 2017 annual report mean that ten of the Group’s companies must report non-financial information with disclosures on the environment, social
circumstances, personnel, human rights and anti-corruption.
During autumn 2017, the Group Management began a review
of confidence risks, which was carried out with external support.
The companies were examined in relation to a number of identified risk areas in order to see if there may be a risk of divergence
between stakeholders’ expectations of ethical behaviour and the
organisation’s actual behaviour.

Appropriation of profit
In the previous year, the Annual General Meeting resolved to
approve a dividend of SEK 1,200 million to the City of Stockholm. The dividend was provisional, which means that the City
can waive or restrict the dividend. The City Council made the
final decision on the dividend in connection with the decision on
the second four-month report, which meant that the dividend for
2017 was limited to SEK 800 million.
The proposed dividend is shown below. The Board of Directors proposes that the Annual General Meeting approve a dividend of SEK 1,700 million.

Proposed appropriation of profits
GROUP
Group equity according to the consolidated balance sheet
amounted to SEK 59,320 million.
PARENT COMPANY
At the disposal of the Annual General Meeting
Profit brought forward
Share premium reserve
Profit/loss for the year
Total

SEK 23,235,730,395

The Board of Directors proposes that the earnings
be appropriated as follows:
Paid as dividends to shareholders, SEK 596.49 per share
To carry forward
Total

SEK 15,521,047,102
SEK 7,499,999,000
SEK 214,684,293

SEK 1,700,000,000
SEK 21,535,730,395
SEK 23,235,730,395
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Financial key ratios (SEK million unless
otherwise indicated)

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013*

2013

15,135

14,895

14,189

13,550

12,953

12,953

Profit/loss after financial items

2,331

1,914

1,411

1,105

2,008

1,341

Profit/loss for the year

Operating income

1,913

1,347

1,086

733

1,587

1,050

Return on total assets, %

2.7

2.4

2.5

2.6

3.6

2.9

Return on equity, %

4.0

3.3

1.9

1.4

3.3

2.1

15.4

12.8

9.9

8.2

15.5

10.4

2,831

2,719

2,651

2,528

2,392

2,392

Gross investments

10,873

10,073

10,769

10,552

8,730

8,112

Non-current assets

122,245

115,340

108,710

100,764

85,755

85,056

65

47

46

40

33

28

59,320

58,160

57,317

56,724

48,456

47,919

124,104

117,605

111,037

102,725

87,894

87,195

47.8

49.1

51.4

55.4

55.2

55

Profit margin, %
Number of employees

Minority interest
Equity
Total assets
Equity/assets ratio, %
* Figures for 2013 have been adjusted in the annual accounts for 2014 due to the K3 accounting rules.

Commentary on Group summary
The Stockholms Stadshus AB Group’s sales amounted to SEK
15,135 million for 2017, which is SEK 240 million higher than
2016. Several companies increased their sales, with Stockholm
Vatten och Avfall, among others, reporting higher revenues as a
result of a higher water and sewage tariff. All property and infrastructure companies reported sales increases. The increase in sales
is due to new production, greater demand for the companies’
services and a higher order intake.
Consolidated profit after net financial items for the Group
amounted to SEK 2,331 million. The profit includes the effect on
earnings of the divestment of non-current assets in the amount of
SEK 405 million. This includes, among other things, the sale of
Stockholm Vatten och Avfall’s former head office, which realised
a capital gain of SEK 468 million. The profit includes shares of
profit from associated companies of SEK 485 million, which is
slightly lower than in 2016 (SEK 499 million).
Profit for the year amounted to SEK 1,913 million, with tax
expense for the year totalling SEK 418 million. Of this, SEK 56
million was attributable to tax effects due to non-deductible interest expenses.

The balance sheet total amounted to SEK 124.1 billion, which is
an increase of SEK 6.5 billion. This increase is a result of the
relatively high investment volume in, among other things, new
production, technical improvement projects, new schools and
infrastructure.
As a result of the year’s strong profit, equity in the Group increased by over SEK 1.1 million and amounts to SEK 59,320 million.
The equity/assets ratio decreased slightly to 47.8 percent,
which is a continued high level. The equity/assets ratio is affected by the companies’ investment volume, which also means
that borrowing is increasing. The investments are a result of the
housing companies’ new production and technical improvements,
together with the investments made during the year in infrastructure projects. The companies’ favourable profit in recent years
helps to create better conditions for continued investments in the
production of new apartments and infrastructure.
The number of employees in the Group increased. The largest
increase came at SISAB and Stockholmshem, which are both expanding as a result of the increased production of new apartments, pre-schools and schools.

Definitions of key ratios
Return on total assets

Profit after financial items and deduction of the standard tax rate
divided by average equity.

employees combines the working hours of permanent and temporary employees (employment rate) adjusted to full time. For example, two part-time employees who work 50 percent represent
one full-year equivalent employee. Contracted time refers, for
example, to employees on sick leave and parental leave and indicates the number of full-year equivalent employees for which the
companies have employer responsibility.

Profit margin

Equity/assets ratio

Profit after financial items plus financial expenses as a percentage
of the average balance sheet total.

Return on equity

Profit after financial items divided by operating income.

Number of employees

Equity in relation to the balance sheet total, as per the consolidated balance sheet. Equity includes the capital portion of untaxed reserves.

Average number of full-year equivalent employees according
to contracted time. The average number of full-year equivalent
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Appropriations within
the Group 2017
SEK 000s

Group
contributions
paid

Group
contributions
received

Dividend,
Stadshus AB
Group

Dividend,
City of
Stockholm2

-1,700,000

1,700,000

Parent Company
Stockholms Stadshus AB

90,000

Subsidiaries
9,604

AB Svenska Bostäder1
AB Familjebostäder1

830

AB Stockholmshem1

951

Bostadsförmedlingen i Stockholm AB
Skolfastigheter i Stockholm AB (SISAB)
Micasa Fastigheter i Stockholm AB
S:t Erik Markutveckling AB

10,000

Stockholm Globe Arena Fastigheter AB

98,000

Stockholm Vatten och Avfall AB

1,851

Stockholms Hamn AB
AB Stokab

213,000

Stockholm Stads Parkerings AB

140,000

Stockholms Stadsteater AB

355,000

Stockholm Business Region AB
S:t Erik Försäkrings AB
S:t Erik Livförsäkring AB
Other companies
Group adjustments
Total
1

The dividend is attributable to Section 3 of the Swedish Municipal Housing Companies Act.

2

The dividend pertains to the proposed appropriations of profits in this year’s accounts.
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453,000

453,000

-1,686,764

1,700,000

Commentary on appropriations
Like the previous year, the Group’s total profit after net financial
items is positive. In general, the Group companies presented a
surplus in the accounts, but a few have deficits, such as Stockholms Stadsteater (Kulturhuset Stadsteatern) and Stockholm
Globe Arena Fastigheter (SGA Fastigheter). To cover these losses,
Kulturhuset Stadsteatern and SGA Fastigheter receive Group contributions from other companies in the Group. These Group contributions totalled SEK 453 million.
The dividend from the housing companies Svenska Bostäder,
Familjebostäder and Stockholmshem amounted to just over SEK
11 million in accordance with Section 3 of the Swedish Municipal Housing Companies Act, while the dividend from Stockholm Vatten och Avfall amounted to nearly SEK 2 million. This
dividend pertained to the return on the company’s basic capital.
According to the budget for 2018, the budgeted dividend from
Stockholms Stadshus AB to the City of Stockholm is SEK 1,700
million. The City’s dividend is provisional and a final decision on
the dividend is made by the City Council in connection with the
second four-monthly report. This means that the City can waive
or restrict the dividend if the economic situation allows.
In 2017, the City Council decided to limit the dividend to SEK
800 million, instead of the original proposal of SEK 1,200 million.
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Income statements

Group
SEK million

Note

Operating income

3, 4

Net sales

2017

Parent Company
2016

2017

Group

2016

14,249.0

13,910.9

200.4

137.7

Other operating income

686.0

846.2

26.3

30.9

Total operating income

15,135.3

14,894.8

26.3

30.9

-279.2

-288.4

4, 5

-7,233.0

-7,238.8

-37.9

-44.5

Personnel costs

6

-2,113.2

-2,044.9

-13.4

-13.4

Depreciation/amortisation

7

-3,503.6

-3,284.2

Impairment losses and reversals of previous impairment losses

8

7.1

-167.9

Profit from participations in associated companies

9

484.9

499.4

404.8

5.8

-12,232.2

-12,519.0

-51.3

-58.0

2,903.1

2,375.8

-25.1

-27.1

Profit from sale of non-current assets
Total operating expenses
Operating profit

Profit from participations in associated companies

-0.1

31 Dec 2016

15

84.6

84.1

31 Dec 2017

31 Dec 2016

Land and buildings

16

88,037.1

84,008.6

17, 18

6,348.7

6,133.2

Equipment

19

1,244.9

1,009.3

Construction in progress

20

15,470.4

13,412.5

0.3

0.3

111,101.1

104,563.6

13.0

11.9

203.0

203.0

113.9

148.2

51.6

225.8

Interest income and similar profit/loss items

11

136.7

114.9

Interest expenses and similar profit/loss items

12

-760.5

-802.7

2,330.9

1,913.8

Appropriations

13

Tax on profit for the year

14

-361.9

-243.6

Tax attributable to interest deduction limitation

14

-56.2

-322.9

Profit/loss for the year

1,912.7

1,347.3

Attributable to Parent Company shareholders

1,894.2

1,346.1

18.5

1.2

Total property, plant and equipment

0.3

0.3

6,572.9

6,572.9

7,528.8

7,528.8

Financial assets
21

Receivables from City of Stockholm

9

Profit/loss after financial items

31 Dec 2017

Property, plant and equipment

Participations in Group companies

10

Profit/loss from other securities

Attributable to minority shareholders

Intangible assets

Plant and machinery

Raw materials and consumables

Parent Company

Note

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Operating expenses

Profit from participations in Group companies

SEK million
ASSETS

Work performed by the company for its own use and capitalised

Other external expenses

71

304.8

336.0

-90.0

-122.0

-0.1

-0.3

214.7

213.7

Participations in associated companies

22

8,516.2

8,234.3

Other securities held as non-current assets

23

2,502.5

2,424.1

Other non-current receivables
Total financial assets
Total non-current assets

40.9

34.2

11,059.6

10,692.6

14,101.7

14,101.7

122,245.2

115,340.3

14,102.0

14,102.0

0.0

0.0

12,652.5

13,278.8

367.4

378.8

CURRENT ASSETS
Inventories, etc.
Raw materials and consumables

39.7

32.6

Total inventories, etc.

39.7

32.6

Trade receivables

683.0

611.5

Receivables from City of Stockholm

282.0

921.1

Current receivables

Receivables from subsidiaries
Receivables from associated companies
Tax assets

Total receivables

0.5
9.2

8.9

403.1

261.8

0.8

1.2

449.3

435.4

0.1

0.6

1,817.4

2,230.3

13,030.0

13,668.3

1.3

1.3

14

Other receivables
Prepaid expenses and accrued income

0.0

24

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and bank balances
Total cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets
Total assets
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1.3

1.3

0.0

0.0

1,858.4

2,264.2

13,030.0

13,668.3

124,103.6

117,604.5

27,132.0

27,770.3
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Statement of changes in equity

Group
SEK million

73

Note

31 Dec 2017

Parent Company

31 Dec 2016

31 Dec 2017

31 Dec 2016

SEK million

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

GROUP

Parent Company equity

Closing balance 31 Dec. 2015

Restricted equity
Share capital, 2,850,001 shares

–

2,850.0

2,850.0

Restricted reserves

–

570.0

570.0

Total restricted equity

–

3,420.0

3,420.0

Profit brought forward

–

15,521.0

16,107.3

Share premium reserve

–

7,500.0

7,500.0

Profit/loss for the year

–

214.7

213.7

Total non-restricted equity

–

23,235.7

23,821.0

Total equity

–

26,655.7

27,241.0

Non-restricted equity

Share capital

Other capital
contributed

Other equity
incl. profit
for the year

Total

Minority
interest

Total equity

2,850.0

7,500.0

46,967.0

57,317.0

46.0

57,363.0

-500.0

-500.0

-3.1

-3.1

1,346.1

1,346.1

1.2

1,347.3

47,810.0

58,160.0

47.2

58,207.2

-800.0

-800.0

0.5

0.5

-0.5

0.0

1,894.2

1,894.2

18.5

1,912.7

Dividend
Other change
Profit/loss for the year
Closing balance, 31 Dec 2016

2,850.0

7,500.0

Dividend
Other change
Profit/loss for the year
Closing balance 31 Dec. 2017

-500.0
-3.1

-800.0

2,850.0

7,500.0

48,904.7

59,254.8

65.2

59,320.0

Share capital

Restricted reserves

Sharepremium
reserve

Other nonrestricted
equity

Profit/loss for
the year

Total equity

2,850.0

570.0

7,500.0

16,381.6

225.7

27,527.3

225.7

-225.7

Group equity
Share capital

2,850.0

2,850.0

–

Other capital contributed

7,500.0

7,500.0

–

Other equity incl. profit for the year

48,904.8

47,810.0

–

Equity attributable to Parent Company shareholders

59,254.8

58,160.0

–

65.2

47.2

59,320.0

58,207.2

Minority interest
Total equity
Provisions

–
SEK million

25

Provisions for pensions

47.6

Provisions for pensions, S:t Erik Livförsäkring
Deferred tax liabilities

–
26,655.7

14

Other provisions
Total provisions

1,871.0

1,826.9

1,487.5

1,410.1

241.5

123.6

3,599.9

3,408.2

0.7

7.3

Closing balance 31 Dec. 2015
Allocation of profit
0.7

7.3

Non-current liabilities
Other non-current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities

26

131.8

40.1

131.8

40.1

0.0

0.0

Accounts payable

42.5

10.2

2,129.0

2,131.9

54,341.9

49,780.3

99.4

200.4

Liabilities to Group companies
Liabilities to City of Stockholm
14

Other current liabilities
27

2.1

0.3

467.4

504.7

2.6

11.7

411.1

448.8

0.3

0.3

4,027.9

3,377.4

3.1

5.0

Total current liabilities

61,051.9

55,949.0

475.5

522.0

Total provisions and liabilities

64,783.6

59,397.3

476.2

529.3

124,103.6

117,604.5

27,132.0

27,770.3

Total equity and liabilities
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-500.0

Profit/loss for the year
2,850.0

570.0

7,500.0

Allocation of profit
Dividend
Closing balance 31 Dec. 2017

213.7

213.7

213.7

27,241.0

213.7

-213.7

-800.0
2,850.0

570.0

7,500.0

0.0
-500.0

16,107.3

Profit/loss for the year

Advance payments from customers

Accrued expenses and deferred income

Dividend
Closing balance, 31 Dec 2016

Current liabilities

Current tax liabilities

PARENT COMPANY

15,521.0

-800.0
214.7

214.7

214.7

26,655.7

Share capital consists of 2,850,001 shares
Quotient value per share amounts to SEK 1,000
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Cash flow statement

Notes

Group
SEK million

Parent Company

Note

2017

2016

2017

2016

Profit after net financial items

28

2,330.9

1,913.8

304.8

336.0

Adjustment for non-cash items

29

3,106.5

2,639.1

-6.3

1.0

Net profit/loss from sale of non-current assets

-406.7

-5.8

Income tax paid

-441.7

-560.7

-0.3

-0.9

4,588.9

3,986.4

298.3

336.1

-7.0

-1.4

Operating activities

Cash flow from operating activities before change in working capital
Change in inventories and work in progress
Changes in current receivables

413.0

-136.3

12.3

-42.3

-334.6

580.2

-28.6

41.7

4,660.4

4,428.9

282.0

335.5

Acquisition of intangible assets

-22.5

-23.7

Acquisition of financial assets

-57.6

-2.0

-131.2

-294.8

-10,626.8

-8,668.0

-55.6

-918.0

0.0

0.0

Change in current liabilities
Cash flow from operating activities
Investing activities

Acquisition of properties
Investment in constructions in progress
Acquisition of other property, plant and equipment
Payments received from the sale of non-current assets
Dividend received from associated companies
Cash flow from investing activities

30

1,255.8

51.4

203.0

203.0

-9,434.8

-9,652.1

-19.8

-13.3

-800.0

-500.0

Financing activities
Repayment of debt
Group contribution
Dividend paid
Change in non-current receivables

-122.0

-180.5

-800.0

-500.0

212.0

Changes to non-current liabilities

5,594.3

5,507.8

Cash flow from financing activities

4,774.5

5,206.5

-922.0

-680.5

Cash flow for the year

0.0

16.7

-640.0

-345.0

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year

1.3

18.0

13,278.8

13,623.8

Cash and cash equivalents at year-end

1.3

1.3

12,638.9

13,278.8

54,341.9

48,747.6

12,638.9

13,278.8

The cash flow statement includes cash and cash equivalents in
the City’s Group account.
The total in the Group account is included in receivables/liabilities in
the City of Stockholm and amounts to:
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Not
1 Accounting and valuation policies
Stockholms Stadshus AB prepares the annual report and consolidated financial statements in accordance with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and the Swedish Accounting Standards Board’s
general guidelines BFNAR 2012:1 Annual Accounts and Consolidated Accounts (K3).
The accounting policies are unchanged compared with the
previous year.

Consolidated financial statements
The consolidated financial statements include subsidiaries in which
Stockholms Stadshus AB, directly or indirectly, holds more than 50
percent of the votes or has a controlling influence in some other
manner. The consolidated financial statements have been prepared
in accordance with acquisition accounting, whereby the subsidiaries’ equity at the time of the acquisition, determined as the difference between the fair value of assets and liabilities, is eliminated in
its entirety. Accordingly, Group equity only includes the portion of
the subsidiaries’ equity that arose after the acquisition. The acquisition date is the date on which the controlling influence is obtained.
If the consolidated cost of the shares exceeds the value of the
company’s net assets according to the acquisition analysis, the difference is recognised as goodwill on consolidation. If, instead, the
consolidated cost of the shares is less than the value of the company’s net assets according to the acquisition analysis, the difference
is recognised as negative goodwill on consolidation under “other
provisions”. Negative goodwill, which can be attributed to anticipated future losses and expenses, shall be recognised in the income
statement the same financial year as these losses and expenses. The
portion of the provision that does not exceed the fair value of the
acquired identifiable non-monetary assets is dissolved in the income
statement over a period calculated as the remaining weighted average useful life of the assets that are subject to depreciation. The
portion of the provision that exceeds the fair value of the acquired
identifiable non-monetary assets is recognised in the income statement during the financial year.
Companies acquired during the year are included in the consolidated financial statements in the amount relating to the period
after the acquisition. They are deconsolidated from the date that
control ceases.
The minority share of acquired net assets are measured at fair
value. Profit for the year is presented in the consolidated income
statement including the minority share. The amount of net profit
for the year attributable to the minority share is stated in disclosures on the income statement. The minority share in subsidiaries’ capital is recognised as a separate item under “equity” on the
consolidated balance sheet. The Parent Company applies the same
accounting policies as the Group.
Transactions between Group companies are eliminated in their
entirety from the consolidated financial statements.

Group contribution
Both Group contributions received and paid are recognised as
appropriations in the income statement.

Recognition of associated companies
Companies that are not subsidiaries, but in which Stockholms Stadshus AB, directly or indirectly, holds at least 20 percent of the votes or
in some other way holds a significant influence, are considered associated companies. Participations in associated companies are recognised in the consolidated financial statements in accordance with the
equity method. Participations in associated companies are recognised
at cost, with adjustment for the Group’s share of changes in the associated company’s net assets, including goodwill (after deductions for
accumulated amortisation). The Group’s share of the associated company’s profit is recognised in the consolidated income statement. Undistributed accumulated profit shares attributable to associated companies are recognised on the consolidated balance sheet as an equity
method reserve under restricted reserves. Unrealised intra-Group profits are eliminated against the share of profits relating to the Group.

Revenues
Sales of goods are recognised when the significant risks and benefits
are transferred from the seller to the buyer. For service assignments,
income attributable to a performed service assignment is recognised
as income at the same pace as the work is performed and the materials are delivered or consumed. Rental income is recognised in the
period to which it relates. Income is reported net after VAT and discounts. Intra-Group sales are conducted at normal prices.

Government subsidies
Kulturhuset Stadsteatern receives government assistance in the form
of an annual operational subsidy paid to all institutional theatres in
accordance with an official document issued by the government to
the Swedish Arts Council. The subsidy is paid quarterly in advance
and the company distributes it so that it is recognised as income per
month. The housing companies are entitled to investment subsidies for
certain new production in accordance with prior regulations. For further information, see the Annual Report of the respective subsidiary.

Borrowing costs
The main principle is that no borrowing costs are capitalised
while non-current assets are being manufactured and instead they
are charged to the period to which they are attributable. Borrowing costs may be capitalised during the construction period for
major infrastructure projects. All new loans are handled by the
City of Stockholm’s Finance Department, and each company has
a limit in the City’s Group account system.
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Income taxes
Recognised income taxes comprise tax to be paid or received
relating to the current year, with adjustments for current taxes
relating to previous years and changes in deferred tax. All tax
liabilities/assets are measured at nominal amounts in accordance
with the tax regulations and rates which have been established
or announced and are very likely to take effect. Tax effects from
items recognised in the income statement are reported in the
income statement. Tax effects from items recognised directly
against equity are recognised against equity.
Deferred tax is calculated on all temporary differences arising
from carrying amounts and tax bases of assets and liabilities.
Temporary differences have primarily arisen due to the fact that
the depreciation of properties is carried out at different amounts
in the accounts than those permissible for tax purposes. Deferred
tax assets relating to loss carry-forwards or other future tax deductions are recognised to the extent it is likely that the deduction can be settled against a future taxation surplus. Deferred tax
liabilities relating to temporary differences in investments in subsidiaries and associated companies are not recognised in the consolidated financial statements, as the Parent Company can always
control the date for reversing the temporary differences, and it is
not deemed likely that such a reversal will be made in the foreseeable future. The deferred tax liability for untaxed reserves is recognised in the Parent Company as part of the untaxed reserves.
Receivables and liabilities are offset only when there is a legal
right to offset.

notes

All external borrowing and all investments are managed centrally
by the City of Stockholm’s Finance Department. Instead of loans,
companies have a limit in the City’s Group account system. The
City Council adopts a finance policy that applies to the entire
Municipal Group. The Board of Stockholms Stadshus AB adopts
a finance policy for the corporate group each year, which is subsequently adopted by all of the companies in the Group. This
means that the Finance Department is responsible for the companies’ interest rate risk and the companies, in turn, are responsible
for their investments and capital structure.
Tests are performed on every balance sheet date to determine
whether there are any indications that the financial assets require
impairment. Impairment losses are recognised if the decline in
value is deemed to be permanent.
All loans have the City of Stockholm as the counterparty.
Loans are part of the City of Stockholm’s Group account system.
There are no interest rate swaps or similar in the Group.

Inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net selling
price on the balance-sheet date applying the first-in/first-out
principle. For raw materials, all expenses that are directly
attributable to the acquisition of the materials are included
in the cost. Most of the inventories comprise piping used in
the water supply and sewage operations of Stockholm Vatten
och Avfall AB.

Financial instruments

Property, plant and equipment

The financial instruments recognised in the consolidated balance
sheet comprise securities, accounts receivable and other receivables, investments in securities, accounts payable and loans. The
instruments are recognised in the balance sheet when Stockholms
Stadshus AB becomes party to the contractual terms of the instrument. Financial assets are derecognised from the balance sheet
when the rights to receive cash flows from the investments have
expired or have been transferred and the Group has transferred
substantially all risks and rewards of ownership of the asset.
Financial liabilities are derecognised from the balance sheet
when the obligations in the contract are met or extinguished in
another manner.
Stockholms Stadshus AB has decided to recognise financial instruments at cost in accordance with Chapter 11 of K3.
Financial instruments are initially recognised at cost except for
accounts receivable and other receivables that are recognised at
the amount at which they are expected to be received less individually assessed doubtful receivables. Receivables that are interest-free or accrue interest that deviates from the market interest
rate and have a term of more than 12 months are recognised at a
discounted present value and the change in value over time is recognised as interest income in the income statement.
In subsequent valuations, investments in securities are valued in
accordance with the lowest value principle at the lower of cost and
market value, while other securities held as non-current assets are
valued at cost, taking into account any impairment requirements.

Property, plant and equipment are recognised at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment. Included in the cost are
expenses that can be directly attributed to the acquisition of the
asset. Property, plant and equipment are systematically depreciated over the asset’s useful life. The Group’s land has an indefinite
useful life and is not depreciated. Straight-line depreciation is the
method used for other types of property, plant and equipment.
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The following depreciation periods apply:
Buildings
Permanent equipment in buildings
Plant and machinery
Equipment, tools, fixtures and fittings

25-100 years
3-50 years
3-50 years
5 years

When a component in a non-current asset is replaced, any remaining part of the old component is disposed of and the new
component’s cost is capitalised. Additional expenses related to
assets not divided into components are added to the acquisition
value insofar as the asset’s performance increases relative to the
asset’s value at the time of acquisition. Expenses for ongoing
repairs and maintenance are recognised as costs.
Properties not used by Group companies, and which are held
for long-term leasing, are classified as buildings held for investment
purposes in the consolidated financial statements, see Note 14.
For further information, see the Annual Report of the respective subsidiary.

Intangible assets
Intangible assets are recognised at cost less accumulated amortisation and impairment. The expense model is applied in the
consolidated financial statements for internally accrued intangible
assets.
Amortisation takes place straight-line over the estimated useful life. The amortisation period for previously capitalised proprietary intangible assets amounts to 3-5 years and the amortisation
period for leaseholds is 50 years.

Impairment of non-financial assets
When there is an indication that the value of an asset has declined, the recoverable amount is calculated, which is the highest
of the value in use and fair value, less selling expenses. If the
asset’s recoverable amount is lower than the carrying amount,
the carrying amount is impaired to the recoverable amount.
For the purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at
the lowest levels for which a separate cash flow can be identified (cash-generating units). Prior impairments of assets (other
than goodwill) are reviewed for possible reversal at each balance
sheet date.

Lease agreements
Lease agreements that entail that the financial risks and benefits
of ownership of an asset are essentially transferred from the lessor to one of the Group’s companies are classified in the consolidated financial statements as finance leases. Finance leases entail
that rights and obligations are recognised as assets and liabilities,
respectively, on the balance sheet. Assets and liabilities are initially recognised at the lower of the asset’s fair value and the present
value of minimum leasing payments. Expenses directly attributable to the lease agreement are added to the value of the asset.
Leasing payments are specified by interest and repayment according to the effective interest method. Variable fees are recognised
as an expense in the period in which they arise. The leased asset is
depreciated straight-line over the estimated useful life.
Lease agreements where the financial risks and benefits attributable to the lease object essentially remain with the lessor
are classified as operating leases. Payments, including the first
increased rent, according to these agreements are recognised as a
cost straight-line over the lease term.

Provisions
A provision is made when there is a legal or constructive obligation and a reliable assessment of the amount can be made.
The present value is calculated of obligations that are expected
to be settled after more than 12 months. The increase in provisions attributable to the passage of time is recognised as interest
expenses.

Receivables, liabilities and provisions
Unless otherwise stated above, current receivables are recognised
at the lowest of their cost and the amounts with which they are
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expected to be settled. Non-current receivables and non-current
liabilities are measured at amortised cost after initial recognition.
Other liabilities and provisions are recognised in the amounts at
which they are expected to be settled. Other assets are recognised
at cost, unless otherwise indicated.

Remuneration of employees
Current remuneration in the Group comprises salaries, social
security contributions, holiday pay and paid sick leave. Current
remuneration is recognised as a cost and a liability when there is
a legal or constructive obligation to pay remuneration.
The majority of the companies in the Stockholms Stadshus
AB Group have their pension commitments insured with S:t Erik
Livförsäkring, which is tasked with co-ordinating and structuring
the management of pensions in the corporate group. The agreements insured are KAP-KL (formerly PFA), PA-KFS, PA-KL and
AKAP-KL. The commitments insured by S:t Erik Livförsäkring
AB are recognised under “provisions for pensions”. In addition,
individual Group companies may recognise separate pension
commitments in accordance with the Act on Safeguarding of
Pension Commitments (1967:531). These provisions refer in
particular to pension commitments that have not been insured,
such as collective agreement occupational pensions. Consequently, the Group’s pension provisions are divided into two
items under provisions.
For a more detailed description, refer to Note 6.

Cash-flow statement
The cash flow statement has been prepared in accordance with
the indirect method. The recognised cash flow only includes
transactions that involve payments received or made. In addition to cash and bank balances, the term cash and cash equivalents includes balances at the Finance Department of the City of
Stockholm Municipal Group. All cash and cash equivalents can
be used on behalf of the Group.

Transparency Directive
The Swedish Act on Transparency for Certain Financial Obligations, etc. entered into effect on 1 January 2006. The act places
certain demands on accounting at publicly owned companies
through requirements for open, separate accounting. The aim of
the act is to implement the European Commission’s Directive –
the Transparency Directive – in Swedish law to counteract unfair
competition. The subsidiaries within the Group deemed to be
encompassed by the Directive are Stockholms Hamn, Stokab and
Stockholm Parkering. These companies submit information in
connection with their respective Annual Reports.

Other disclosures
Income from the sale of properties is normally to be recognised
on the date of occupancy. Expenditure associated with the sale is
to be calculated and recognised on the same date.
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Additional information
Note
2 Estimates and assessments

Note
4
Operating leases
STOCKHOLMS STADSHUS AB
AS LESSOR

Note
3
Operating income

SEK million

Group

Stockholms Stadshus AB makes estimates and assessments concerning the future. The resulting accounting estimates will, by
definition, seldom equal the related actual results. The estimates
and assumptions that have a significant risk of causing a material
adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next year are addressed below.
The Boards and Managing Directors are responsible for continuously monitoring all major projects and investments. Both
the corporate group and the City’s administrations are to follow
the investment strategy decided by the City Council. New property production projects are continuously valued by the property
companies based on a market assessment of the operations in
question. This means that major changes in the property market
can have a significant impact on, for example, new housing production projects.
Most of the Group's subsidiaries have property, plant and
equipment in the form of property and infrastructure. Properties are included in property, plant and equipment and comprise
many different significant components. Stockholms Stadshus
AB and its relevant subsidiaries have jointly defined principle
standpoints and the components and depreciation periods to be
applied from 2014.
The various components are used to different extents by the
different companies depending on the type of operations, buildings, year of construction/refurbishment and tenant in the property portfolio of each company. The housing companies have
the most components, while the infrastructure companies have
fewer components.

SEK million

Parent Company

2017

2016

10,374.8

9,951.4

3,777.2

3,868.6

Fees

97.1

90.9

Government subsidy

54.2

54.5

Work performed by the company for
its own use and capitalised

200.4

137.7

Other operating income

631.8

791.7

Total operating income

15,135.3

14,894.8

3,298.0

3,235.1

Rents and lease income
Invoiced sales

of which sales to the City of Stockholm
of which sales to Group companies

2017

2016

26.3

30.9

26.3

30.9

0.0

0.1

26.3

28.4

Kulturhuset Stadsteatern receives a government subsidy for its
operations. Of other operating income, SEK 125 (100) million
was attributable to Skolfastigheter i Stockholm AB (SISAB).
These revenues mainly comprise compensation from the City of
Stockholm for operational adaptations of premises, etc.
Total operating income fell in comparison with the preceding year,
as the results for 2016 also included revenues accruing to Stockholm
Business Region in connection with the Eurovision Song Contest.
Stockholm Vatten och Avfall’s other operating income
amounted to SEK 166 (172) million. The largest items referred to
income for special works, the sale of heat from wastewater to the
Hammarby plant and remuneration for handling industrial waste.
The housing companies’ other income totalled SEK 90 (140)
million. A large part of these revenues are attributable to sales
and re-invoicing of waste collection, heating, water.

Note
5 Other external expenses
Group

Parent Company

2017

2016

Fall due for payment within one year

7,298.9

6,170.9

Fall due for payment later than
one year, but within five years

4,274.4

4,582.8

Fall due for payment later than
five years

6,510.1

7,522.3

18,083.5

18,276.0

2017

2016

0.0

0.0

Future minimum leasing fees that
will be received regarding non-cancellable leases:

Total
Variable leasing fees received during
the period
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5,270.2

The Group companies’ purchases from the City of Stockholm
amounted to SEK 698.3 (736.5) million. The Group companies’ sales to the City of Stockholm amounted to SEK 3,298.1
(3,235.1) million.
Parent Company purchases from other Group companies
amounted to SEK 5.3 (6.3) million and purchases from the City
of Stockholm amounted to SEK 27.1 (33.3) million.

Group

REMUNERATION OF AUDITORS
SEK million

3,665.8

Parent Company

2017

2016

2017

2016

Audit engagement

5.2

5.1

0.5

0.3

Auditing activities in addition to the
audit engagement

1.0

1.2

0.2

0.3

Tax consultancy services

0.9

1.1

0.0

Other services

2.9

2.5

0.4

Audit engagement

0.5

0.0

Auditing activities in addition to the
audit engagement

0.6

0.0

Tax consultancy services

0.3

0.2

Other services

8.0

0.8

3.2

19.4

11.0

3.9

Remuneration of auditors includes
the following:

In the consolidated financial statements, the operating lease income essentially comprises rent of housing and premises as well as
garage and parking spaces. Rental agreements regarding premises
are normally entered into for three years. Rental agreements regarding housing and garage and parking spaces are normally entered into until further notice, where the tenants are able to cancel
the agreement with a three-month notice period. Monthly letting
of parking spaces takes place with a one-month period of notice.

STOCKHOLMS STADSHUS AB AS
LESSEE
SEK million

Group

Parent Company

2017

2016

Fall due for payment within one year

312.1

180.8

Fall due for payment later than one
year, but within five years

663.6

534.6

Fall due for payment later than five
years

1,232.8

1,202.8

Total

2,208.5

1,918.2

302.2

261.4

2017

2016

0.0

0.0

Ernst & Young

Other auditors

Total remuneration of auditors

1.0

Future minimum leasing fees that
shall be paid regarding non-cancellable leases:

Leasing fees paid during the period

In the consolidated financial statements, operating leases essentially comprise rented properties/premises and leasing of cars.
The lease term for rented properties/premises varies, but is generally 1–10 years, while the lease term for vehicle leasing is normally three years. Index clauses and adjustment to CPI apply.
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Note
6

Personnel
Group

SEK million
Average no. of employees
(contracted time)
Of whom men, %

2017

Parent Company
2016

2017

2016

2,831.0

2,719.0

8.3

7.0

57.0

56.0

40.7

23.6

Wages, salaries, other remuneration and social security costs
Board, MD and Deputy MD

Company receive no supplementary salary. They have pension
entitlements in accordance with the PA-KFS.

SEK million

Land and buildings

2–20%

-3,036.1

-2,901.1

Plant and machinery

2–33%

-244.4

-228.2

Equipment2–33%

-201.1

-136.7

Total

-3,481.6

-3,266.0

0.0

-0.2

Total depreciation/amortisation

-3,503.6 -3,284.2

0.0

-0.2

35.8

1.9

1.8

Social security costs

12.9

16.1

0.6

0.6

Group employees

Pension expenses

15.5

16.7

0.9

0.2

Compared with the preceding year, the number of employees in
the Group (average number of full-year equivalent employees,
contractual hours) is increasing and amounted to 2,831 (2,719).
At year-end, the number of employees paid monthly was 2,883
(2,792), of whom 56% were men and 44% women.
Total sick leave amounted to 4.1% of ordinary working
hours (4.5%). This reduction is mainly explained by a fall in
longer-term sick leave (sick leave lasting for more than 14 days).
Pages 38–39 provide a presentation of, among other things,
the gender distribution for the staff and senior executives in
the Group.

1,364.1

1,278.9

5.9

4.7

Social security costs

437.7

451.7

1.9

1.5

Pension expenses

153.2

152.6

1.6

3.2

1,403.2

1,314.7

7.8

6.5

Total wages, salaries and other
remuneration
Social security costs

450.6

467.8

2.5

2.1

Pension expenses

168.7

169.3

2.6

3.4

Remuneration of senior executives
within the Group
Group
Fees to Board members are paid in accordance with the principles
established by the City Council. Fixed salaries are paid to senior executives in the Group and there are no bonus or incentive systems.

Parent Company
The members of the Board of Directors are elected by the City
Council. The Board’s ordinary members comprise five women
and four men. There are three female and six male deputy members. The Chairman has been paid SEK 70,000 (70,000) and the
Vice Chairman SEK 56,000 (56,000) in remuneration.
The Managing Director of the Parent Company is also the
Chief Executive Officer of the City of Stockholm and is paid
solely by the City. The Deputy Managing Director has the same
terms of employment as the City’s chief administrative officers.
These conditions entail permanent employment with the right to
KAP-KL after 12 years of service, although not earlier than 60
years of age. A right to two years’ salary in severance pay exists
upon termination by the company. Other employees of the Parent

Parent
Company

Group

Ingela Lindh, Managing Director, Parent Company, paid by the
City of Stockholm
Jonas Schneider, Deputy Managing Director of the Parent Company
Basic salary year KSEK 1,672 (1,601)
Pension provision KSEK 1,392 (243)
KAP-KL pension age from 60

39.1

Other employees

Note
7
Amortisation of intangible assets and depreciation of property, plant and equipment

Remuneration and other benefits during the year.

Wages, salaries and other
remuneration

Wages, salaries and other
remuneration
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Capitalised development expenses 20–33%

-22.0

-18.2

Total

22.0

-18.2

is similar to an ITP occupational pension plan for
employees of municipal companies. It primarily includes a
defined-benefit retirement pension, a supplementary retirement
pension and a survivor pension.
PA-KFS

-0.2

Parent Company

2017

2016

2017

2016

203.0

203.0

203.0

203.0

Profit from participations in associated companies is included in the
Group and the Parent Company as
follows:
Stockholm Exergi AB

Note
8
Impairment losses and reversals of previous
years’ impairment losses on property, plant
and equipment
Parent
Company

Group
Property, plant and equipment

is a defined-contribution occupational pension agreement for those born in 1986 or later.

2016

Group
SEK million

484.5

483.7

Mässfastigheter i Stockholm AB

0.1

15.5

Sydvästra Stockholmsregionen VAverks AB, SYVAB

0.2

0.2

Dividend
Total

484.9

499.4

Note
10 Dividends from subsidiaries

is a defined-benefit gross pension plan that applied to employees within the municipality and County Council. For most
employees, this pension agreement has been replaced by another
agreement, but still applies to certain managers. Under the PAKL plan, the employer offers a gross pension equivalent to a
certain salary level.

AKAP-KL

2017

Property, plant and equipment

SEK million

PFA is a pension plan for municipal and County Council employees comprising a defined-contribution old-age pension and a defined-benefit supplementary old-age pension. In 2006, PFA was
replaced by KAP-KL, which is also a defined-contribution retirement pension with a supplementary defined-benefit addition.
The transition regulations will have an impact on the Group’s
results for a number of years.

2016

Intangible assets

Group pension plans
PA-KL

2017

Note
9
Profit from participations in associated
companies

Land and buildings

2017

2016

8.3

-77.9

Construction in progress
Equipment

2016

-1.2

SEK million

0.0
-55.0

7.1

-167.9

0.0

Year 2017
SISAB: Reversal

Note
11 Interest income and similar profit/loss items
Group

-35.0

Provision for future impairment requirements
Total impairment losses

2017

Dividend Group companies: Svenska bostäder SEK 8.5 (10.1)
million, Familjebostäder SEK 0.7 (0.9) million, Stockholmshem
SEK 0.8 (10) million and Stockholm Vatten och Avfall SEK 2.9
(-) million.

of previous impairment losses, SEK 8 million.
STOCKHOLM PARKERING: Impairment of equipment, SEK 1 million.

0.0

2017

Parent Company
2016

2017

2016

Interest

136.7

114.9

113.9

148.2

Total

136.7

114.9

113.9

148.2

79.5

102.1

74.3

97.0

Of which from the City of Stockholm

The Parent Company accounts for the majority of the
Group’s interest income.

Note
12 Interest expenses and similar profit/loss items
Group
SEK million
Interest

Parent Company

2017

2016

-759.9

-801.9

Other

-0.6

-0.8

Total

-760.5

-802.7

Of which to the City of
Stockholm

-759.9

-802.7

2017

2016

0.0

0.0

Note
13 Appropriations
Parent Company
SEK million

2017

2016

Group contribution received

453.0

369.0

-543.0

-491.0

-90.0

-122.0

Group contribution paid
Total
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Note
14 Taxation

Note
15 Intangible assets
Group

SEK million

Parent Company

2017

2016

2017

2016

Adjustments attributable to preceding years

-275.2

-487.2

-9.3

19.6

Deferred tax

-77.5

224.0

Tax interest deduction previously in
2014 and 2015

-19.9

-253.8

Tax interest deduction 2017
Total reported tax

-36.3

-69.1

-418.2

-566.5

0.1

-0.3

Closing cost
Opening amortisation
0.1

-0.3

214.0

Tax according to applicable tax
rate, 22%

-516.7

-421.0

-47.3

-47.0

Tax effects of non-deductible
expenses

-126.0

-168.0

-1.7

-0.6

-0.4

Tax effect of income which is not
liable for tax

-301.3

238.7

Utilised, previously unrecognised
loss carry-forwards

-20.2

30.0

Current tax, earlier years

-10.4

-1.6

11.0

15.5

-1.1

48.8

47.3

-19.9

-253.8

Tax interest deduction 2017

-36.3

-69.1

-418.2

-566.5

Current tax assets
Current tax liabilities

-0.1

-0.3

-200.1

9.2

8.9

-0.1

-0.3

Deferred tax assets
140.4

279.3

Non-taxable provisions

0.3

0.1

UER investments 93/94

23.2

25.4

Mortgage item

30.0

33.2

Total deferred tax assets

Parent Company
2016

2017

2016

Closing net value

227.5

202.2

SEK million

13.6

23.8

8.9

1.5

Opening cost
Acquisitions for the year
Sales
Disposals

-0.2

Reclassifications

249.8

227.5

-144.2

-125.0

-22.0

-18.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Deferred tax liabilities

-1.0

83.8

-144.2
83.3

Opening cost

27.6

27.6

Closing cost

27.6

27.6

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

-26.8

-26.8

Closing amortisation

-26.8

-26.8

0.0

0.0

0.8

0.8

0.0

0.0

23.3

Closing cost

23.3

23.3

8,053.8

-3,029.1

Stockholmshem: Portfolio valuation carried out by external, independent
valuation companies.
0.0

0.0

53.0
-0.9

Opening write-ups
Depreciation for the year on amount
written up

0.0

Sales
Reclassifications

-21.2

Closing amortisation

-21.2

-21.2

Opening impairment losses

-2.1

-2.1

Closing impairment losses

-2.1

-2.1

0.0

0.0

Closing net value

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

-32,830.1 -31,576.7
379.8
-7.0

Reclassifications
Closing write-ups

Closing impairment losses
Closing net value, buildings

SISAB: Internal yield assessment based on the recoverable amount.

0.0

0.0

386.3

Of the values for buildings and land above, the following net values refer to buildings held for investment
purposes:

-3.6
-2.9

372.8

379.8

-1,428.2

-1,367.0

-0.5

-77.9

Acquisitions for the year
Sales
Reclassifications

Compilation of buildings held for investment purposes
SEK million

0.0

2017

2016

73,651.5

66,097.7

0.0
Revenues

8.8

9,284.5

5,023.2

Operating costs

-3,963.3

-3,225.2

Other costs

-3,793.9

-932.6

-480.4

-262.1

1,046.8

603.3

52.8

52.2

Financial expenses

21.7

5.1

16.7

-1,393.1

-1,428.2

0.0

0.0

80,061.0

75,892.0

0.0

0.0

7,116.7

6,947.5

0.4

116.3

Profit/loss
Information on government subsidies:
Government subsidies included in income
Interest subsidies included in financial income

LAND
Opening cost

Micasa Fastigheter: Portfolio valuation carried out in consultation with
external, independent valuation companies. The valuations of the housing
companies’ property holdings have been calibrated and coordinated
on the basis of selected valuation principles and reviewed by external
appraisers.
Stockholms Hamn: Valuation carried out by external, independent valuation company, based on market value.

1,434.0

Reclassifications

Svenska Bostäder: Internal valuation of property portfolio. Analysis
based on current property market information using a valuation model
developed by Datscha. External appraisers have reviewed a representative selection of internally valued properties. An external valuation was
conducted for Vällingby Centrum.
Familjebostäder: Portfolio valuation carried out by external, independent
valuation companies.

-2,897.6

29.8

Government subsidies that reduced investment values

0.0

Interest-free loans

0.0

-151.4
10.3

52.9

Closing cost

6,976.0

7,116.7

Opening write-ups

1,000.0

1,000.0

Closing write-ups

1,000.0

1,000.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

7,976.0

8,116.7

0.0

0.0

Tax assessment value of buildings

53,340.6

51,222.1

Tax assessment value of land

37,079.2

36,780.3

Closing net value, land

-355.1

Untaxed reserves

-772.5

-567.3

Fair value

Other deferred tax liabilities

-780.2

-825.7

Carrying amount

Total deferred tax liabilities

-1,832.9

-1,748.1

345.5

338.0

-1,487.5

-1,410.1
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6,300.7

143.3

Reversal of impairment
0.0

-21.2

84.1

-53.9

198.3

Impairment losses for the year

Opening amortisation

84.6

-60.8

Disposals

Opening impairment losses
23.3

832.7
-204.4

Sales

Closing depreciation

Opening amortisation

Opening cost

178.6

-31,576.7 -28,761.0

-280.3

Total deferred tax liabilities

2016

Acquired accumulated
depreciation

0.2
-166.0

130.8

Opening depreciation

Deferred tax surplus values

Reclassification from deferred tax
assets

2017

108,517.1 100,399.4

113,911.5 108,517.1

Closing impairment losses

18.6
338.0

2016

Fair value is calculated as follows:

Opening impairment losses

132.9

345.4

2017

Parent Company

Closing cost

Depreciation for the year

LEASEHOLDS

Total intangible assets

Group
BUILDINGS

GOODWILL

Information regarding taxes on the
balance sheet

Other temporary differences

Disposals

Closing net value

63.2

Tax interest deduction previously in
2014 and 2015

Unutilised loss carry-forwards

Amortisation for the year

Closing amortisation

Tax effects of profit-related Group
adjustments

Difference between taxable/accounting values of properties

2017

Reclassifications
214.8

Recognised tax expense

Opening cost

Disposals

1,913.8

Increase in loss carry-forwards without corresponding capitalisation of
deferred tax

SEK million

Reclassifications

2,348.7

Operations exempt from income tax
(S:t Erik Livförsäkring AB)

Group

Acquisitions for the year

Current tax
Recognised profit before tax

Note
16 Land and buildings

CAPITALISED DEVELOPMENT
EXPENSES

Information regarding taxes in the
income statement
Current tax on profit for the year

83

notes

0.0

177,261.1 165,520.0
66,970.7

66,097.7

0.0
Impairment losses for the year and reversals of previous years’ impairment
losses are recognised in Note 8.
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17

notes

Note
19 Equipment

Plant and machinery
Group

SEK million
Opening cost
Acquisitions for the year
Sales

Note
21

Parent Company
2017

2016

Group

2017

2016

SEK million

9,371.8

9,611.1

0.7

796.2

Acquisitions for the year

Opening cost

2016

2,264.9

1,367.3

1.3

1.3

54.1

124.0

Shareholders’ contributions paid/acquisition of companies
Closing cost

-29.4

Sales

-13.8

-11.9

-69.8

Disposals

-145.0

-27.8

Reclassifications

189.0

-969.3

Reclassifications

2,057.0

813.3

Capitalised leases

41.6

33.0

Capitalised leases

18.8

9,531.5

9,371.8

Opening depreciation
Depreciation for the year
Sales
Disposals
Reclassifications
Closing depreciation
Opening impairment losses

0.0

-3,702.9

-244.3

-228.2

1.2

15.8

Sales
Disposals

51.7

64.9

246.2

612.8

-3,182.8

-3,237.6

-1.0

-1.0

4,235.9

Opening depreciation

-3,237.6

Depreciation for the year

0.0

0.0

Disposals

1.0

Closing impairment losses

0.0

-1.0

0.0

0.0

6,348.6

6,133.2

0.0

0.0

Closing net value plant and
machinery

Closing cost

The Group has signed a finance lease for vehicles through its subsidiary Stockholm
Vatten AB. The lease agreement is non-cancellable and the lease term is five years.
At the end of the lease term, the Group has the option of acquiring the leased assets
according to the conditions stipulated in the lease. The applicable agreements have
no restrictions, although the assets may not be further leased during the lease term.
The Group has signed a finance lease for network equipment through its subsidiary
S:t Erik Kommunikation AB. The leasing period amounts to three and four years,
respectively. The leases contain no variable leasing fees besides interest. At the end
of the lease term, the Group has the option of extending the lease term, discontinuing the lease agreement or acquiring the leased assets on the terms stipulated in
the lease agreements. The applicable agreements have no restrictions, although the
assets may not be further leased during the lease term. The carrying amounts above
include the carrying amounts of these assets of SEK 77.6 (39.5) million.

-688.3

-201.1

-136.7

13.5

11.8

-1.0

-0.9
-0.1

22.1
-464.5

Closing depreciation

-2,988.8

-1,255.6

-1.0

-1.0

-5.6

0.0

0.0

Opening impairment losses

0.0

Impairment losses for the year

-1.2

Disposals

-1.0

Closing impairment losses

Note
20

-2.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

1,245.0

1,009.3

0.3

0.3

Construction in progress

SEK million

Parent Company

2017

2016

Opening cost

14,470.2

13,914.6

Acquisitions for the year

10,794.9

8,872.0

2017

2016

-8,569.1

-8,112.6

-167.8

-203.8

16,528.2

14,470.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

-1,057.7

-1,022.7

0.0

0.0

Sales/disposals
Reclassifications

Opening depreciation

Finance leases

STOCKHOLMS STADSHUS AB AS
LESSEE
SEK million

Closing depreciation

Group
2017

Parent Company
2016

2017

2016

Future minimum leasing fees that
shall be paid regarding non-cancellable leases:

Opening impairment losses
Impairment losses for the year
Closing impairment losses
Closing net value

Fall due for payment within one year

26.6

14.0

Fall due for payment later than one
year, but within five years

54.0

26.0

80.6

40.0

Fall due for payment later than five
years
0.0

A description of the Group’s finance leases is in Note 17.

0.0

Capital/votes, %
AB SVENSKA BOSTÄDER
AB Stadsholmen
Fastighets AB Centrumhuset Vällingby
IT-BO i Stockholm AB
Svenska Bostäder L-Bolag 1 AB
AB STADSHOLMEN

5.6

Group

Parent Company
2017

2016

6,572.9

6,572.9

6,572.9

6,572.9

-35.0
-1,057.7

-1,057.7

0.0

0.0

15,470.5

13,412.5

0.0

0.0

100%
91%
100%
100%
100%

No. of shares

2017

2016

Corp. ID no.

Domicile:

15,190,000

2,087.9

2,087.9

556043-6429
556035-1511
556203-5559
556615-7292
556748-4141

Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm

0.4

0.4

556035-1511

Stockholm

7,500,000

1,398.2

1,398.2

556035-0067
556715-5386
556736-2156
556876-3196

Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm

9%

AB FAMILJEBOSTÄDER
AB Familjebostäder Fastighetsnät
Hemmahamnen Kontor AB
Gyllene Ratten Ny AB

100%
100%
100%
100%

MICASA FASTIGHETER I STOCKHOLM AB

100%

150,000

29.9

29.9

556581-7870

Stockholm

AB STOCKHOLMSHEM
Västertorp Energi AB
Bostads AB Hammarbygård
AB Stockholmshem Fastighetsnät
Anser AB

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

17,640,000

1,630.2

1,630.2

556035-9555
556052-2160
556664-4745
556715-5394
556705-9307

Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm

BOSTADSFÖRMEDLINGEN I STOCKHOLM AB

100%

1,000

0.1

0.1

556057-8303

Stockholm

SKOLFASTIGHETER I STOCKHOLM AB

100%

50,000

158.3

158.3

556034-8970

Stockholm

STOCKHOLMS VATTEN OCH AVFALL AB
Stockholm Avfall AB
Stockholm Vatten AB

100%
100%
98%

1,000
1,000
980

122.6

122.6

556969-3111
556969-3087
556210-6855

Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm

STOCKHOLMS HAMN AB
Kapellskärs Hamn AB
Nynäshamns Hamn AB

100%
91%
100%

500,000

96.9

96.9

556008-1647
556189-1010
556038-0882

Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm

AB STOKAB
S:t Erik Kommunikation AB
S:t Erik Fiber AB

100%
100%
100%

500,000

159.9

159.9

556475-6467
556738-9951
556801-6603

Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm

STOCKHOLMS STADS PARKERINGS AB

100%

40,000

49.8

49.8

556001-7153

Stockholm

STOCKHOLMS STADSTEATER AB

100%

12,500

1.2

1.2

556026-1553

Stockholm

STOCKHOLM GLOBE ARENA FASTIGHETER AB
Arenan 9 Norra Fastigheten AB
Stockholm Entertainment District AB
Södra Byggrätten Globen AB

100%
100%
100%
100%

180

369.0

369.0

556206-4914
556862-4182
556862-4166
556862-4174

Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm

S:T ERIK FÖRSÄKRINGS AB

100%

100,000

119.8

119.8

516401-7948

Stockholm

S:T ERIK MARKUTVECKLING AB
Fastighets AB G-mästaren
Fastighets AB Runda Huset
Stockholm Norra Station AB
Fastighets AB Styckmästaren
Fastighets AB Charkuteristen
Fastighets AB Tuben
Fastighets AB Kylrummet
Kylfacket Förvaltning AB
Fastighets AB Palmfelt Center
Langobardia AB
Fastighets AB Gavia
Fastighets AB Godsfinkan
Fastighets AB Grosshandlarvägen

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

100

232.1

232.1

556064-5813
556605-2170
556605-2386
556661-9929
556026-2049
556745-4862
556048-0328
556862-8142
556566-6111
556833-4535
556681-4470
556860-2188
556969-5314
556027-2972

Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm

STOCKHOLM BUSINESS REGION  AB
Visit Stockholm AB
Invest Stockholm Business Region AB

100%
100%
100%

21,000

9.1

9.1

556491-6798
556027-5736
556083-1306

Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm

S:T ERIK LIVFÖRSÄKRING AB

100%

100,000

100.0

100.0

516406-0427

Stockholm

AB GLASBRUKSKVARTERET SWF

100%

40,000

7.5

7.5

556409-1832

Stockholm

6,572.9

6,572.9

Total
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2016

Opening cost

1.3

135.9

Closing cost

Total

-1,255.6

1.3

-1,681.4

Expensed investments

Note
18

2,264.9

2017

Book value

Reclassifications

Closing net value, equipment

SEK million

2017

-1.3

0.0

Group

Parent Company

2016

-70.3

Closing cost

Participations in Group companies

2017

Disposals

85
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notes

Not
Note
22
22

Note
26

Participations in associated companies
Group

SEK million
Opening cost

2016

2017

2016

8,234.3

7,803.8

7,528.8

7,528.8

-203.0

-203.0

-0.8

Dividend
Reversal of negative goodwill as the feared discrepancy between acquired cash flow in the acquisition analysis and market value has
not been realised
Other

-3.5

Share of profit for the year
Closing net value

484.9

499.4

8,516.2

8,234.3

0.8
7,528.8

7,528.8

Book value
Capital/votes, %

No. of shares

2017

2016

Corp. ID no.

Domicile:
Stockholm

Sydvästra Stockholmsregionens VA-verks AB, SYVAB

33%

40

556050-5728

Nynäshamns Mark AB

50%

2,000

556314-3113

Stockholm

50.4%

100,800

28.0

28.0

556094-5627

Stockholm

50%

1

7,500.8

7,500.8

556040-6034

Stockholm

7,528.8

7,528.8

Mässfastigheter i Stockholm AB
Stockholm Exergi AB
Total

Group
SEK million

Other securities held as non-current assets

40.1

18.9

AB Familjebostäder

Reclassification

53.6

-0.6

AB Stockholmshem

New borrowing

0.0

2.1

AB Svenska Bostäder

-19.8

-13.3

57.9

33.0

Capitalisation of finance leases
Total non-current liabilities

Group
SEK million
Opening cost

Parent Company

2017

2016

2017

2016

0.0

0.0

2,424.1

2,258.6

Purchases

46.8

2.0

Change in value

32.0

163.5

Sales/disposals

-0.4

Closing accumulated cost
Closing net value

2,424.1
2,424.1

0.0
0.0

Parent Company

2017

2016

2017

2016

Provisions for pensions at beginning
of the year

47.6

Provision for the year, net

-2.5

42.8

7.3

6.6

1.7

-6.5

0.7

0.8

7.3

Note
27

2017

0.0

Provisions for pensions at year-end

0.0

Pension provisions
S:t Erik Livförsäkring

Prepaid expenses and accrued income
Group

SEK million
Accrued interest income
Accrued rents

Parent Company

2017

2016

6.2

6.0

2.5

0.1

Other accrued income

290.4

155.1

Other prepaid expenses

150.1

274.2

Total prepaid expenses and
accrued income

449.3

435.4

2017

2016

45.1
1,825.9

47.6
1,826.9

Other provisions at beginning of
year

123.6

188.1

Other provisions for the year

115.3

-61.4

Utilised during the year
Reclassification
Other provisions at year-end

2.6

0.6

119.8

2017

123.5

0.8

0.5

0.2

0.2

44.1

41.8

761.6

775.8

Change in deferred income

1,257.0

1,406.3

Other accrued costs

1,845.6

1,030.0

0.7

4.3

Total accrued expenses and
deferred income

4,027.9

3,377.4

1.7

5.0

Note
28

241.5

-3.1
123.6

Interest income received and interest
expense paid
Group

Parent Company

SEK million

2017

2016

2017

2016

Interest income received

131.3

114.9

113.9

148.2

Interest expense paid

755.1

801.9

0.0

Impairment losses

Most Group companies have the majority of their pension liabilities
insured with S:t Erik Livförsäkring (refer to accounting policies).
Pension provisions recognised by the companies refer to guarantee
pensions and collective agreement occupational pensions.
Other provisions essentially relate to impairment requirements
in properties and to the costs for the completion of the Tele2 Arena.

Provisions
Profit from participations in associated companies
Change in value of investment assets

Parent Company

2017

2016

2017

2016

3,503.6

3,284.2

0.0

0.1

-7.1

112.9

111.8

33.9

-6.3

0.7

-484.9

-499.4

-32.0

-163.5

Reversal of negative goodwill*

-137.6

Non-cash component of property
acquisitions
Other
Total items

2015

0.0

0.0

115.7
10.5
95.0

SISAB

62.7
48.4

Stockholms Hamn

-72.0

Stockholm Vatten och Avfall

126.3

Other properties

3.2

Total acquisitions

131.2

294.8

S:t Erik Markutveckling has acquired property at Årstafältet.

Note
31

Contingent liabilities
Group

SEK million

Parent Company

2017

2016

Guarantees and contingent liabilities

80.1

80.0

Total contingent liabilities

80.1

80.0

2017

2016

0.0

0.0

Familjebostäder recognised a deferred land registration cost for
intra-Group property transfers of SEK 58.0 (58.0) million. The
Parent Company has issued capital adequacy guarantees for the
benefit of: Kulturhuset Stadsteatern, S:t Erik Markutveckling,
Stockholm Globe Arena Fastigheter and S:t Erik Försäkring. The
capital adequacy guarantees are not for specific amounts and are
not included in total contingent liabilities.

Note
32

Proposed appropriation of profits

SEK million

Non-cash items

SEK million

2017

GROUP
Group equity according to the consolidated
balance sheet amounted to SEK 59,320 million.

Group
0.0

Parent Company
2016

36.2

2016

Social insurance fees

Depreciation/amortisation

2.4

0.0

Prepaid rental income

Note
29

0.6
2.4

0.0

Parent Company
2016

2017

S:t Erik Markutveckling AB

Accrued expenses and deferred income
Group

SEK million

Stockholm Stads Parkerings AB

Of the non-current liabilities, SEK 0 (0) million in the Group falls
due for payment more than five years after the balance sheet date.
Company borrowings are conducted in accordance with the City
of Stockholm’s finance policy for the Municipal Group through
the City's Finance Department.

3.1

Other provisions

Note
24

40.1

2016

Provisions for pensions

Reclassification

2,502.5
2,502.5

Group
SEK million

131.8

2017

Group

Opening balance

SEK million

Provisions

Parent Company
2016

Holiday-pay liability

Note
25

Acquisition of properties

2017

Repayments

137.6

Note
30

Total non-current liabilities

Parent Company

2017

Acquisitions during the year

Note
23

87

notes

15.1

8.6

3,106.5

2,639.1

0.2
-6.3

PARENT COMPANY

2017

2016

15,521,047,102
7,499,999,000
214,684,293

16,107,339,820
7,499,999,000
213,707,282

Total
The Board of Directors proposes that the
earnings be appropriated as follows:
Paid as dividends to shareholders, SEK
421.05 per share
To carry forward

23,235,730,395

23,821,046,102

1,700,000,000
21,535,730,395

22,621,046,102

Total

23,235,730,395

23,821,046,102

At the disposal of the Annual General
Meeting
Profit brought forward
Share premium reserve
Profit/loss for the year

1,200,000,000

1.0

*See Note 22.
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Note
33

notes

Board signatures

Board signatures

Important events after 31 December 2017

In addition to customary, ordinary operations, the following important events occurred after the balance sheet date.
• The Group Board approved the proposal on the construction of
new housing and the new construction of a compulsory school.

Note
34

89

Stockholm, 19 March 2018

Annual General Meeting

Karin Wanngård
Chairman of the Board

The Annual General Meeting will be held at City Hall on
6 April 2018.

Anna König Jerlmyr
Deputy Chairman

Åsa Lindhagen

Stefan Hansson

Daniel Helldén

Ann Mari Engel

Gustav Johansson

Berthold Gustavsson

Lotta Edholm

Ingela Lindh
Managing Director

My auditor’s report was submitted on 19 March 2018

Mikael Sjölander
Authorised Public Accountant
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Auditor’s report
TO THE GENERAL MEETING OF STOCKHOLMS STADSHUS AB
CORP. ID NO. 556415–1727

Report on the annual accounts and consolidated accounts
Opinions
I have audited the annual accounts and consolidated accounts of
Stockholms Stadshus AB for the financial year 2017. The annual
accounts and consolidated accounts of the company are included
on pages 58–88 in this document.
In my opinion, the annual accounts and consolidated accounts
have been prepared in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act
and present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of the parent company and the group as of 31 December 2017
and their financial performance and cash flow for the year then
ended in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act. The statutory
administration report is consistent with the other parts of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts.
I therefore recommend that the general meeting of shareholders adopts the income statement and balance sheet for the parent
company and the group.
Basis for Opinions
I conducted my audit in accordance with International Standards
on Auditing (ISA) and generally accepted auditing standards in
Sweden. My responsibilities under those standards are further
described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities section. I am independent of the parent company and the group in accordance with
professional ethics for accountants in Sweden and have otherwise fulfilled my ethical responsibilities in accordance with these
requirements.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinions.
Other information than the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts
This document also contains information other than the annual accounts and consolidated accounts on pages 1–57. The Board
of Directors and the Managing Director are responsible for the
other information.
My opinion on the annual accounts and consolidated accounts
does not cover this other information and I do not express any
form of assurance conclusion regarding this other information.
In connection with my audit of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts, my responsibility is to read the information
identified above and consider whether the information is materially inconsistent with the annual accounts and consolidated accounts. In this procedure I also take into account my knowledge
otherwise obtained in the audit and assess whether the informa-
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tion otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
If I, based on the work performed concerning this information, conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other
information, I am required to report that fact. I have nothing to
report in this regard.
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the Managing
Director
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are responsible for the preparation of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts and that they give a fair presentation in accordance
with the Annual Accounts Act. The Board of Directors and the
Managing Director are also responsible for such internal control
as they determine is necessary to enable the preparation of annual
accounts and consolidated accounts that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the annual accounts and consolidated accounts,
the Board of Directors and the Managing Director are responsible for the assessment of the company’s and the group’s ability to
continue as a going concern. They disclose, as applicable, matters
related to going concern and using the going concern basis of
accounting. The going concern basis of accounting is however
not applied if the Board of Directors and the Managing Director
intend to liquidate the company, to cease operations, or have no
realistic alternative but to do so.
Auditor’s responsibility
My objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the annual accounts and consolidated accounts as a whole are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error,
and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinions. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs and generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden will always detect
a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise
from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or
in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these annual
accounts and consolidated accounts.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, I exercise professional judgment and maintain professional scepticism throughout
the audit. I also:
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the
annual accounts and consolidated accounts, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures respon-

sive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinions. The risk of
not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is
higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or
the override of internal control.
• Obtain an understanding of the company’s internal control
relevant to my audit in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s
internal control.
• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures
made by the Board of Directors and the Managing Director.
• Conclude on the appropriateness of the Board of Directors’
and the Managing Director’s use of the going concern basis of
accounting in preparing the annual accounts and consolidated accounts. I also draw a conclusion, based on the audit evidence obtained, as to whether any material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt
on the company’s and the group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If I conclude that a material uncertainty exists,
I am required to draw attention in my auditor’s report to the
related disclosures in the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify my
opinion about the annual accounts and consolidated accounts.
My conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up
to the date of my auditor’s report. However, future events or
conditions may cause a company and a group to cease to continue as a going concern.
• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the
annual accounts and consolidated accounts, including the disclosures, and whether the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts represent the underlying transactions and events in a
manner that achieves fair presentation.
• Obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence regarding
the financial information of the entities or business activities
within the group to express an opinion on the consolidated
accounts. I am responsible for the direction, supervision and
performance of the group audit. I remain solely responsible for
my opinions.
I must inform the Board of Directors of, among other matters,
the planned scope and timing of the audit. I must also inform of
significant audit findings during my audit, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that I identified.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
Opinions
In addition to my audit of the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts, I have also audited the administration of the Board of
Directors and the Managing Director of Stockholms Stadshus AB
for the financial year 2017 and the proposed appropriations of
the company’s profit or loss.
I recommend to the general meeting of shareholders that the
profit be appropriated in accordance with the proposal in the
statutory administration report and that the members of the
Board of Directors and the Managing Director be discharged
from liability for the financial year.
Basis for Opinions
I conducted the audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards in Sweden. My responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities
section. I am independent of the parent company and the group
in accordance with professional ethics for accountants in Sweden
and have otherwise fulfilled my ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinions.
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the Managing
Director
The Board of Directors is responsible for the proposal for appropriations of the company’s profit or loss. At the proposal of a
dividend, this includes an assessment of whether the dividend is
justifiable considering the requirements which the company’s and
the group’s type of operations, size and risks place on the size of
the parent company's and the group’s equity, consolidation requirements, liquidity and position in general.
The Board of Directors is responsible for the company’s organisation and the administration of the company’s affairs. This
includes among other things continuous assessment of the company’s and the group’s financial situation and ensuring that the
company’s organisation is designed so that the accounting, management of assets and the company’s financial affairs otherwise
are controlled in a reassuring manner. The Managing Director
shall manage the ongoing administration according to the Board
of Directors’ guidelines and instructions and among other matters
take measures that are necessary to fulfil the company’s accounting in accordance with law and handle the management of assets
in a reassuring manner.
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Lay auditor’s review
TO THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF STOCKHOLMS STADSHUS AB
CORP. ID NO. 556415–1727

Auditor’s responsibility
Our objective regarding the audit of the management, and thereby our statement regarding discharge from liability, is to collect
audit evidence to be able to assess with a reasonable degree of
certainty if any Board member or the Managing Director to any
material respect:
• has undertaken any action or been guilty of any omission
which can give rise to liability to the company, or
• in any other way has acted in contravention of the Companies
Act, the Annual Accounts Act or the Articles of Association.
My objective concerning the audit of the proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss, and thereby my opinion
about this, is to assess with a reasonable degree of assurance
whether the proposal is in accordance with the Companies Act.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a
guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards in Sweden will always detect actions
or omissions that can give rise to liability to the company, or that
the proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss are
not in accordance with the Companies Act.
As part of an audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards in Sweden, I exercise professional judgment
and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. The
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examination of the administration and the proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss is based primarily on the
audit of the accounts. Additional audit procedures performed are
based on my professional judgment with a starting point in risk
and materiality. This means that I focus the examination on such
actions, areas and relationships that are material for the operations and where deviations and violations would have particular importance for the company’s situation. I examine and test
decisions undertaken, support for decisions, actions taken and
other circumstances that are relevant to my opinion concerning
discharge from liability. As a basis for my opinion on the Board
of Directors’ proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or
loss I examined the Board of Directors’ reasoned statement and
a selection of supporting evidence in order to be able to assess
whether the proposal is in accordance with the Companies Act.

I, in my capacity as lay auditor appointed by Stockholm City Council, have examined Stockholm Stadshus AB’s operations in 2017.
The Board of Directors and Managing Director are responsible for the operations being conducted in accordance with the
current Articles of Association, owner directives and decisions, as
well as the laws and regulations that apply to the operations.
The responsibility of the lay auditor is to examine the operation and internal control and assess whether the operation has
been conducted in accordance with the City Council’s mandates
and objectives and the laws and regulations governing the operation. A summary of the review is reported in a separate review
memorandum, which has been presented to the company’s Board
of Directors.
The review was conducted in accordance with the Swedish
Companies Act, the Swedish Local Government Act, generally
accepted auditing standards for municipal operations and audit

rules of the municipality as well as the Articles of Association
and approved owner directives. The review was performed with
the approach and scope required to provide a reasonable basis
for my opinion.
The company’s operations have, in my judgement, been
conducted in an appropriate and satisfactory manner from a financial viewpoint, and the company’s internal control has been
adequate.
Stockholm, 12 February 2018

Bosse Ringholm
Lay auditor appointed by Stockholm
City Council

Stockholm, 19 March 2018

Mikael Sjölander
Authorised Public Accountant
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Board of Directors and Auditors
The Board of Directors of Stockholms
Stadshus AB

Stockholm City Council has delegated the operational ownership
control of the companies to the Board of Directors of Stockholms
Stadshus AB – the Group Board of Directors – which comprises a
politically appointed Board reflecting the distribution of seats on
the City Council.
The Group Board of Directors is to comprise not fewer than five
and not more than nine members, with not fewer than three and
not more than nine deputies, who are elected by the City Council.
The Group Board of Directors is assigned the overall responsibility

Board of Directors, Deputies
of coordinating the companies in the Group and must ensure,
for example, that the companies follow the guidelines and financial framework established by political decisions. It is also the
task of the Group Board to clarify the strategic guidelines for
the City Council and to provide the City Council with the supporting documentation necessary for balancing the requirements
for financial return against the requirements for social input that
the City Council may impose on the companies. Further information is provided on pages 40–45.

MIRJA RÄIHÄ (S)

OLLE BURELL (S)

KARIN GUSTAFSSON (S)

KATARINA LUHR (MP)

JOAKIM LARSSON (M)

PATRIK SILVERUDD (L)

KARIN ERNLUND (C)

ERIK SLOTTNER (KD)

KRISTIN SELANDER

CURT ÖHRSTRÖM

LARS BÄCK (V)

Board of Directors, permanent

KARIN WANNGÅRD

Chairman (S)

ANNA KÖNIG JERLMYR

Vice Chairman (M)

STEFAN HANSSON (S)

Union representatives

DANIEL HELLDÉN (MP)

ÅSA LINDHAGEN (MP)

ANN MARI ENGEL (V)

STAFFAN HOLMBORN

Member (Vision)

MATS LAGERMAN

Member (LO)

Not in photograph:

GUSTAV JOHANSSON (M)

BERTHOLD GUSTAVSSON (M)
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LOTTA EDHOLM (L)

vacant
Deputy (SACO)

anna-maja hellberg
Member (SACO)

Deputy (Vision)

Deputy (LO)

Auditors

Mikael Sjölander (EY) Authorised Public Accountant, Fredric
Hävrén (EY) Deputy Auditor and Authorised Public Accountant, Bosse Ringholm (S) Lay Auditor, Ulf Bourker Jacobsson
(M) Lay Auditor, Deputy
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ADDRESSEs

Addresses
STOCKHOLMS STADSHUS AB (Parent Company)
105 35 Stockholm | City Hall, 3rd floor
TEL. +46 (0)8-508 290 00 E-MAIL info@stadshusab.se
WWW.stadshusab.se CORP. ID NO. 556415-1727

STOCKHOLMS HAMN AB

AB SVENSKA BOSTÄDER

AB STOKAB

Box 95, SE-162 12 Vällingby | Vällingbyplan 2
TEL. +46 (0)8-508 370 00 E-MAIL info@svenskabostader.se
WWW.svenskabostader.se CORP. ID NO. 556043-6429

Box 6813, SE-113 86 Stockholm | Tulegatan 11
TEL. +46 (0)8-508 30 200 E-MAIL stokab@stokab.se
WWW.stokab.se CORP. ID NO. 556475-6467

Box 27314, SE-102 54 Stockholm | Magasin 2, Frihamnen
TEL. +46 (0)8-670 26 00 E-MAIL info@stockholmshamnar.se
WWW.stockholmshamnar.se CORP. ID NO. 556008-1647

AB FAMILJEBOSTÄDER

STOCKHOLMS STADS PARKERINGS AB

Box 92100, SE-120 07 Stockholm | Hammarby Fabriksväg 67
TEL. +46 (0)8-737 20 00 E-MAIL kontakt@familjebostader.com
WWW.familjebostader.com CORP. ID NO. 556035-0067

Box 4678, SE-116 91 Stockholm | Palmfeltsvägen 5, Globen
TEL. +46 (0)8-772 96 00 E-MAIL kundservice@stockholmparkering.se
WWW.stockholmparkering.se CORP. ID NO. 556001-7153

AB STOCKHOLMSHEM

STOCKHOLMS STADSTEATER AB

Box 9003, SE-102 71 Stockholm | Hornsgatan 128
TEL. +46 (0)8-508 39 000 E-MAIL epost@stockholmshem.se
WWW.stockholmshem.se CORP. ID NO. 556035-9555

Box 16412, SE-103 27 Stockholm | Beridarbansgatan 5
TEL. +46 (0)8-506 20 100 E-MAIL kundtjanst@stadsteatern.stockholm.se
WWW.kulturhusetstadsteatern.se CORP. ID NO. 556026-1553

BOSTADSFÖRMEDLINGEN I STOCKHOLM AB

STOCKHOLM GLOBE ARENA FASTIGHETER AB

Box 8317, SE-104 20 Stockholm | Fleminggatan 6
TEL. +46 (0)8-785 88 00 E-MAIL info@bostad.stockholm.se
WWW.bostad.stockholm.se CORP. ID NO. 556057-8303

Box 10026, SE-121 26 Stockholm-Globen | Arenatorget 1
TEL. +46 (0)8-508 353 40 E-MAIL info@sgafastigheter.se
WWW.sgafastigheter.se CORP. ID NO. 556206-4914

SKOLFASTIGHETER I STOCKHOLM AB (SISAB)

STOCKHOLM BUSINESS REGION AB

Box 47311, SE-100 74 Stockholm | Förmansvägen 11, Årstadal
TEL. +46 (0)8-508 460 00 E-MAIL diarie@sisab.se
WWW.sisab.se CORP. ID NO. 556034-8970

Box 16282, SE-103 25 Stockholm | Drottninggatan 33
TEL. +46 (0)8-508 280 00 E-MAIL info.sbr@stockholm.se
WWW.stockholmbusinessregion.se CORP. ID NO. 556491-6798

MICASA FASTIGHETER I STOCKHOLM AB

S:T ERIK FÖRSÄKRINGS AB

Box 1298, SE-164 29 Kista | Nordkapsgatan 3
TEL. +46 (0)8-508 360 00 E-MAIL info@micasa.se
WWW.micasa.se CORP. ID NO. 556581-7870

Box 16179, SE-103 24 Stockholm | Beridarbansgatan 1
TEL. +46 (0)8-508 29 000 E-MAIL info@sterikforsakring.se
WWW.sterikforsakring.se CORP. ID NO. 516401-7948

S:T ERIK MARKUTVECKLING AB

S:T ERIK LIVFÖRSÄKRING AB

SE-105 35 Stockholm | Kaplansbacken 10
TEL. +46 (0)8-508 290 00 E-MAIL info@sterikmark.se
WWW.sterikmark.se CORP. ID NO. 556064-5813

Box 16153, SE-103 24 Stockholm | Beridarbansgatan 1
TEL. +46 (0)8-508 29 000 E-MAIL info@sterikliv.se
WWW.sterikliv.se CORP. ID NO. 516406-0427

STOCKHOLM VATTEN OCH AVFALL AB

SE-106 36 Stockholm | Bryggerivägen 10
TEL. +46 (0)8-522 120 00 E-MAIL stockholmvatten@stockholmvatten.se
WWW.stockholmvattenochavfall.se CORP. ID NO. 556969-3111
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